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Abstract
This qualitative study uses Indigenous storywork as a form of personally situated,
decolonial research. My aim is to study the ways in which water as a sentient being, healing
spirit, and teacher taught me about human and more-than-human relationships. Deploying an
Indigenous womxnist and feminist theoretical lens interwoven with land-based, active
participatory Indigenous research methods, and the Ten Principles of Disability Justice (Sins
Invalid, 2019), I spent time learning some of the waterways in Treaty 7 territory and the
surrounding area. Given the current global water crisis resulting from catastrophic climate
change, Indigenous womxn’s knowledges regarding sustainability and ecological justice need to
be foregrounded, upheld, respected, and valued. My research question is accountable to these
knowledges and examines how water is a teacher for me. This work is also rooted in holistic
Indigenous values of respect and reciprocity toward the land and water and is actualized through
a methodology of Indigenous storywork. The overall objective of this thesis is to examine,
articulate, and embody meaningful learning practices and realizations that will ultimately benefit
the land and waterways. This work is also for the sake of future generations. My hope is that this
work will contribute to a small but growing body of research asserting the importance and
agency of Indigenous Grandmothers and womxn to respectful and sustainable water and
ecological practices.

Keywords: Indigenous womxnisms, Indigenous feminisms, traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK), Indigenous research methods, Indigenous storywork, water justice, Disability
Justice, land-based learning, cross-cultural learning, intersectionality, active participant research.
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Tawnchee kiyawow,

Foreword

My name is Edmee Comstock. I am the youngest and the last surviving of seventeen
children from the Bruce family. My great-grandfather was John Bruce and Louis Riel was his
secretary. On October 20, 1869 John Bruce was elected the first President of the Métis
provisional government at the Red River Settlement. As a young man, he did a lot of work for
the people of the time. He was raised a strong Métis and passed that strength on to his family. As
young children, my siblings and I were raised with our stories and our Michif language during a
time when many of our diverse people were forced to hide who they were to survive. For many
years I have been blessed to share my Métis knowledge and Michif language with various groups
in community. During my upbringing in the 1930s and 1940s, water was essential to every
aspect of our lives. Not only was it important for all our functions within the home, but it was
also an essential part of our travel. The waterways were our highways of the time. Water is what
connected our family and community to many other families and communities.
When I was a little girl, my father taught us that the area where we lived was once a large
glacier. It was very important for us to know how to respect water, along with our diverse water
origins such as the oceans and the rivers. Each waterway has its own meaning. When the
Europeans came to Turtle Island, it was the water that carried them here. When we talk about
water today, it is very important to understand that without water, no one can survive. Without
water, all our relatives: the animals, fish, insects, birds, and nature itself cannot exist. All these
beings are very sacred and important.
It is important for young people today to understand that over time, our use of water has
changed. However, our respect for water needs to remain the same. When I was a child, we did
not have running water. We had to haul our water in and out of the home from dug wells and the
Seine River. Not only were the waterways our highways of transportation, but the water was also
essential to our family and community life. We needed water to cook for and nourish one
another. Many of the stories told by our Elders were shared after supper, or at the kitchen table
with a cup of tea. The water kept our home safe from contagious diseases. We never took the
water for granted. Some years we experienced drought, and other years we experienced floods.
We always had to be in a state of preparedness for these different circumstances. To survive, our
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people had to know how to safely access, read, and measure underground and surface water. It
was also very important to know how to read the weather.
Today, many of our people are so individualized and land-locked that we don’t even
know our neighbours. We know them, but we don’t know them. Years ago, you knew your
neighbours, their children, if they had new babies, or if they had someone who had passed away.
You would participate to help one another. You would cook and clean for each other, and water
was needed for this important work. All our acts of togetherness and kindness connect directly
with the importance of water. When we recognize that all these things are connected, we
recognize the gifts that Mother Earth gives us to be able to live respectfully and peacefully with
one another.
It is more important than ever to pass these water stories and teachings on to our young
people so that they know who they are and where they come from. Young people today need to
understand that water did not always flow out of a tap. They need to know that water is more
important than just turning on the tap. Years ago, Métis people had to share access to water with
settlers, and they had to sell sections of their land to pay tax to the provincial and Canadian
governments. It is important that people today know that the Métis people always had to pay tax.
If we did not pay our taxes, our access to water was taken away. Today, many First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit Nations and communities do not have access to safe and clean drinking water.
This is unacceptable and unjust.
Today, we need to respect everything. We need to respect life in such a way that adapts
to our current realities, but the old values remain the same. Water has always been important to
people from all over the world. Human beings will continue to survive if we honour and respect
our relationships with all our relations. The ways we can all respect water is by not abusing or
polluting it. Even today, I witness people dumping their garbage and toxic waste in the water and
this is not right. That waterway has tiny fish and water beings in it that need to live. They may
just be minnows, but that minnow’s life is important to all living beings. Everything feeds on
something else, and everything is connected. When I witness people disrespecting water, it is
terrible. If we want the future generations to have a beautiful life, we all need to love and respect
water. Our young Métis knowledge keeper, Shelby Brown has offered her whole self to this
important work so that the people can relearn and reawaken this sacred part of themselves. Many
others have generously committed themselves to this work as well. I thank you all with my heart.
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In prayer, I ask the Great Spirit Manitou to come and bless and protect all water, Shelby
Brown the writer, and all those who will read this thesis. I ask for guidance, love, and respect for
this written work to help us all. Please help us to see the beauty of the water, and to witness the
need that Shelby has transmitted for all of us to carry in striving for healthy water. Please bless
those who will reach out and make this work an honest part of their every day lives. This thesis is
an important and loving message for water.
Hy, amen, marchee kitittin. All my relations.
With respect and love,
Métis Kokum (Grandmother) Edmee Comstock
Calgary, Alberta, Treaty 7
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Glossary of Terms
Ableism: The systemic and socio-cultural oppression and discrimination perpetuated toward
Disabled people (Sins Invalid, 2019, p. 142).
BIPOC: “Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.” (Sins Invalid, 2019, p. 146)
Bodymind: “The relationship between the human body and mind as a single integrated entity…
to affirm that our minds and bodies cannot be separated.” (Sins Invalid, 2019, p. 146)
Disability: A term used to unify a collective people who have a shared experience of oppression
in living in a world constructed by able-bodied, or abled people. This term has been reclaimed as
a form of empowerment by those who have been affected by these systemic issues (Sins Invalid,
2019, p. 153).
Femme: Shewan (2019, para. 8-9) defines “femme” to include anyone who identifies with queer
femininity as a form of their 2SLGBTQ+ gender, sexual, and cultural expression.
SWL: “Sit, watch, and listen” (Meijer Drees et al., 2012). This concept will be developed further
in the main body of the thesis.
Womxn: An intersectional, feminist term which avoids the suggestion of m-a-n and is used to
include nonbinary and trans women (Dictionary.com, 2020, para. 1).
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I raised myself
like water, my ancestor
to flow over the hard knocks
of my upbringing
and what drives my cool force
goes way back into lives past
and challenges every hindrance
and would-be authority.
But if you are going to do this work,
the physical, spiritual, and intellectual warfare
that puts you up against government industry racism ableism heteronormativity sexism
misogyny…
I think that my mind and emotions need balance
and I want to mature into the thought of that relationship
and ease into these moments in my body
so that I can share
the values of old
into contemporary culture
while learning and assisting
this generation
into the future
never leaving behind
the water
our ancestor.

Shelby Brown, October 2019

Introduction
“Be water, my friend” - Bruce Lee
Purpose of the Research
When asked, “Why water as pedagogy?” as a thesis topic, my mind and body are often
flooded with various memories, thoughts, and emotions. Like water and its ability to shapeshift,
travel, and transform, the very nature of this unfolding story is both erratic and multidimensional. Each human body is comprised of approximately 70% water and because of this,
water sustains all our cellular intelligence. As human beings, we each begin life in a womb
safeguarded and sustained by water. Without water, we die – and fast. The overarching purpose
of my thesis is to benefit the long-term sustainability of the land and waterways. Indigenous
2SLGBTQ+, women, and girls are interwoven with the land and waterways. They are the
keepers of the water and asserting their agency will further social justice and ecological
sustainability.
Limited scholarly attention has been paid to water as an autonomous, spiritual, and
sentient being that is also a living system of knowledge. Even less is written about applying this
knowledge within an embodied, personalized context. Indigenous womxnist theory (Horn-Miller,
2016, p. 35) and intercultural Indigenous land-based pedagogy (Simpson, 2014) serve as a form
of asserting water knowledge further underscoring “relational accountability” (Wilson, 2008, pp.
97-125). To heal the water, we need to heal with the water (McGregor, 2013, pp. 72-74). In this
thesis I delve into a multiplicity of meanings of womxnisms and feminisms, and of water as
pedagogy, all of which are inclusive, intersectional, adaptive, vast, and fluid. This work
foregrounds Indigenous womxn’s knowledge of the waterways, and engages the waterways as
alive, sacred, and sentient beings. This research aims to learn with - and from - water as a giver,
healer, and teacher. By utilizing blended methods of visiting, walking, and listening to sacred
sites, I foreground Indigenous lands and waterways as my primary research sources. Use of
spirit-based personal storywork and centering myself as the subject of my own research further
allows room for decolonial critical reflexivity and creativity (McIvor, 2010, p. 149). This use of
story was coined, “Indigenous storywork” by Stó:lō scholar, Jo-Ann Archibald (2008), and is the
1

methodology used throughout this thesis. Use of supplementary research and extensive block
quotations by Indigenous and non-Indigenous knowledge keepers further serves to situate,
contextualize, and validate my personal storywork while keeping the integrity of their voices
intact as much as possible. This is a means of enhancing my own self-reflection and asserting
Indigenous knowledges of water’s sacred spirit and agency. The flow of my inquiry is informed
by my lived experiences of embodying visiting, walking, and listening to the land and waterways
along with the existing literature featured throughout the research. As a result, the overall freeflowing narrative of this thesis is non-linear. The work presented here, finally, serves to assert
Indigenous autonomies along with an ethic of being in relation, and holistic understandings of
ecological sustainability for the purpose of educating current learners of all ages, demographics,
as well as future generations to come.
Background
Research Praxis
The importance of land-based learning as a means of asserting Indigenous autonomy has
recently begun to be acknowledged by scholars in an academic context. Most of these published
works are authored and stewarded by a small, but growing group of Indigenous womanist and
feminist scholars situated in a variety of disciplines. Four recent works which speak to the roles
of Indigenous women, water governance, and justice provide a framework regarding the
theoretical foundations, values, and protocols of working with - and researching - water as an
alive, sentient being (Anderson et al., 2013; Barker, 2019; McGregor, 2013; Muñoz, 2018). In
her dissertation, Muñoz (2018) provided a framework for divesting from water-as-commodity
thinking and posited an Indigenous methodology of flowing into an intercultural water-asancestor way of being. Anderson et al. (2013) foregrounded the voices of eleven diverse
Indigenous Grandmothers with respect to their traditional water knowledge to serve as a base for
interacting with water in meaningful, reciprocal, and respectful ways. McGregor (2013)
illustrated the ways in which Indigenous women enact Indigenous water through the Anishinaabe
law of zaagidowin, or love. Barker (2019), in turn, utilized water as a form of decolonial,
Indigenous feminist analytic thereby situating water as an alive, sentient teacher. Various
Indigenous Nations and political organizations have also asserted water as sentient and have
uplifted women as keepers of water by means of water declarations (Chiefs of Ontario, 2008;
Syilx Okanagan Nation Alliance, 2014).
2

My learning from water is an inherently embodied and inclusive practice. Actualizing
water as pedagogy in my personal storywork, democratic, and equitable learning requires
interweaving knowledge:
From the land and with the land…The land, aki, is both context and process… ‘Theory’
isn’t just an intellectual pursuit – it is woven within kinetics, spiritual presence, and
emotion, it is contextual and relational. It is intimate and personal, within individuals
themselves holding the responsibilities for finding and generating meaning within their
own lives. Most importantly, ‘theory’ isn’t just for academics; it is for everyone…
Visiting with Nishnaabeg [Indigenous] intelligence means sharing oneself through story,
through principled and respectful consensual reciprocity with another living
being… Nishnaabeg intelligence is for everyone, it’s not just pedagogy; it’s how to live
life. (Simpson, 2014, pp. 7-18)
In this model, theory and knowledge are based in movement, are personal and relational, and
require an individual to be always in reciprocity with creation. This is learning. This is living.
And living and learning are shared with others through story.
It is specifically this story “work” - the effort of storying experiences and lessons from
water in its contextual landscape - that forms the foundation of this thesis project. The notion that
land and waters are sentient, create relations, and require the act of relationship is found in many
Indigenous cultures. McIvor (2010) and Miller (2015) point out, in the Cree language,
Nêhiyawewin, this ethic of belonging is known as the interspecies and intercultural law of
wâhkôtowin; otherwise known as the law of kinship and being in good relation with all life, and
the entire universe. To live this law means to be in good relations with our environment, and that
knowledge is what many respected Indigenous knowledge keepers embody and share.
To be a good researcher in this cultural context, then, means that I must work at being
active in place, creating respectful connections to learn and live in a good way. Combining the
active research practice of visiting sacred sites, walking the land, and listening to places
supported my embodying Indigenous Grandmother knowledge about water (Chambers, 2006;
Chambers & Blood, 2009; Evans & Jones, 2011; Meijer Drees et al., 2012; Stinggay & Truman,
2018). These actions also allowed me to draw insights from the voices and teachings held in
local waterways and lands while celebrating constructive connection with those entities. The
results of my actions related to local lands and waterways, including all life, are subsequently
relayed - through story - into a meaningful experience I can share with others and by which I can
effect change in the world. As Wilson (2008) makes clear, by such an Indigenous research praxis
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theory, methodology, axiology, and ontology become a holistic, interconnected, and cyclical
learning process (p.70).
Additional Theoretical Frameworks
Indigenous Womxnisms and Feminisms
Although my research praxis is rooted in Indigenous storywork and the actions of
visiting, walking, and listening in places, it is also grounded in theories of Indigenous
womxnisms and feminisms. Indigenous storywork is the vehicle I utilize to gather and share the
teachings water has to offer, but I also draw from key ideas contained in Indigenous womxnist
and feminist theories.
The original term, “womanism” was coined and published by African American novelist
and social activist, Alice Walker (1983). Womanism supports the idea that the culture of the
woman is not an element of her femininity, but rather is the lens through which femininity exists.
Culture is the mediator of femininity, rather than a component of femininity, and cannot thus be
separated from the experience of womanhood. Since then, African American scholar, Layli
Maparyan [Phillips] (2006) expanded on womanisms as they pertain to Black and various
women of colour, to include ideas around restoring a holistic balance with the physical and
spiritual dimensions of all life (pp. xix-xx). Through the application of womanist theory to
Indigenous contexts, the importance of Indigenous women and their culturally rooted, gendered
roles and responsibilities are gaining new attention within the academy and the arts. Indigenous
storywork, then, becomes a technique to give expression to Indigenous womanism.
The use of Indigenous storywork roots womanist and feminist theory in inherent
Indigenous laws, respective origin stories, and values (Archibald, 2008, p. 87). To illustrate, in
her chapter, Horn-Miller (2016) retold the Onkwehonwe creation story of Sky Woman as a
means of situating Indigenous womanist theory. She explained, “Sky Woman’s story resists or
goes beyond feminism as a comment on colonial patriarchy and articulates a larger ideological
framework of resilience. Her story, and its rearticulation, speaks to the idea of Indigenous
womanism, in which traditional roles of women are empowered and valued” (p. 35). Because
Indigenous women are considered keepers of water in so many Indigenous cultures, it is fitting
that water as pedagogy be grounded within Indigenous womanist theory as one means of
restoring balance with all life. Although Indigenous women’s water-carrying responsibilities are
connected through their menstrual cycles (also known as Moon Time), the ability to give birth,
4

and menopause (Anderson, 2011, pp. 11-13; Anderson et al., 2013, pp. 13-16), a substantial gap
in the literature exists regarding the fluidity of what it means to be a woman beyond an
anatomical, and arguably ableist, birth-giving sense. Even less research has been published in
terms of including and uplifting Indigenous 2SLGBTQ+ and gender-variant voices with dignity
and distinction within non-essentialist Indigenous womanist discussion.
Indigenous feminist discourse sheds light on the need to revitalize discussions around the
problematic biological and binarized traditional roles of women when understood and enacted as
a form of sexism, ableism, heteronormativity, fundamentalism, and essentialism (Mckay, 2005,
p. 122). For example, eco-feminist Milner-Barry (2015) argued, “The idea that women and
nature are inherently linked is a tacit acceptance of their mutual exploitation” (para. 1). From an
Indigenous perspective on womanism and feminism, such simplicity linking women and nature
is impossible. In contrast, Indigenous womanism sees complexity. According to Métis
Grandmother, Maria Campbell, although water is understood as a feminine spirit it also has
sentient masculine beings living within it (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 16). Simple
masculine/feminine dichotomies are thus untenable in such an Indigenous Grandmother
philosophy.
Alternatively, and in support of Indigenous Grandmother knowledge, other ecofeminisms and Gaia theories have foregrounded kin-based worldviews. For example, Wetlaufer
(2015) asserted that these theories assert the embodied knowledge of, “Viewing the Earth as a
member of one’s family [as] a profound shift from the mainstream understanding of our
relationship to the environment, and even different than the mainstream environmental thought”
(para. 12). The importance of distinguishing the difference between the constricting,
anthropomorphic binary of water-as-woman and the Indigenous descriptor of water-as-feminine
is evident in terms of unpacking and dismantling gendered binaries and colonialheteropatriarchal violence. Late 1 Anishinaabe Grandmother, Josephine Mandamin validated this
in explaining, “‘Our relationship with water is not just about our relationship with giving life; it’s
about our relationship based in thinking about how we live on the earth…That’s really a lifelong
learning’” (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 16). The understanding that Indigenous women’s
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This term is used in the context of respectfully acknowledging that this person has since passed on since
the materials cited were published. .
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relationships with water transcend gendered, biological functions supersedes the exclusionary
role of caregiving water as only abled, heteronormative, and cisgender women.
The colonial imposition of heteronormativity and gender binary on Indigenous
communities is also an emergent topic in need of critical understanding. Part of the importance
of the plurality of Indigenous Two-Spirit, LGBTQ+, and gender-variant identities are that they
restore balance in Indigenous communities that have been heavily impacted by ongoing
colonialism (Wilson, 2015, p. 1). Neyonawak Inniniwak scholar, Alex Wilson advocated that it
is also important to understand that Two-Spirit is an evolving definition and self-identity process,
and the broad spectrum of gender and sexual diversity are reflected in Indigenous languages (pp.
2-4). Because of colonially introduced and internalized homophobia, gender binary
preconceptions, and heteronormativity in Indigenous and settler societies, Two-Spirit people are
disproportionately impacted by negative interpretations of their gender and sexual identities. This
is as a matter of prioritizing notions of culture over more inclusive understandings of humanity.
For example, for many Indigenous women, wearing ceremonial skirts is an important and
meaningful way of honouring their bodies, ceremonies, traditions, and their Grandmothers
(Hopkins, 2016). However, even in ceremonial contexts, “skirt shaming” (Wilson, 2016, para. 5)
is something some ceremonialists use to further heteronormative assumptions of gender roles and
sexuality. Anishnawbe author Drew Hayden Taylor (2016) explained, “Skirt shaming is when
women who do not meet the so-called dress code are criticized for being disrespectful to
tradition, and either asked to leave the circle or are somehow required to change their clothing to
adhere to protocol” (para. 4).
Taylor also indicated that skirt shaming has various interrelated origins rooted in
desexualizing women’s bodies in ceremony, upholding patriarchy, furthering heteronormative
behaviours as a form of sexism, gendered oppression, control, and was introduced to Indigenous
communities through Indian Residential Schools (para. 16-20). As result, Two-Spirit
discrimination and marginalization of this nature has been correlated with higher suicide rates
and other forms of violence against those not fitting in to standard Western notions of gender
identities (Wilson, 2015, pp. 2-3). To counter this misunderstanding of the complexity of the
Two-Spirit identity, in 1990, the term ‘Two-Spirit’ was coined by Cree Grandmother, Myra
Laramee at an Indigenous 2SLGBTQ+ gathering in Winnipeg to uplift and dignify the
Indigenous 2SLGBTQ+ and gender-variant community with a distinct name that is inclusive to
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their many diverse and unique contexts and experiences (p. 1). Instead of ‘coming out’, “coming
in” (p. 2) is about Two-Spirit people returning home “as a valued part of our families, cultures,
communities, and lands, in connection with all our relations” (Wilson, 2016, para. 7). Skirt or no
skirt, for this research womanisms will now be referred to as womxnisms. This is to meaningfully
respect the agency of 2SLGBTQ+, gender-variant, and cisgender people who do or do not
identify as womxn or femme, and to uplift those who are acknowledged by their communities as
Grandmothers and matriarchs.
The topic of gendered roles and respect toward 2SLGBTQ+ and gender-variant people is
something that requires significant and ongoing discussion (Anderson, 2011, p. 198). Water
pedagogy and embodied teachings have the potential to facilitate positive change in this area of
social wounding. Because water is a healing spirit, it has the power to bring all living beings
together in recognition of their interconnectivity beyond narrow, heteronormative notions of
gender. Indigenous children, youth, 2SLGBTQ+, womxn, and Grandmothers are those who can
help lead with this process, and it is through the lens of their perspectives that this research was
pursued.
Indigenous Womxn and Grandmothers: Keepers and Carriers of Water.
Transmitting Indigenous Grandmother stories and knowledge through storywork to the
current and future generations is important because it contributes to collective, intercultural
memory (Hodgson-Smith & Kermoal, 2016, pp. 160-162; Jobin, 2016, p. 51). This heartknowledge can, in turn, empower Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities to collaboratively
resist domination and colonization. The roles of Indigenous womxn and Grandmothers are
imperative to the ontology water justice because womxn are, “‘Carriers of Water’” and, “The
feminine relationship with the spirit and life force of water is also present when it comes to the
larger feminine body of Mother Earth” (Anderson et al., 2013, pp. 13-15). In 2003, late
Josephine Mandamin and other respected Anishinaabe Grandmothers began the annual Mother
Earth Water Walk (MEWW) as a means of enacting their responsibilities to water (McGregor,
2014, p. 74). Each spring, these womxn undertook walking the entire circumference of one of the
Great Lakes and other waterways within Anishinaabe origin stories. During these walks, they
conducted numerous ceremonies and protocols as a means of healing the water, and healing with
the water from ongoing colonialism and environmental racism (pp. 72-74).
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MEWW was the Grandmothers’ way of fulfilling their responsibilities to revitalize and
enact Zaagidowin. In the Anishinaabe language, Anishinaabemowin, this means love.
Zaagidowin is the law in which “Loving responsibilities and obligations flow…and thus are not
mandated by governments through legislation, policies, funding, or programs. Instead, knowing
our responsibilities gives us power to act” (McGregor, 2014, p. 73). By enacting Zaagidowin, the
Grandmothers were able to focus on the well-being of water and the future generations of all
living beings (p. 73). By foregrounding a relationship of giving rather than taking (p. 76), the
Grandmothers were also able to enact “relational accountability” (Wilson, 2008, pp. 97-125) in
being known by the waters, and came-to-know the waters as their ancestors and kin (McGregor,
2014, p. 75).
In summary, to actualize and articulate water as pedagogy it is important to live, enact,
and model the theories and epistemes outlined above. Interweaving a spirit-based and critically
reflexive personal narrative into research allows for a decolonizing lens (McIvor, 2010, p. 149).
When connecting to water within an urban-dwelling and local context, my personal storywork
expressed my learning journey of respecting water-as-spirit, feminine, sentient, ancestor, and
teacher (Nelson & Wagenberg, 2016, p. 108). My walking on the land, following the water,
observing all that I could using the technique of SWL, “sit, watch, and listen” (Meijer Drees et
al., 2012) as well as weaving my experiences into story represent an Indigenous implementation
of land-based relations, and an attempt to share what I have learned (Archibald, 2008, p. 143;
Kovach, 2009, p. 45). During my time with the land and waterways I also came to understand
that a critical understanding of globalization and ongoing, colonial capitalist resource extraction
informs how healing one’s relationship with place can happen (Bowers, 2013, p. 227; Todd,
2017, p. 207). My storywork for this research uncovered the extent to which colonial capitalism
bore on water as teacher and method. This overall learning became water as pedagogy.
Context of the Research
According to Posner & MacLachlan’s (2018) episode, The World’s Water Crisis, 97% of
the world’s water supply is comprised of saltwater. Two percent is frozen freshwater, and one
percent is liquid freshwater. Of that one percent, the majority is found underground in aquifers.
Global individual water use accounts for eight percent of our liquid freshwater usage, whereas
industry accounts for twenty-two percent, and agriculture accounts for seventy percent. As of
April 21, 2018, the South African city of Cape Town anticipated its first ‘Day Zero’, in which
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the public water supply would need to be shut off, and water rations would be distributed instead.
In response to this warning, Cape Town has been able to successfully offset their ‘Day Zero’ to
an undetermined date by means of responsible water use. By 2040 however, it is anticipated that
most major urban centers around the world will not be able to sustain their water demands and
will also come upon their own ‘Day Zero’. In response to this, Western water resource analysts
suspect that as our fresh water supplies dry up, desalinating ocean water, further commodifying
it, and furthering economic disparities by charging individuals for access to drinkable water will
somehow teach all humans to value and conserve it more.
Within a more localized context, the borders of Canada and the United States’ colonial
entities commodify - and metaphorically enslave - approximately twenty percent of the world’s
overall liquid fresh water supply (Posner & MacLachlan, 2018). Because of this supposed water
wealth, Canada is mythicized to not be complicit in, nor impacted by, the global water crisis
(Barlow, 2016). The problem with this humancentric argument is that it does not consider the
inter-species impact of industrial degradation of water, a “more-than-human” (Todd, 2017, p.
106; Wilson et al., 2019, p.8) use of water, nor the corresponding colonial mismanagement and
neglect of what little fresh water we have left.
In terms of racialized water disparities, a study conducted in 2008 concluded that twenty
percent of First Nations reserves in Canada have been living with drinking water advisories for
multiple decades (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 12). By 2010, over 73% percent of First Nations’
drinking and wastewater management systems were pronounced medium-to-high risk for toxic
industrial contamination, making Canada an epicenter for developed-world environmental
racism, ecocide, and ethnocide (p. 12). This ongoing injustice is especially evident in terms of
how the lack of clean water in Indigenous contexts disproportionately creates adverse health
outcomes for racialized minorities and Indigenous communities, and the respective lands and
waterways they inhabit and utilize for cultural and material sustenance (Page & Daniel, 2019;
Waldron, 2018).
Autonomous Indigenous resistance and water protection movements have transcended
imperial borders and have been ongoing since the first arrivals of extractive colonial forces. One
of the most well-known Indigenous-led, intercultural water protection movements occurred from
late 2016 to 2017 at the Standing Rock Sioux Nation, as an attempt to shut down the Dakota
Access Pipeline (Wong, 2016). Wong (2016) explained that this #NoDAPL Mni Wiconi, ‘Water
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is Life’ movement occurred to protect Lake Oahe, along with the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers, from further industrial degradation and oil spills. It was during this time that hundreds of
peaceful water protectors were arrested and assaulted by Industry-sanctioned mercenary
paramilitary, USA state-sanctioned police and military troops. Wong also explained that armed
forces ironically utilized water cannons and other forms of weaponized brutality against the
water protectors in freezing temperatures.
Within a Canadian context, many Indigenous Nations and communities have also resisted
state-imposed violence upon the waterways through the imposition of borders and resource
development. Since the early arrival of colonizing forces, the St. Lawrence River has been one of
many sites of ongoing political and industrial attack on Indigenous peoples. For example, one of
the most memorable Indigenous resistance movements along the St. Lawrence River was the
Oka Crisis of 1990. During this time, the Mohawk of Kahnawá:ke and their allies blocked access
to the Mercier bridge, which provides access across the river and into the city of Montréal,
Québec. This was a means of showing solidarity to the Kanehsatà:ke People who were protecting
one of their ancient burial sites from golf course development (LaPier, 2020). Like the violent,
state-sanctioned response at Standing Rock in 2016, white supremacist citizens, along with the
Québec and Royal Canadian Mounted Police deployed excessive force upon Indigenous land and
water protectors (LaPier, 2020). In terms of waterways being affected by imperial borders,
Indigenous Nations and communities such as the Mohawk community of Akwesasne are also
split by multiple provincial and Canada/US borders that similarly run along the St. Lawrence
waterway (O’Shei, 2020). This border violence is not limited to the Mohawk or St. Lawrence
River alone. It is experienced by many Indigenous communities as a form of cultural, sociopolitical, and land disenfranchisement, including Métis people (Hogue, 2015). Like the impacts
of United States’ nationalism, disenfranchisement, and border violence upon the US-Mexico
border waterways (Muñoz, 2018), racialized newcomers to Canada are also adversely affected by
nationalist border imperialisms in varying and systemic ways (Walia, 2013).
Within the last decade alone, Indigenous womxn and 2SLGBTQ+ have continued to lead
land and water protection movements. This is a means of resisting colonial oppression, including
the imposed imperial border of the colonial state of Canada. In 2012, the international Idle No
More movement began in response to the Canadian government’s decision to legislate omnibus
Bill C-38 and Bill C-45. These Bills infringe upon Crown-Indigenous Treaties and dismantle
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existing laws that protect the environment and assert Indigenous Peoples’ inherent autonomies
and jurisdictions in protecting their homelands and waterways (Idle No More, 2021). In 2013,
the Mi’kmaq of Elsipogtog stood up against fracking in their community as a means of
protecting water from the harms of Texas-based shale gas exploration (Al Jazeera, 2017). In
2016, the Inuit of Muskrat Falls rose to protect water from methylmercury contamination from a
proposed multi-million-dollar hydro-electric dam facility (Roache, 2016). In Secwepemc
territory, the Tiny House Warriors continue to resist the illegal occupation and assault of their
unceded homelands and waterways by the Trans Mountain pipeline (Tiny House Warriors,
2021). For decades, the Anishinaabek of Grassy Narrows have also been resisting mercury
poisoning to the local waterways caused by pulp mills in Dryden, Ontario, and have demanded
that water receive justice in the form of toxic contamination being cleaned up (Gilson, 2019).
These are but a few examples of the many monumental efforts Indigenous Peoples and their
allies continue to make as a means of challenging colonial capitalism and asserting their kinbased responsibilities as inherent caregivers of the land and waterways.
Because of their land and water efforts, these water protectors are often surveilled,
brutalized, and criminalized by vigilante racists, resource extraction industry-sanctioned police,
and colonial justice systems. In 2019, the BC Civil Liberties Association launched a federal court
case against the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) for unlawfully collecting
information on peaceful Indigenous land and water protectors and other environmental
protection groups (Bronskill, 2019). In this same year, it was reported that the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) prepared snipers to shoot and kill and use any force necessary to
remove Indigenous land and water protectors who were blockading the Coastal GasLink pipeline
project on unceded Wet’suwet’en territory (Tyee Staff, 2019). In October 2019, Secwepemc land
and water protector, Kanahus Manuel of the Tiny House Warriors also experienced a violent
arrest in which RCMP officers broke her wrist and denied her the right to contact her lawyer
(Martens, 2019). It was also reported that in September 2020, the Canadian Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and RCMP knew that civilian white supremacist attacks on a treatyprotected, Mi’kmaq lobster fishery at Sipekne’katik First Nation would transpire and they did
nothing to prevent, nor intervene in the incitement of this terrorism (Forester, 2021). In
connection to this colonial capitalist phenomenon, many Indigenous land and water protectors
have, and continue to experience violent dispossession from their homelands and waterways.
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They also continue to go missing and are murdered all around the world, disproportionately
affecting Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQ+ people (Moore, n.d.; National Inquiry into
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, 2019, pp. 584-594; Page & Daniel, 2019).
In terms of making these injustices known to the public, Indigenous youth climate leaders
have been far from silent. In April 2019, fourteen-year-old Anishinaabekwe, land, and water
protector, Autumn Peltier, was nominated a chief water commissioner on behalf of the
Anishinaabek Nation (CBC News, 2019). By September 2019, millions of diverse youth climate
leaders from across the globe were taking to the streets in peaceful protest toward world
governments and global corporations. This action was a means of asserting their responsibility
and right to a sustainable future in the face of catastrophic climate change (Stober, 2019). It was
during this time that internationally renowned Swedish youth activist, Greta Thunberg, also
advocated that global media highlight the experiences and voices of Indigenous Peoples,
especially in terms of environmental racism, globalization, and climate change (The Associated
Press, 2019). According to Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Elders, water has autonomy and agency. If
treated disrespectfully, it can make the decision to dry up and disappear (Wilson et al., 2019, pp.
8-12). These are the types of Indigenous teachings the Indigenous youth climate leaders are
pointing to in efforts to highlight how exploitative, colonial capitalist streams of thought are
disrespectful and violent toward Indigenous communities, all water, and all life.
For some Indigenous Peoples, respect for water means an active refusal of colonial laws
and correspondingly harmful water management policies and practices (Wilson & Inkster, 2018,
p. 15). This refusal actively counters the Western assertion that “modern water is rooted in
scientific rationalism” (p. 16). Understanding water from this perspective supports a colonial
capitalist worldview rooted in a producer-consumer paradigm which undermines and denies
Indigenous knowledges and autonomy (Bowers, 2013, p. 227; Wall Kimmerer, 2013, p. 435;
Longboat et al., 2013, p. 11; Miller, 2015; Ng-A-Fook, 2013, p. 290). In Miller’s (2015) water
documentary, The Sacred Relationship, Native Counselling Services of Alberta Chief Executive
Officer, Dr. Allen Benson, explained that many solutions to capitalist-driven climate issues are
rooted within Indigenous communities, and non-Indigenous communities have the responsibility
to respect and implement said knowledge. That is not to say that there is no room for Western
science in crafting and engaging in this imperative work. According to Métis scholar, Dr. Patti
LaBoucane-Benson, the meeting ground between Indigenous knowledge and Western science is
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an optimal foundation for fostering intercultural healing and understanding (Miller, 2015). Some
Western scientists are beginning to recognize this assertion within their own disciplines and
areas of study. For example, respected University of Alberta limnologist and water scientist, Dr.
David Schindler advocated that good science starts with being a good naturalist. He further
explained that Indigenous Elders embody the closest “deeper water ethic” (Miller, 2015) which
embodies such naturalism. Further, Dr. David Alexander Zehnder of Water Resources-Alberta
Innovates explained an emotive and holistic perspective toward water. He asserted, “Water is
emotional. You cannot explain water, you have to feel water” (Miller, 2015).
One additional consequence of colonial water legislation and mismanagement is that it
excludes the voices and knowledges of Indigenous womxn and Grandmothers as inherent
carriers and keepers of water (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 12). Consequent to environmental racism,
many Indigenous communities are living without access to running, potable water. As a means of
addressing this devastating disparity, “Aboriginal women are focusing on healing water precisely
because they have not been allowed to protect it” (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 16). Anderson et
al.’s study included Indigenous Grandmothers whose words spoke to the role of water. Mohawk
Grandmother, Jan Longboat articulated that although municipally treated water is not any less
sacred, “it is a different kind of connection” than what she grew up with on the land (p. 16).
Anishinaabe Grandmother, Jean Aquash O’Chiese added, “There is water everywhere, but very
little real water left” (p. 16), similarly implying that colonial capitalist assaults on the waterways
continue to strip the water of its spirit and well-being.
These Grandmothers’ advocacy seeks to heal water from further ecocide and genocide.
Within many Indigenous and other racialized communities, environmental racism, and lack of
access to safe drinking water are caused by forced relocations, industrial contamination, along
with urban and rural mistreatments of water. To achieve water justice, this humancentric binary
of water as somehow separate from humanness needs to be challenged and dismantled. In this
way, water is not a commodity, nor is it merely scientific, biotic, or alive. ‘Real water’ is an
autonomous, borderless, emotional, healing spirit (p. 16).
To survive colonization, globalization, and industrial-capitalism, we as humans need to
dream and re-story our collective “response-abilities” (Muñoz, 2018, p. 221) to water, the land,
the sky, and one another. Divesting from colonial capitalist streams of thought can ultimately
allow humanity to flow into a holistic methodology and relationship of accountability, respect,
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and reciprocity toward water (Archibald, 2008; Kovach, 2009; Muñoz, 2018; Wilson, 2008). As
a thesis, water as pedagogy “must also embody and privilege water as living knowledge”
(Muñoz, 2018, p. 134). By decolonizing unsustainable attitudes toward water, the voices of
Indigenous womxn and Grandmothers as inherent carriers of water and keepers of water
knowledge can, and need to, be foregrounded. This is especially important to heal the guiding
ethics of furthering water knowledge (Anderson et al., 2013; McGregor, 2013). With this
respectful and submerged understanding, water governs us in the way we humans fulfill our
relationships to it – not the other way around.
Uplifting Indigenous youth, womxn, 2SLGBTQ+, Grandmother, and water protectors’
agencies are imperative as they are our true climate leaders. In the grand scheme of things, this
thesis is a very small, but meaningful contribution to the many efforts being made in creating
sustainable and respectful more-than-human relationships, along with healing intercultural
education disparities and discourses. This kind of learning and research could be viewed
foundational to effectively address catastrophic climate change and the corresponding genocide,
ethnocide, and ecocide that Indigenous communities across the world continue to be subjected to
by colonial forces. As late Kainaiwa Elder, Narcisse Blood articulated, “Anything that gave us
life was considered holy… Newcomers…overlooked the knowledge that was already here”
(Miller, 2015). To protect and heal water, we need to think and behave in ways that embody
existing Indigenous knowledges that assert respect, responsibility, reciprocity, and sustainability.
In this way, water is one of our greatest teachers.
Research Question
This qualitative study utilizes an Indigenous storywork approach to examine my
unfolding relationship with water within a localized, Treaty 7 context. My research questions are
influenced by my positionality as a financially poor, sick, Disabled, and urban-dwelling Métis
femme. They are also informed by my unfolding responsibilities to the water as an alive, sentient
being, teacher, and ancestor. This research and storywork models and articulates the ways I am
accountable to water, community, and all life as a collective. Indigenous womxnist and
Grandmother teachings guided my learning process on the land. My realizations articulated here
represent ongoing, personal meaning-making. Part of the purpose of my research is to position
myself as a life-long learner, and to be a role model of embodying water as pedagogy through
respectful and reciprocal storywork. In doing so, my hope is to ease lack of access for people of
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diverse backgrounds who are seeking ways to be in better relationship with water. The theory
and methods used in this thesis also invite the reader to further their own unique cultural and
spiritual understandings of local, critical land literacy. This storywork is done in ways that serve
to examine the ongoing harms of colonial capitalism, and in turn, respect, and uplift Indigenous
Peoples (especially 2SLGBTQ+, Grandmothers, womxn, children, and youth), and their inherent
water practices.
The specific research question is:
How is water a teacher for me?
Reflecting on this question led to my decision to focus on my relationship with the
waterways in Treaty 7 (otherwise known as southern Alberta), and the Bow River as part of the
greater South Saskatchewan watershed. The resulting experiences, insights, spiritual shifts, and
subsequent stories emerging from the impact of the waterways on myself have been threaded
through the mesh of Indigenous womxnist and feminist frames, Grandmother teachings, and
scholarly literature as outlined in this introductory chapter.
Chapter two interweaves a polyvocal discussion that contextualizes the significance of my
research question and situates it within the dynamic historical and contemporary contexts of
Treaty 7. This literature review also serves as a metaphorical “storybasket” (Archibald, 2008, p.
x) which carries water as pedagogy. This storybasket contains interwoven scholarly works which
provide a foundational support and context for the reflections and analyses shared in chapter
four. In doing so, this storybasket provides an in-depth synopsis of Indigenous womxnist and
feminist decolonial water knowledge and contextualizes what I refer to as colonial capitalist rape
culture in a way that foregrounds the perpetuation of many adversities that sentient waterways
and Indigenous people (especially 2SLGBTQ+, womxn, and girls) continue to face. Diverse
analytical Indigenous womxnist and feminist water voices are foregrounded in this chapter as
they pertain to my positionality, learning, and unfolding storywork.
Next, chapter three provides an explanation of the methodology of Indigenous storywork
along with its significance to my personal storywork. This section contextualizes how I receive
and carry the teachings of water as pedagogy. The importance of land-based learning, sitting,
watching, listening ‘SWL’, walking, and visiting methods are further examined within the
context of learning from - and reciprocating with - local waterways. The restrictions of my
research are explained within a personalized context.
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Chapter four discusses the reflections and analysis of the teachings I gained in relation to
the research questions and corresponding water teachings/principles. Critical analysis of the
findings then draws on reflexive personal storywork as a means of establishing respectful
meaning making. In this way, I pour out the insights I have learned as a means of sharing them.
Finally, chapter five summarizes the significance of the research findings, and examines
ways in which this thesis can contribute to research related to Indigenous knowledges, water,
Indigenous community wellness and healing, as well as Indigenous pedagogies.
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Literature Review
Storywork as Literature Review: An Indigenous Approach to Academic Tradition
Conventionally, academic literature reviews serve the purpose of identifying relevant
works related to the study at hand for the purpose of situating the study in current research. In
addition, such reviews provide the opportunity to explicitly identify gaps in the existing research,
as well as critique those works to highlight where the new research presented provides fresh
insights and directions. While these are important and relevant functions of many reviews, there
is also a third purpose for reviews: to weave the existing literature together to create
interconnectedness with the new research. This literature review is an extensive, interwoven set
of direct oral Indigenous and academic voices which serves as a basket to nestle, care for, and
hold water as pedagogy. It is a way of introducing and situating water-as-teacher by
contextualizing, actualizing, embodying, and role-modeling Indigenous womxnist and feminist
theories, water (her)stories, current realities, and teachings. It is contended here that because
colonial abuse of Indigenous bodies is inseparable from the abuse of inherent homelands and
waterways, an explicit link between human trafficking, gendered violence, rape culture, and
water injustice(s) must, and will be foregrounded through a review of existing research and oral
stories (Barker, 2019; Bourgeois, 2015; Deer, 2015). This assertion is important because it links
ongoing socio-political injustices to an embodied learning of water as pedagogy as a lifelong
learning and teaching philosophy. In this chapter, I will interweave the literature in a manner that
highlights the connections between learning from water-as-teacher while deconstructing and
decolonizing colonial capitalist assaults on Indigenous homelands and waterways.
According to Lenape scholar, Joanne Barker (2019) understanding water-as-teacher as
part of a water framework for Indigenous womxnisms and feminisms asserts that we must:
Turn to water as a mode of analysis, a water that (in)forms, a water that instructs. In
doing so, I try to think more with other Indigenous women who hold and care for water
as life…as part of a living network of interdependent relationships and deep
responsibilities…Water retains a memory of all substances that have dissolved within
it… Water memory represents a consciousness, the source of which is revealed by its
ability to heal and transform other forms of life… Possibility is embodied within
Indigenous water knowledge, including cultural teachings and practices and Indigenous
organizing efforts to protect water against catastrophic climate exploitation and
contamination. (pp. 1-14)
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Barker further emphasized, “If we listen to what water teaches us, we will think through our
responsibilities to the water and not our rights claims on the water” (p. 23). This literary
overview combines existing literature related to the dynamic historical and complex
contemporary contexts of the land and waterways in the Treaty 7 region. It utilizes Barker’s
(2019) analytic water framework, Indigenous orality, academic works, and unique personal
experience as a way of creating meaning and extending “understandings about the significant
role that stories play in teaching, learning, and healing” (Archibald, 2008, p. 85). The act of
combining stories to generate meaning is what Stó:lō scholar Jo-Anne Archibald (2008) has
labelled Indigenous Storywork, and this is the methodology of my overall thesis research.
The importance of Indigenous storywork is that it embodies the seven principles of
“respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism, interrelatedness, and synergy” toward
inherent teachings held and cared for by Indigenous knowledge keepers and wise, respected ones
(Archibald, 2008, p. ix). The stories which are so fundamental to Indigenous communities and
their cultures are also part of a collective, highly valued, activity: sharing. As Archibald has
indicated about Indigenous stories, “Sharing what one has learned is an important Indigenous
tradition. This type of sharing can take the form of story of personal life experience and is done
with a compassionate mind and love for others” (p. 2). While many Indigenous stories contain
specific contexts and meanings in which sharing should be limited, use of previously published
Indigenous storywork can add context to the meaning of water as pedagogy within a localized
context.
One of the most important aspects of actualizing Indigenous storywork is respecting and
actively engaging with listening within an Indigenous framework (Archibald, 2008, p. 76). This
practice requires sitting, watching, and listening with one’s full range of senses. Archibald
explained:
Visual senses, the emotions, the mind, and patience…Bringing heart and mind together
for story listening was necessary if one was to make meaning from a story because often
one was not explicitly told what the story’s meanings were. Linking how we feel to what
we know was an important pedagogy. (p. 76)
The storywork throughout this thesis is highly nuanced and multi-layered. Without reciprocal
and respectful interaction between the teller and the listener, storywork is not possible (p. 33).
Although each Indigenous Nation and community has their own distinct protocols around
storytelling, the deeply embedded and foundational values for deep and meaningful listening
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remain very similar in most, if not all communities. The importance of listening in relation to
place is also imperative within a local context (Piersol, 2014).
By situating myself as a listener, learner, and observer within a Treaty 7 context, I will
share stories in this review in a way that embody listening in relation to the inherent Indigenous
Peoples, lands, and waterways where I am situated. This review does not intend to speak for
Indigenous Peoples, but rather to foreground unique and diverse Indigenous voices and weave
them into an interconnected narrative as it relates to water as pedagogy. This review will
intersect and flow into a narrative emphasizing the complex, local histories of Indigenous
womxn and water, and how revitalizing holistic relationships with water as a teacher are
imperative to cross-cultural understandings of social and ecological justice. From this, a free
flow of inquiry which expands a vast body of water topics, issues, and knowledge will emerge
throughout the unfolding of this thesis. It will also foreshadow topics discussed in the chapters to
come. By utilizing extensive block quotation and summaries, the voices of Indigenous Elders,
womxn, and knowledge keepers will be respected and foregrounded. This is a means of listening,
acknowledging each knowledge keeper’s truth, and keeping their voices as intact as possible (As
suggested by Kovach, 2009, p. 148).
Rooting Place in Local Indigenous Stories: Respecting Where I Stand
Among all First Nations people, there is and always has been a recording of significant events in
our history. Our ancestors were just as anxious to leave a record of their story as we are today…
The stories have been recorded in many forms, through our winter counts, on the land, but most
importantly in the minds and spirit of our people. In these ways, the stories have been passed down
from one generation to another throughout the ages. History has been documented in many ways,
and in large part what we know of the past is dependent on information gained through
archaeology and to some extent anthropology. Among our people, oral history is perhaps the most
accurate. Our people’s memory goes back to the beginning of time and in some respects beyond…
One must keep in mind the history of a people when attempting to understand their perspective,
their spirit and intent, in dealing with newcomers. (Kainaiwa Elder, Wilton Goodstriker, Treaty 7
Elders and Tribal Council et al., 1997, pp. 3-5)
Before the beginning of life as we now know it, there was water. This one fact is amicably
affirmed by both Western science and many diverse Indigenous knowledge systems. In this
section, I will foreground local Indigenous stories about some of the historical and contemporary
contexts of Treaty 7. To understand place, it is important to foreground its original origin stories.
Connecting contemporary Western understandings of land and water to local Niitsitapi (Blackfoot)
origins, Comanche scholar, Paul Chaat Smith (2009) explained:
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About seventy-five million years ago much of North America was underwater. The
water that covered everything from Texas to the Arctic was called the Bearpaw Sea. All
the usual dinosaurs lived there, and also extinct mollusks called ammonites… ammonite
shells [turn] into something called ammolite, a magical and extremely rare gemstone that
refracts light into every colour imaginable. Although you may have never seen one, the
spiral shape of the ammolite is instantly recognizable, and some people consider it
humankind’s first icon. The broad curve that disappears into nothingness suggests a
journey from nothing to everything and back again, infinity to zero, and perhaps lays the
foundation of mathematics. Versions of this form are found all over the world in ancient
carvings. Most of the ammolite anyone knows about is found in Lethbridge, Alberta, and
is collected by members of the [Kainaiwa – Niitsitapi] Blood Tribe. (pp. 103-104)
Recognizing such a situated ancestral connection to water and land as the Niitsitapi people have
commands a deep reverence and respect for the ancient, inherent language and knowledge that
their collective Peoples embody. These communities and Nations now make up the Blackfoot
Confederacy within the colonial-imperialist borders of Alberta and the state of Montana; these
being the Siksika, Kainaiwa, Piikani (Northern Piikani) and Amskapi Pikuni (Southern Pikuni).
(Blackfoot Confederacy, 2021). Together, these Nations make up the Siksikaitsitapi [collective
Niitsitapi Peoples] (University of Calgary, 2021, para. 2).
Since the beginning of the Niitsitapi world, there have emerged many creation stories.
These stories deeply root their peoples within part of an area of what is now known in English as
the Bearpaw Sea. This vast, shallow ocean once flowed south from the Arctic Ocean along the
shores of the Rocky Mountains, converged with the Hudson Bay, and eventually flowed into the
Gulf of Mexico. Within present-day Alberta, this area contains vast freshwater river valleys and
coulees that flow east through the Rocky Mountains, foothills, prairie, badlands, and grasslands
that feed into the North and South Saskatchewan River watersheds. Although these two rivers
have separate glacial headwaters which are guarded on the east side of the continental divide
within the Rocky Mountains, they follow suit of their ancestral oceanic mappings, and eventually
converge near what is now known as Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. They then flow singularly,
like a marriage, through Lake Winnipeg and into the Nelson River, and ultimately into the
Hudson’s Bay (South Saskatchewan River Watershed Stewards, 2021).
The traditional territory of the Blackfoot Confederacy is rooted within the North and
South Saskatchewan River sheds. The overall Niitsitapi traditional territory spans beyond these
two rivers from the foot of the eastern Rocky Mountains, eastward into the Cypress Hills, and
from present-day Red Deer, Alberta down into Yellowstone, Montana. The South Saskatchewan
River in present-day Treaty 7 contains the Red Deer River, Bow River, Highwood River, Old
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Man River, and the Belly River. These rivers also contain many other smaller branches that flow
east and north into Treaties 6 and 4. Split by the present-day Canada-USA border, the
homelands, and waterways of the Niitsitapi also include the Milk, Musselshell, and Missouri
Rivers in present-day Montana. This is where the Amskapi Pikuni (Blackfeet Nation) is located.
These rivers also follow their oceanic ancestral water mappings, and eventually flow east into the
Mississippi River and south to the Gulf of Mexico (Treaty 7 Elders Tribal Council et al., 1997,
pp. xvi-xvii).
In the words of Treaty 7 Elders, sacred alliances, referred to as “trade” and “peace”
Treaties in English, were made and held between neighbouring Indigenous Nations since the
beginning of time (p. 5). Although at times these arose from conflict, many of these agreements
were made to conduct vast and expansive trade, and to share access to interconnected territories
and waterways by means of ceremonial kinship. Adverse or celebratory, what happened to one
Indigenous Nation impacted all those they were connected to - up and down stream. From the
1600s onward, the area of what would later be deemed Treaty 7 was impacted by ongoing trade
agreements between various Indigenous Nations and European colonial capitalist interests, such
as the Hudson Bay Company (HBC) (p. 5). By the late 1700s, trade alliances between the
Niitsitapi and numerous neighbouring First Nations had been solidified through various
Indigenous trade centers on Turtle Island (pp. 5-7). From 1810 to 1883, several peace treaties
were made between the Niitsitapi and the Lakota, Dakota, Mandan, Tsuut’ina, Atsina, Cheyenne,
Arapaho, Nêhiyaw, Assiniboin, and Nakoda Nations, along with the Canadian North West
Mounted Police (NWMP), and the United States government (pp. 7-11). Although trade treaties
were not binding for all time, peace treaties were and still are (p. 7).
Contexts of Treaty 7
On September 22, 1877 at Sooyoo pawahko on the current Siksika Nation, Treaty 7 was
signed with the Crown’s Canadian representatives along the banks of the Bow River. This place
name translates to ‘ridge under water’ and is now known as Blackfoot Crossing (Treaty 7 Elders
Tribal Council et al, 1997, p. 4). On the north side of the embankment, the Tsuut’ina (Dene),
Stoney Nakoda, Bobtail’s Cree (Nêhiyaw), Métis, and HBC traders were camped. On the south
side of the river were the camps of the Kainaiwa (Bloods), Siksika, Aapatohsi Piikani (Northern
Piikani), Canadian government commissioners, and the North West Mounted Police (NWMP).
The Bobtail’s Cree (Nêhiyaw) were not present to sign Treaty 7 but were there to amend an
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aspect of Treaty 6 which was signed a year earlier. Some Métis were present with the HBC to
trade goods, to ask Canadian officials for agricultural assistance, and to request that provisions
restricting the buffalo hunt not be enforced that upcoming winter (pp. xx-253). The Indigenous
Nations who entered Treaty 7 were the Siksika, Kainaiwa, and Aapatohsi Piikani among the
Siksikaitsitapi (collective Niitsitapi Peoples). Additional signatories were the Tsuut’ina (Dene),
and the Stoney Nakoda. The Stoney Nakoda are now comprised of the Chiniki, Wesley, and
Bearspaw Bands. Both the Tsuut’ina and Stoney Nakoda also have their own distinct, longstanding, and important connections and histories to the land and waterways within and
surrounding Treaty 7.
In terms of understanding the agreements made for Treaty 7, colonial and First Nations
accounts contrast in so many ways that even today, it is difficult to construe them as representing
a shared understanding. In terms of the formal Treaty proceedings, Kainaiwa Elder, Wilton
Goodstriker explained:
The [Canadian government] officials simply reported that on the evening of the twentieth
there appeared to be much joy and singing well into the night. In actuality, there were
prayers and ceremonies in each of the camps of the various nations. This had been going
on for several days, and the purpose was to seek guidance as the nations prepared to
discuss important issues pertaining to their survival. By that time, all of the various
nations were well informed about the deceit that their neighbours to the east and south
had experienced at the hands of government and military officials. Many treaties had
been entered into, and in most cases, the promises made had been broken over and over.
It was common knowledge that newcomers were not honest people…There is a
ceremony known to our people as kano’tsississin (where everybody smokes ceremony).
At times is has been referred to as the ‘big smoke’. It was one of the few ceremonies that
brought together all those affiliated in some way with the sacred smudge – elders,
medicine pipe holders, members of sacred societies, leaders, and war leaders… The
elders conducted the ceremony. They played a key role even in the everyday lives of the
people. Important decisions affecting the people were never made in the absence of or
without consultation with the elders… These, then, were some of the ceremonies held in
those few days in September of 1877. The sad note is the fact that no descriptions of them
found their way into the official [colonial] accounts of the time. Perhaps those who were
responsible for the recording had viewed ceremony as a small detail, insignificant and not
worth mention in official documents. To the First Nations people, this was the spirit of
the whole process. Only ceremony could seal an accord that would last ‘as long as the
sun would shine, and as long as the rivers would flow’. I once asked Dan Weasel
Moccasin where this expression came from. His response was, ‘The term ‘as long as the
sun shines and the rivers flow comes directly out of the way of the pipe. The way of our
people is the way of the pipe. Since then there is much sadness each time there is effort to
renege on promises they feel were made to them upon a sacred oath.’” (pp. 13- 15)
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To understand why Indigenous Peoples entered the Numbered Treaties in the first place, it is
important to understand that during the time of making these sacred covenants, local Indigenous
Peoples (and across Turtle Island) were subject to an overwhelming political and militarized
pressure exerted by the British Crown, along with various colonial governments. Prior to and
during the signing of Treaty 7, local First Nations resisted unwelcomed colonial encroachment,
along with NWMP-sanctioned assaults on their homelands and waterways. This crisis was
exacerbated by the socio-economic duress of being faced with starvation because of the Plains
Buffalo being hunted to extinction (Daschuk, 2013; Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal Council et al.,
1997, pp. 7-11).
With colonial expansion onto the territories came conflict over depleting sustenance
among some Indigenous Nations. To listen in relation to place, it is also important to respect and
acknowledge a diversity of local perspectives. The overlapping of Treaty First Nations and Métis
histories in the area remains an important, and at times contentious topic of discussion. In terms
of Treaty 7 First Nations and Métis relations, the historical context of this relationship is unique
and complex due to at times, diverging socio-economic contexts and worldviews. Some
Niitsitapi Elder accounts are such that Métis were complicit in contributing to the over-hunting
and extinction of plains Buffalo (p. 102). Other Niitsitapi accounts are that some Métis were also
involved in the unwelcomed and illicit whiskey trade in the territory, which decimated the
Niitsitapi population well into the 1870s (pp. 19-30).
In the winter of 1879 to 1880, an alliance between the prairie Nations was requested by
Louis Riel on behalf of the Métis who were also under colonial duress from the Canadian
government. This occurred near the Cypress Hills, and was well attended; however, alliance was
denied by both Niitsitapi leaders and Hunkpapa Lakota leader, Sitting Bull (pp. 10).
Respectfully, although some Métis and Niitsitapi share an interconnected, post-colonial contact
history and kinship, certain aspects this relationship remain complex. In respect to the extinction
of the Buffalo, the Niitsitapi and neighbouring First Nations have since worked tirelessly to
honour and restore the Plains Buffalo population. These efforts have gained a slow, but effective
and ongoing success. On September 24, 2014, the Buffalo Treaty was signed by various First
Nations on the Amskapi Pikuni Nation as a means of collaboratively respecting and restoring the
Plains Buffalo population to its inherent habitat (Buffalo Treaty, 2021, para. 1). From 2014 to
2019, many other First Nations ranging from the Rocky Mountains and further north into Alberta
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and Saskatchewan, east to Manitoba, and south into the United States have also signed the Treaty
in active solidarity (para. 1-5).
The adverse impacts of the decimation of the Plains Buffalo have been ongoing and
correlate to many other harmful aspects of colonialism. In addition to food insecurity, genocide,
and ethnocide, numerous waves of epidemics have devastated many diverse Indigenous Nations.
During the time of the Numbered Treaties, Indigenous Peoples faced ongoing crises from various
waves of European-introduced epidemics. Smallpox, for example, killed nearly half of the
Siksikaitsitapi (collective Niitsitapi Peoples) population between 1869 and 1870 (Treaty 7 Elders
and Tribal Council et al., 1997, pp. 102-103). To say these were tumultuous times for Indigenous
Peoples is an understatement. Both the Crown and Canadian state utilized Indigenous crises to
their advantage as a form of land theft and political coercion. The importance of sustaining
relationships and kinship asserted through Treaties was a means of assuring Indigenous survival.
For prairie First Nations, understandings of the Numbered Treaties are that they were an
opportunity to recollect themselves and recover from the ongoing impacts of genocide,
epidemics, starvation, land dispossession, and environmental devastation (Courchene, 2016). To
make Treaty with the ceremonial pipe, it was commonly understood that this new covenant
would make peace and kinship between the Queen of England (the Crown), her subjects (the
Canadian state and its citizens), and the co-signatory Indigenous Nations; and that this kinship
was sanctified by the Creator and the entire universe. This constituted, and still constitutes, an
obligation of responsibility and reciprocity toward collaboration, mutuality, consent, and taking
good care of one another until the end of all life itself (pp. 310-311).
For the Crown and Government of Canada, the meaning of Treaty has been far less
amicable. Since the arrival of colonial forces upon the shores of Turtle Island, time has shown
that the purpose of Indigenous genocide is for the colonial state to further enact land theft and
resource extraction. For the Crown and colonial states, their occupations of Indigenous lands are
justified by two specific doctrines known today as the “Doctrine of Discovery” and the “Doctrine
of Conquest” (Bourgeois, 2015, pp. 1449-50). Both are based on dehumanizing, European
assertions of Terra Nullius, or Earth that is inhabited by no one; and no one meaning nonChristians (p. 1449). Since early European contact, these doctrines have been utilized as a means
of justifying the ongoing theft and displacement of Indigenous homelands and waterways. In
2015, Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission released it’s 94 Calls to Action.
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Recommendation #45i. specifically requests the repudiation and repeal of The Doctrine of
Discovery and Terra Nullius over Indigenous homelands, bodies, and knowledge (Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015, p. 5).
In terms of early colonial recognition of Indigenous sovereignty and autonomy, the Royal
Proclamation of 1763 was pronounced by England’s King George III. This proclamation was
founded under the claim it was to protect the land and sovereignty and autonomy of Indigenous
nations west of the Appalachians. Today, the Proclamation remains a founding Constitutional
document in Canada, and asserts that for the Crown to occupy Indigenous lands, land surrender
treaties must be concluded with sovereign and autonomous Indigenous Peoples. Despite this fact,
Treaty has not been made in many Indigenous territories within the colonial occupation of
Canada (Indigenous Foundations, First Nations & Indigenous Studies, The University of British
Columbia, 2009).
In respect to addressing the question of the cede and surrender of Indigenous land in
southern Alberta, Treaty 7 First Nations Elders and Western historians asserted:
[The Indigenous] people were betrayed by missionaries, treaty commissioners,
government officials, and even the NWMP, all of whom were initially welcomed and
trusted… To various degrees the academic analysis suggests that the elders are correct in
saying that Treaty 7 was presented to them as a peace treaty rather than a land
surrender. The academic arguments support the position that the Aboriginal people of
Treaty 7 were either deliberately or unintentionally deceived… Treaty 7 people did not
misunderstand what was said to them at the treaty negotiations. They were told that this
was a peace treaty and that they would be ‘taken care of’…The claim that the Canadian
government bargained in good faith is no longer acceptable; the evidence to the contrary
is too great. It is clear that the Treaty 7 people were not told the whole truth, either by
commissioners or the translators… The treaty commissioners might have allowed the
Aboriginal leaders to believe that ‘sharing the land’ – which the chiefs were willing to
agree to – was the same as a ‘land surrender’ – which the government was determined to
achieve. What cannot be questioned is the fact that the treaty was not honoured by the
government. (Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal Council et al., 1997, pp. 325-326)
To understand Indigenous land theft even further, contemporary critical Indigenous womxnist
and feminist research affirms that acts of colonial political coercion, such as the broken Treaties,
are a form of domestic human trafficking and rape (Bourgeois, 2015; Deer, 2015). By enacting a
never-ending onslaught of colonial law, policy and legislation, Indigenous genocide is furthered
by state-sanctioned violence and identity-driven poverty politic (Bourgeois, 2015, pp. 14511455). This is a means of breaking down traditional governance, kinship, sovereignty, and
autonomy within Indigenous communities by making them economically dependant on the state.
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The aim of this is to forcibly clear Indigenous Peoples from the land and waterways, and to make
way for further resource extraction and economic development (Bourgeois, 2015; Deer, 2015).
Because the colonial state considers itself entitled to Indigenous land, it also considers
itself entitled to Indigenous bodies. Instead of being respected as kin as underscored in the
Treaties, Indigenous Peoples were – and continue to be - treated by Canada as children in the
most patronizing, violent, coercive, and paternalistic sense. In terms of interrogating and
challenging this dominant discourse, Barker (2019) explained:
Without an accounting of imperialism and colonialism, the ‘system of oppression’ that is
imagined enforces the state as a settled structure effectively naturalizing the state’s
territorial claims and ‘domestic’ jurisdiction – which, in profound ways, undermines
Indigenous peoples’ experiences, concerns, and organizing work for sovereignty and self
determination. (p. 13)
For many Indigenous womxn and their communities, this oppression is an entirely embodied
experience; and their resistance thereof is an active rejection of ongoing colonial assault, control,
and domination.
‘We are the Land’: Understanding the Connections between Indigenous Peoples and
Colonial Violation of Place
As indicated in the storywork woven throughout this chapter, the importance of land to
Indigenous Peoples is integral to the embodied core of identity. In this section, I will
contextualize the connections between Indigenous Peoples and colonial capitalist infringement
on their inherent homelands and waterways. Expanding on the importance of place, Laguna
Pueblo scholar, Paula Gunn Allen (1998) explained the context of land as inseparable from
Indigenous bodies, spirits, and minds. She asserted:
We are the land… More than remembered, the Earth is the mind of the people as we are
the mind of the Earth. The land is not really the place (separate from ourselves) where we
act out the drama of our isolate destinies. It is not a means of survival, a setting for our
affairs, a resource on which we draw in order to keep our own act functioning. It is not
the ever-present ‘Other’ which supplies us with a sense of ‘I’. It is rather a part of our
being, dynamic, significant, real. It is ourself, in as real a sense as such notions as ‘ego,’
‘libido,’ or social network, in a sense more real than any conceptualization or abstraction
about the nature of human being can ever be. The land is not an image in our eyes but
rather it is as truly an integral aspect of our being as we are of its being. And the integral
nature of this fact continues beyond mortal dissolution of bodies- human, beast, or
plant… Nor is this relationship one of mere ‘affinity’ for the Earth. It is not a matter of
being ‘close to nature’…The Earth is, in a very real sense, the same as ourself (or
selves). (p. 315)
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Knowing Gunn Allen’s assertion affirms that the embodiment of the colonial state’s extractive
assaults on Indigenous homelands and waterways is an ongoing act of ecocide, genocide, and
ethnocide. Since the arrival of early European explorers, this has been furthered in a myriad of
ways. Ongoing efforts include oppressive Canadian legislation such as the 1876 Indian Act. This
legislation holds small sections of land in trust, while binding the identities of legally designated
status Indians to reserves. Furthering acts of dispossession included limiting First Nations
people’s movement off reserve by means of an illegal Pass System. The Pass System was
introduced in 1885 (Treaty 7 Tribal Elders Council et al., 1997, p. 223). Although it was not
always fully enforced, the Pass System remained in effect well into the first half of the twentieth
century (Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan, 2011).
Forced relocations of entire Indigenous Nations have continued to ensue and are now
termed evacuations (Bourgeois, 2015, p. 1453). Other dispossession efforts include: the forced
removal of Indigenous women to give birth outside their communities; various onslaughts of
mandated welfare programs and economic disparities; the trafficking, abuse, and forced labour of
Indigenous children through Indian Residential Schools and similar institutions such as youth
and adult prisons; forced urbanization; and the ongoing theft, abuse, and forced labour of
Indigenous children through the child welfare system, among others (pp. 1440-1463). Another
form of dispossession is the removal of Indigenous Peoples from sacred sites. This theft is in
part, enacted by the formation and occupancy of nationally and provincially legislated parks and
lands (Binemma & Niemi, 2006; Chambers & Blood, 2009).
Describing the historical and contemporary contexts of forced removal, dispossession,
and trafficking of Indigenous bodies, Muscogee scholar, Sarah Deer (2015) expanded this
connection of land theft to the context of colonial capitalist rape culture. This concept includes,
but also extends beyond an understanding of rape linked to isolated events of sexual assault.
Within a socio-political context, Deer contextualized rape as a calculated, systemic attack against
Indigenous Peoples, homelands, and waterways. She explained:
Using the word epidemic to talk about violence in Indian country is to depoliticize rape…
Rape is a fundamental result of colonialism, a history of violence reaching back
centuries. An epidemic is a contagious disease; rape is a crime against humanity…The
damage to self and spirit that rapists cause has some of the same features that colonial
governments perpetuate against entire [Indigenous] nations. (Deer, 2015, pp. x-xviii)
To understand the connections between human trafficking and colonial capitalist rape culture, it
is important to connect historical contexts to embodied, contemporary realities. According to
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Nêhiyaw activist, lawyer, and scholar, Robyn Bourgeois (2015), “By its own legal and
conceptual definitions of human trafficking, the Canadian state has been and continues to be
complicit in the trafficking of Indigenous people” (p. 1433). The state does this by continuing to
coerce and disenfranchise Indigenous Peoples politically, psychologically, spiritually, socially,
and physically by sanctioning factors that contribute to poverty, thus increasing risk of human
trafficking in all its manifestations. To affirm its occupancy of Indigenous homelands and
waterways, human trafficking is central to the continuance of the settler colonial state (pp. 14331459). What is worse, in Canada, trafficking is very difficult for victims and survivors to prove
in the colonial court of law (p. 1438).
Ongoing Injustice(s): Contemporary Manifestations of Colonial Capitalist Rape Culture
In this section I will explain the connection between Indigenous womxnisms and
feminisms, and how they resist modern-day manifestations of colonial capitalist violence.
Addressing the ongoing disparities between white and Indigenous feminisms, Barker (2019)
credited African American feminists and scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw for introducing the
importance of intersectionality. This theory provides a means of interrogating the way race,
gender, sexual orientation, ability, and other forms of social positionality act as markers of
identity and adversely impact minorities and people of colour (pp. 8-9). In terms of the overall
barrier to recognition of Indigenous womxisms and feminisms, Barker explained:
Part of the trouble with the way indigeneity is made to appear within the terms and
conditions of intersectional analyses goes to the exceptionalization or relativizing of
Indigenous issues, which always seem to be important over there but never here, back
then but never now… distorting the legal, economic, and social importance of
location, territory, imperialism, and colonialism within processes of racialization for
Indigenous people. (pp. 7-8)
For Indigenous womxn, the outright disregard for intersectionality is not a mere theoretical
feminist issue. The systemic dismissal of intersectionality continues to cost countless Indigenous
lives by means of the most heinous and dehumanizing forms of violence and ongoing injustice.
For Indigenous 2SLGBTQ+, womxn, children, and youth, gendered discrimination, and
violence within Indigenous communities in Canada is often further perpetuated by normalized
sexism and heteropatriarchy. This was in part created and continues to be sustained by the Indian
Act and the intergenerational legacy of legislated genocide efforts such as Indian Residential
Schools (Bourgeois, 2015, pp. 1443-1455). Such violence often results in disenfranchisement,
homelessness, and forced relocation for such womxn, ultimately taking away what little access
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they had to their homelands and waterways. Although this violence is ongoing, so too has been
Indigenous survival and resistance.
Contextualizing Consent and Collaboration: Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Knowledge
Keepers Speak
In this section I will interweave Indigenous and non-Indigenous voices about the
importance of countering colonial capitalist rape culture with ongoing, respectful intercultural
collaboration. The importance of body autonomy, collective Indigenous autonomy, and consent
have repeatedly been explained by numerous Indigenous Elders. For late Kainaiwa Elder,
Narcisse Blood, drawing the connections between historical and contemporary trafficking of
Indigenous Peoples and water injustice led him to conclude:
The more I think about it, it has everything to do with water. We need to talk about this.
Water gives us life, and when people have very little regard for young children’s life,
they can put them in Residential Schools. It is the same kind of thinking, ‘I can destroy
this water’ without ever thinking, ‘what are the consequences of my actions?’ (Miller,
2015)
Similarly, in a video-recorded interview, late Anishinaabe matriarch, Elrose Severight connected
her Treaty knowledge to her experiences with Indian Residential Schools and environmental
degradation from present-day agricultural practices, and overall lack of grassroots, Indigenous
consent:
We acknowledge that we were put here, on this side of Turtle Island to be able to live in a
healthy environment so that the wildlife and Mother Earth can sustain us in a healthy
manner…When the Treaties came, they sectioned off the land and did the permit system.
That was in the 1930s, and some of the things that happened here was Chiefs ahead of us,
Indian Act Chiefs, along with the Indian Agents made deals with the [settler] farmers so
that they could farm and destroy most of the land here. Like the swamps, or the waters,
the forests that were here. They did it in the name of farming… The springs were altered,
the migration of the Elk and the Moose… everything that the farming done, took that
away…They took us away from the land, and it made us fearful… We are in a very
colonized state of despair because we look out and we see fields of genetically modified
plants that are growing, and we haven’t even begun to realize how difficult that is on our
well-being… [In terms of cross-cultural awareness] everybody has to be informed. You
go down to the informed consent of the people, and we have to really look towards the
generations [of the future] …We as a grassroot people are never informed. We are the
ones that sit back when our leaders are flying all over and debating this and debating
that. And yet, back here from the grassroot perspective, we don’t have a voice. And we
need to educate our youth…to reality of what the future is going to be if we are going to
exist here. Because right now, there is a death every week. And we are all looking for
answers, and what do we say? We just need to come together and have awareness and
addressing some of these issues. (Stozek, 2010)
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Similarly, for Elders from Fort McKay First Nation in Treaty 8, any oil and gas industry
consultation transpires after an extraction project has been approved by the government. In
describing the grief that Indigenous communities face due to this land dispossession and ecocide,
Nêhiyaw scholar, Allen Benson stated, “When you talk about the environment, the water, the
land; the hurt they feel is the fact that no one’s talking to them. No one seems to care” (Miller,
2015).
In terms of legislated resource exploitation, examining The Alberta Government’s
historical and ongoing water policies shed further light on the neglect and abuse of the South
Saskatchewan watershed, along with its impact on Treaty 7 Peoples, and all Indigenous and nonIndigenous communities downstream. In her presentation, Neyonawak Inniniwak scholar, Alex
Wilson (2015) explained that her home community, Opaskwayak Cree Nation is located on the
Saskatchewan River Delta in northwestern Manitoba. Because of upstream pollution along the
North and South Saskatchewan Rivers in municipalities such as Calgary, Lethbridge, Medicine
Hat, Edmonton, and Saskatoon, the Saskatchewan River Delta which feeds into Lake Winnipeg
are considered two of the most endangered waterways in North America (Wilson, 2015). In his
review of the Alberta Government’s South Saskatchewan Regional Plan 2014-2024, Langshaw
Power (2014) indicated that of the 121,095 square kilometres of South Saskatchewan River
watershed surface water that flows through the provincial borders of Alberta, as recently as 2014
there were only nine water quality testing stations (p. 27).
For the Bow River in particular, some of the greatest ongoing risks are the decreased
dissolved oxygen levels, along with a lack of standard for harmful rising water temperatures and
the leaching of solutes into the watershed (p. 29). For growing municipalities like Calgary,
Lethbridge, Medicine Hat, and those downstream, there is an increase in demand for water, yet a
decrease in supply (p. 35). Because the South Saskatchewan watershed is gradually drying up,
the importance of protecting its glacial headwaters is imminent (pp. 37-41). Major barriers to this
imperative action exist because the Alberta Government’s environmental decisions are defined
and lobbied for the benefit of private interest groups and extractive industries such as oil and gas,
agricultural feed lots, and irrigated agriculture. For the most part, these policies and laws are not
adequately informed by scientists who share a legitimate concern for the land and waterways in
respect to catastrophic climate change (pp. 43-44). By excluding both Indigenous and scientist
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voices, the Alberta Government violates the traditional, matriarchal jurisprudence, knowledge,
and inherent rights of grassroots Indigenous people in terms of water and land protection.
Despite this exclusion, resistance to colonial capitalist exploitation of water continues to
exist. For decades, renowned limnologists, Schindler and Donahue (2006) have also advocated
against the adverse effects of human activity on climate change in the western prairie provinces
(WPP). In terms of contextualizing the history of colonial encroachment on the Athabascan,
North and South Saskatchewan watersheds, they explained:
Despite the warnings of Captain John Palliser that the water was scarce and land was
poor, the WPP were settled by European immigrants by the late 19th and early 20th
centuries… Only reliance on rivers and aquifers that originate in the snow and ice fields
of the Rocky Mountains enabled Europeans to successfully colonize the WPP. (p. 7210)
In terms of contemporary water use on the North and South Saskatchewan Rivers, more than
70% of their surface waters are used for annual farming, irrigation, and agricultural purposes in
Treaty 7 alone. Meanwhile, of all the water removed and contaminated, only 20% is returned to
the watershed (p. 7211).
Due to the ongoing impacts of global warming and greenhouse gas emissions in
particular, glaciers are declining, and glacial melt is increasing (p. 7213). This is an ongoing
threat for the WPP. For the headwaters of the Bow River near Lake Louise, glacial surface area
has decreased by 26.6% between 1951 and 1993 (p. 7213). Schindler and Donahue furthered,
“Eventually glacial sources of water to these rivers will cease to exist, although there have been
no predictions when this might occur…In nearby Glacier National Park, Montana, the U.S.
Geological Survey predicts that glaciers will be gone by 2030” (p. 7213).
Further downstream, wetlands serve as an essential aspect of the overall hydro cycle, as
they serve to regulate water flow and filter harmful industrial chemicals and contaminants (p.
7214). Despite this:
Roughly 70% of the wetland of the southern WPP have already been drained or
destroyed… Agriculture is the biggest destroyer of wetlands, but expansion of urban
areas and transportation corridors are increasingly important. (Schindler & Donahue,
2006, p. 2714)
Schindler and Donahue (2006) noted additional concerns. Rising ocean temperatures from
greenhouse gas emissions are also causing a greater spread of drought throughout greater North
America and Eurasia (p. 2714). For the North and South Saskatchewan watersheds, decreased
water flow has also resulted in an onslaught of toxic algae blooms that are fatal to human and
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more-than-human beings (p. 2715). Non-compliancy to water protection guidelines is also
common among agricultural practices and has caused a constant leaching of phosphorous and
nitrogen into both watersheds. This increases water-born pathogens that are resistant to standard
municipal chlorination processes (p. 2715). Additionally, commercial logging practices have
doubled essential nutrient loss within all the WPP watersheds (p. 2715). Human recreation,
inadequate fisheries management, and a total lack of protective water law enforcement have also
led to the near extinction of many indigenous fish species in Alberta (p. 2715).
According to former Alberta Minister of the Environment, Dr. Lorne Taylor, majority of
the general population of Albertans have no idea what to do about environmental crises, nor are
they collaborating with Indigenous Peoples to address them (Miller, 2015). Part of this problem
is that neither settler society, nor any level of Canadian government, make adequate time for
dialogue and reciprocal relationship building with Indigenous communities. In response to this
disparity, Benson asserted that these vital conversations and cross-cultural relationships need to
be built in accordance with proper Indigenous protocols, and outside of the colonial political
arena (Miller, 2015).
The importance of healthy and sustainable cross-cultural collaboration is a topic that
diverse Indigenous Grandmothers have been advocating for quite some time. To actualize this,
Nêhiyaw-Nakoda grandmother, Violet Poitras explained it is important to:
Get together and tell people, not just Aboriginal people, but to tell the rest of the people,
‘well let’s do it together.’ Let’s start respecting our water and what Creator has provided
for us. Not just water, life in general. (Miller, 2015)
Limnologist, David Schindler, agreed with Poitras and advocated for Indigenous leadership in
water science. He explained:
I think the natural meeting ground is where the science was when I started in science
about five decades ago. I started as a good naturalist. Most of these Aboriginal People
who have grown up on the land are good naturalists, and it’s a very powerful tool that we
need to reincorporate in the way we do science. It isn’t all about the more sensitive
instruments and more powerful computers. (Miller, 2015)
Explaining the importance of Indigenous naturalism in further depth, Potawatomi scholar and
scientist, Robyn Wall Kimmerer (2002) further defined Indigenous naturalist knowledge as
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and a way of belonging to the land (p. 433). Her
analysis of the dominance of Western Scientific Ecological Knowledge (SEK) advocated that it
should be embedded within Indigenous worldviews as a way of enacting the Anishinaabe law of
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“mno bmaadiziwin” (Wall Kimmerer, 2013, p. 67). This translates to ‘the way of living a good
life’.
As a means of creating a democratic sense of “knowledge mutualism” (p. 62) between
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and Scientific Ecological Knowledge (SEK), Wall
Kimmerer provided further analysis of the Treaties made between Indigenous Nations and
European newcomers. She utilized the example of the 1613 Haudenosaunee Gus Wen Tah - Two
Row Wampum Belt Treaty as concrete evidence that represents the sovereignty of both
Indigenous Peoples and Settlers, as defined by water itself (p. 59). Symbolically, the Wampum
Belt represents the river of life, and each horizontal purple strip of wampum beads serves to
represent Indigenous and settler Peoples in their own vessel, not crossing, nor interrupting each
other’s governance or ways of life.
Examining the ongoing, colonial capitalist violations of this Treaty sovereignty model
sheds light to the lack of recognition toward intercultural, Indigenous, and non-Indigenous
human connections through the waterways. Wall Kimmerer (2013) further explained:
As our shared history on this land indicates, [Treaty agreements] of [Indigenous]
autonomy [have] not endured. The [settler] ship has coated the river of life with oil,
poisoned the fish and threatened more than once to scuttle the [Indigenous] canoe… The
autonomy model of the Two Row Wampum… also constrains Indigenous peoples from
boarding the [settler] ship and grabbing hold of the tiller. By default Native Peoples and
the more-than-human world become bystanders, and collateral damage of the degradation
of the river… The tools of education, the power of story, the wisdom of the Indigenous
worldview[s] can be potent agents of cultural transformation which may be employed on
behalf of Mother Earth and all people. (pp. 59-60)
To further conceptualize the means through which mno bimaadiziwin should be established to
ensure equitable collaboration and kinship between TEK and SEK, Wall Kimmerer utilized the
metaphor of an ancient sustainable Anishinaabe agricultural practice of a companion growth
Three Sisters Garden (p. 61). Corn represents a metaphor for TEK, which can provide the
strength, direction, and foundation for the second sister, beans (SEK) to grow (pp. 64-66). The
third sister, squash, represents the “educational climate of mutual respect, intellectual pluralism,
and critical thinking in which both knowledges, TEK and SEK can grow” (p. 69). Without water,
of course, sustaining neither TEK, nor SEK is possible.
Serving as another metaphor in her analysis, Wall Kimmerer also referenced the
Mi’kmaq articulation of “Two-Eyed seeing” (p. 61) in which TEK and SEK each represent one
worldview and work in mutual understanding. One significant caution to this metaphor is that
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each eye must view the environment through a critical, decolonial, and anti-capitalist lens.
Otherwise, nefarious, and coercive economic development opportunities such as Indigenized or
reconciliatory pipelines and other extractive projects arise (Reconciliation Pipeline, 2020).
Indigenous or otherwise, all said projects are Treaty violations, as the oral retellings assert that
no one can access minerals or resources below the surface soil level (Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal
Council, 1996, p. 144). To protect water from such prospects, Indigenous womxnisms and
feminisms can serve as foundations and materials needed to foster a society-wide paradigm shift
in churning both the direct and racialized collateral damage of colonial capitalism into bountiful,
life-giving compost.
Surpassing Anthropomorphism in Contemporary Water Law(s) and Politic(s)
In this section I will explain the importance of ceasing to attribute human traits and
political interests to water, but instead to become more like water. In addition to Western
science, major discrepancies toward Indigenous water protection efforts also exist within
colonial legal and political systems. To break through human-centricity and the
anthropomorphizing of water within a colonial capitalist context, Barker (2019) asserted:
There is a real problem in framing the water crisis through rights-based discourses. This
framework confines our understanding to binary relations, both in terms of what the
struggle is and what reform is desired. As the escalating water crisis reveals the
commercialization and pollution of water by colluding governments and corporations,
commercialization has been able to easily accommodate to rights-based demands, either
by manipulating the law or refusing to respect it. Rights, while appealing to extra-state or
global humanitarian ideals, are articulated through legal ideologies and discourses that
have been developed to serve imperialists. As Glen Coulthard, Robert Nichols, and
Audra Simpson have argued, the promise of [Indigenous] rights recognized is the
capitalist lie of inclusion. The righted individual or group will always be righted to serve
the ruling class. Rights, like wages, will never demand a revolution of the system that
defines, assigns, regulates, and issues them. Rights defined are rights denied. It is the
system of capitalism that needs to change, not the currency the system trades in as a
mechanism or apparatus of power. Nowhere is the capitalism of rights clearer than in the
extension of human rights to other-than-human beings, including water. The revolution
has truly failed when the only way for water, air, or the land to remain unpolluted is by
legally assigning it the status of a human…Genuine revolution means genuine [human]
alterity. (p. 18)
Instead of personifying water-as-human, to heal and protect water, we need to be water thinkers.
This ideological change requires an Indigenous womxnist and feminist paradigm shift that
adheres to the deep, inherent water ethic of protecting Indigenous bodies, homelands, and
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waterways, while uplifting and affirming Indigenous Grandmother, 2SLGBTQ+, and womxn’s
collective knowledge(s) and responsibilities toward water.
Addressing Colonial Capitalism: Speaking Truth to Violence
Implementing Indigenous womxnist and feminist water knowledge requires an
understanding of how the colonial state continues to undermine Indigenous autonomies (Barker,
2019. p. 13). In this section I will foreground Indigenous womxnist and feminist knowledges in
respect to resisting colonial capitalist violence in contemporary contexts. To understand the
connections between colonialism and capitalism, it is important to engage a form of analytic that
examines their historical contexts. Ince (2018) provided an explanation of colonial capitalism
which also roots its origins to contemporary, globalized contexts. Ince explained:
The conceptual pivot of my analysis, colonial capitalism, addresses the manifold
processes of territorial expropriation, social displacement, resource extraction, and
bonded labor that typified British imperial expansion and played an essential role in the
formation of capital circuits connecting Americas, Europe, Africa, and Asia. Colonial
capitalism can offer a theoretical account of the imperial context that is largely absent in
the extant analyses of liberalism and empire by bringing into focus the political economic
dynamics that propelled, shaped, and delimited the course of imperial expansion…The
analytic of colonial capitalism enables us to disaggregate ‘imperial violence’ by
identifying the political and economic priorities behind it, strategies and vectors of its
exercise, and, most importantly, how these priorities and strategies shaped the specific
terms in which liberal arguments about empire were articulated. (p. 18)
Bourgeois (2015) similarly articulated that ending colonial capitalist rape culture “will not only
require addressing how the Canadian State is complicit in this violence but will also require
dismantling the colonial domination which makes it all possible” (p. 1463). Deer (2015) asserted
that Indigenous womxn’s body sovereignty is also essential to overall Indigenous Nation
sovereignty (p. xvi).
An ongoing barrier to Indigenous womxn’s body sovereignty is the continual
infringement and presence of non-Indigenous and male-dominated, extractive industries (such as
oil, gas, and fracking) and temporary housing complexes otherwise known as transient worker
“Man Camps” (Barker, 2019, p. 26; National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls, 2019, pp. 584-594). According to law enforcement officer, Grace Her Many
Horses, since the arrival of these camps at Fort Berthold, North Dakota, sexual assault against
Indigenous men has increased by 75%. Violence against womxn and girls in South Dakota has
also similarly increased; half of all sex trafficking victims in the area are Indigenous girls
(Barker, 2019, p. 27). Although Indigenous resistance to this violence has been ongoing, an
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additional barrier to safety and body sovereignty also exists within Indigenous cultural
revitalization, ceremony, land and water protection movements. As an example, for Indigenous
womxn and Two-Spirit people at the #NoDAPL Standing Rock camp, many who were sexually
assaulted were “trying to keep the stories from ‘getting out’ to avoid them being used to discredit
the cause or to justify further police activity. There was real confusion and despair over what the
right thing to do was and how to do it” (p. 18).
Understanding the contrasting dynamics between contemporary and colonial-imposed,
male-dominated Indigenous politic and traditional, matriarchal Indigenous governance systems is
also imperative to dismantling colonial violence within Indigenous communities. Recently, some
Indigenous men have also begun to speak out about this issue. In his keynote speech, The Spirit
of Nationhood, Anishinaabe Elder, Dave Courchene (2016) further explained the differences
between paternalistic, contemporary political Indigenous Nationalisms and traditional,
matriarchal Indigenous Nationhood(s). He also centered the importance of Indigenous children’s
and womxn’s agency, and the need for decolonial, Indigenous-led education as a means of
challenging and unpacking internalized white supremacy within Indigenous communities:
Nationhood… is not an entitlement, it is a responsibility… [It] is not a political
leadership, but a spiritual leadership… We have always struggled for recognition and
acceptance [by the Canadian state] – a foolish idea… Today more young people in the
academic environment have begun to recognize the signs of assimilation. Recently one of
our young people at the university shared her perspective with an Elder I know: She said,
‘As young people entering the university, if we don’t reach out to our own Elders and
traditions and learn about our true identity, we will fast-track the total assimilation of our
people’… True Nationhood is about the spirit and the land. It is not limited to the
political. The colonizer will never surrender its political and economic power… As we
talk about our Nation-to-Nation relationships, we must be careful not to let the colonizer
continue to divide us. Yes, we come from unique Nations across this land, with our
unique languages, customs, ceremonies, and teachings, bringing beauty in our diversity
the same way Kiizay Manito [Great Spirit] brings beauty in the diversity of nature itself.
We must stand together united in one Spirit as we are one People, created on this land,
united by our Nationhood, our connection to Kiizay Manito and Mide-Aki [Mother
Earth], and the Spiritual and Natural Laws that govern us, united by our common vision
for our children…Our Nationhood and our leadership is about supporting the
Grandmothers and women, and their role in supporting Abinooji Kagekwewin
[imperative teachings shared to children, which can only be taught by womxn]. The role
of the Grandmothers is a great one, as it is the women who are gifted to protect and
spiritualize the water. Water is a sacred medicine that should be in the forefront of our
healing…Our Nationhood is about returning the deep love we all receive from Mother
Earth. (Courchene, 2016)
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Through Elder Courchene’s assertions, it becomes clear that Indigenous languages, children, and
womxn are inherently central and interwoven to the healing and “rematriation” (Rematriation
Magazine, 2021; Thompson Rivers University, 2021) of the water and land, along with the
overall revitalization of Indigenous Nationhood(s).
Water as Pedagogy: A Teaching and Learning Philosophy of Healing and Reconnection
Through Indigenous Storywork
In this section I will explain how embodying Indigenous womxnisms and feminisms flow
into an ontology of water as pedagogy. In terms of healing with the water from historical and
ongoing traumas, the dominance of colonial forces can, and should be met by the inherent
authority of Indigenous womxn and Grandmothers (McGregor, 2013). A distinct emphasis of
diverse Indigenous Grandmother knowledge regarding the animacy and community management
of water was examined by scholars, Anderson, Clow, and Haworth-Brockman (2013). By
addressing the gendered impacts of environmental racism and the lack of Indigenous womxn’s
voices in colonial water management policies and practices, Anderson et al. privileged the
interviewed voices of 11 diverse Indigenous Grandmothers situated throughout Turtle Island (p.
11). The authors explained:
Capturing Aboriginal women’s knowledge of water – in their own voices – creates an
important opportunity to diversify and enrich the mainstream discourse on water
management and to contribute to improved water management strategies… The impact of
unsafe or insecure water may be more profound in Aboriginal communities where the
relationship between women and water is seen as both sacred and deeply spiritual… ‘It is
not just an environmental concern; it is a matter of cultural survival’…Women thus have
the overall roles as keepers of water as such they are the conduits between the earthly and
spiritual realms. (pp.11-13)
Although each interviewed Grandmother demonstrated her own distinct and place-based
relationship with water, three common themes were identified throughout the oral interviews.
These were: “Water is Life” (Anderson et al, 2013, p. 13), “Water is Sentient” (p. 13), and
“Water can Heal” (p. 14). Throughout the Grandmothers’ iterations, water was not only
recognized as being animate, alive, and feminine, but it was unanimously asserted that each body
of water has its own spirit, and these spirits develop their own dynamic relationships with all life
forms (pp. 14-16). An emphasis on “reciprocity, responsibilities [and] hope” (p. 15) were
expressed regarding Indigenous women’s roles in caregiving for water. The Grandmothers
indicated that this work is initiated by giving gratitude, respect, and love to water for all the life
and sustenance it gives (p. 16).
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To effectively sustain an equitable collaboration of TEK and SEK as a means of healing
water, an intercultural discourse between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people needs to flow
into a way of belonging to the land in accordance with Indigenous Grandmother water
knowledge. According to late Standing Rock Sioux scholar, Vine Deloria Jr., like the healing and
reconnecting work being done by Indigenous people, non-Indigenous people need to address
their own complex identity issues and heal their interconnected, colonial histories on these same
lands and waterways (Manuel & Posluns, 1974, p. xii). The current context of contemporary
Indigenous identities is that they are also oftentimes rooted in intercultural, and multicultural
discourses. In terms of contextualizing contemporary Indigenous identities within urban
environments, Lobo (2001) explained, “The rigid urban/rural dichotomy is not a true expression
of Indian reality, yet it has been one of the molds and barriers that has continued to shape
research, writing, and to a lesser extent, creative expression” (p. xiii). Furthering the impacts of
urban settings on one’s indigeneity, Lobo (1998) also explained, “Urban doesn’t determine selfidentity, yet the urban area and urban experiences are the context and some of the factors that
contribute to defining identity” (p. 89). Whether engaging learning from the land and waterways
in urban or rural contexts, the intention of respectful listening and reciprocity remains the same.
The concept of contextualizing and actualizing water as pedagogy in both urban and rural
settings relies on the intimate relationship between a learner, and the knowledges and histories
held in sentient lands and waterways. Wilson (2014) furthered this understanding of “Indigenous
hydrosocial relations” as Indigenous Peoples’ combined “social, cultural, and ecological
relationships to water” (p. 2). Styres et al. (2013) described a pedagogical approach to learning
from Indigenous homelands and waterways which acknowledges that:
Land encompasses all water, earth and air and is seen simultaneously to be an animate
and spiritual being constantly in flux. It refers not only to geographic places and our
relationships with urban Aboriginal landscapes but also gestures to the ways that
discourses within places inform and are informed by our vision, pedagogies, and teaching
practices. Discourse within the context of this work, refers to various conversations,
patterns of thought, and meaning-making of individuals who inhabit those spaces…These
relationships are not limited to rural spaces when they are called to consciousness; rather
through giving our attention to the land wherever work is done, they inform all of what
we do in the name of education. (p. 37, emphasis of land in original)
Because water does not discriminate but is adversely impacted by concentrated amounts of
environmental degradation and contamination in both urban and rural centers, the importance of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people reclaiming their sacred connections to water as a teacher
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is more important than ever. According to Wilson et al. (2019), researchers need to reorient
defining water security to include a “hydrosocial approach” (p. 2) which includes the spiritual
relations with water that promote the well-being of all life.
Simpson (2014) further contextualized an embodied and spirit-driven meaning of land
pedagogy in which learning is actualized through personal, Indigenous storywork. She explained
this learning and storywork within an Indigenous worldview that uplifts a diversity of truths held
by each individual learner as they reconnect with the Earth. Simpson explained:
Meaning then is derived not through content or data, or even theory in a western context,
which by nature is decontextualized knowledge, but through a compassionate web of
interdependent relationships that are different and valuable because of that difference.
Individuals carry the responsibility for generating meaning within their own lives – they
carry the responsibility for engaging their minds, bodies and spirits in a practice of
generating meaning. (p. 11)
Applying this learning in both a realistic and accessible context, Nelson and Wagenberg (2016)
wove also inter-cultural theories with place-based methods in reconnecting young, urbandwelling Indigenous and non-Indigenous womxn with the water. During this time, both scholars
worked with The Cultural Conservancy (TCC) of greater San Francisco Bay area and situated
their research narrative within the TCC’s Guardians of the Waters Indigenous cultural
revitalization program (Nelson & Wagenberg, 2016, p. 102).
In 2013, Guardians of the Waters hosted five urban-dwelling, Indigenous womxn with
interwoven cultural and ethnic backgrounds as participants on a holistic healing and learning
journey to reclaim their inherent roles as water keepers (p. 103). This community-driven project
served to protect water from exploitative resource extraction projects and ongoing colonialism,
beginning within a localized context of the Ohlone, Coastal Miwok, and Southern Pomo
homelands and waterways (p.102). Explaining the significance of the program, the authors
asserted:
[In] traditional knowledge, lifeways and practices, there is a long tradition of honoring
humans’ role as guardians… which is relational and reciprocal… Through ancestral
explorations and contemporary place-making, we understand and support the argument
that an informed and personal connection to place is essential for human wholeness and
well-being and ultimately for social justice and sustainability. (Nelson & Wagenberg,
2016, pp. 102-103)
The importance of foregrounding Indigenous knowledge keepers and including them in
instruction was imperative to the participants’ learning. This overall process was led by local
Indigenous Elders and knowledge keepers, canoe and paddle makers, storytellers, and artists.
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The article interwove the participants’ and authors’ personal storywork. This overall storywork
advocated for a paradigm shift in relation to Western society’s relationship with Mother Earth, to
protect and heal all water from further ecological collapse.
Nelson and Wagenberg’s study also shed light to the complexity of Indigenous storywork
in acknowledging identity distortions caused by colonial capitalism. Addressing expressions of
cultural disinheritance due to intergenerational colonial oppression, gendered violence, and
erasure, one recurrent theme throughout various participants’ personal storywork was their
feeling of shame and loss in not knowing which waterways their ancestors descended from.
Recounting one of the participant’s experiences, the authors articulated:
We created a space within the circle to share and mourn the not knowing, the
disconnection to the past due to colonization, genocide, immigration, and displacement…
If water is an ancestor, then connecting with water is a way to reconnect with the
ancestors as life-giving and ever-present… ‘You treat it [water] as an ancestor rather
than as an element that you are to conserve, you think of it as a mother that is giving you
your life’. (Nelson & Wagenberg, 2016, pp. 108-110)
To acknowledge the trauma experienced by these Indigenous womxn from their shared
experiences of cultural disinheritance, their stories of loss and resilience were validated,
honoured, and respected. In doing so, the authors advocated that these Indigenous womxn not
only worked to heal themselves, but also began to learn how to help their families and
communities heal from the ripple effects of land theft, cultural dispossession, intergenerational
trauma, and colonialism (p. 111). Doing so asserted their autonomy over their bodies, minds,
and spirits in connection with water (p. 111). Within today’s globalized context, this intercultural
work is essential to (re)establish sacred inter-species and more-than-human relationships. It also
coincides with weaving new knowledges that implement decolonial paradigms and
methodologies in Indigenous-led academic research, education, and society overall.
The overall importance of cultural continuance to young Indigenous womxn is also vital
to addressing catastrophic climate change and gendered violence within Indigenous
communities. Anishinaabe Elder, Danny Musqua emphasized this in stating:
We never had any doubt that women were the centre and the core of our community and
our nation. No nation ever existed without the fortitude of our grandmothers, and all of
those teachings have to be somehow recovered. And it will be up to these young
people… young women that are just digging up and going around - they’ve got to dig up
the medicines to heal the people. And the medicines, in this case, are the teachings.
(Anderson, 2011, p. 3)
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In terms of actualizing personal storywork, the only way to dig up these medicines is to spend
time with the land and waterways. By learning how to quiet one’s mind and practice deep and
meaningful listening, the land and waterways can exert their agency as sacred, sentient beings,
healers, and teachers.
Locating and Contextualizing Myself Within the Research
My ongoing learning journey with water as pedagogy has been a long-standing and
unfolding healing process. This journey has neither been simple, nor easy. Part of the
opportunity of this thesis has enabled me to learn how to articulate and explain this learning in a
way that can invite others into their own unique healing and learning journeys with water. As a
financially poor, sick, Disabled, urban-dwelling Métis femme, and survivor of violence, my time
with the water has and will continue to serve as a means of mutual healing, quiet introspection,
and deep meaning-making. To do so, I engage my Disabled bodymind as, “The relationship
between the human body and mind as a single integrated entity… to affirm that our minds and
bodies cannot be separated” (Sins Invalid, 2019, p. 146).
While engaging my bodymind as a holistic learning vessel with sentient lands and
waterways, I also embody the Ten Principles of Disability Justice. These are: intersectionality,
leadership of those most impacted, anti-capitalist politic, cross social and ecological justice
movement solidarity, recognizing wholeness, sustainability, commitment to cross-disability
solidarity, interdependence, collective access, and collective liberation (pp. 22-27). In addition to
embodying Indigenous storywork and the Ten Principles of Disability Justice, I contextualize my
ongoing learning process by utilizing previously published works which foreground Indigenous
Grandmother and knowledge keeper teachings about water (Anderson et al., 2013; Barker, 2019;
McGregor, 2013; Nelson & Wagenberg, 2016; Privott, 2019; Wilson et al., 2019). For my
transcribed reflections and analysis in chapter four, I will utilize Indigenous storywork in a way
that provides a highly personal, decolonial lens to my ongoing learning journey with water as a
sentient teacher, healer, and more-than-human being. By interweaving my personal storywork
with academic supplementation, I will provide a rationale towards my learning from, and with
the water. This storywork is one means of fulfilling my responsibilities to the water and my own
intrinsic healing and is also a means of sharing what I have learned. It is also a means of
foregrounding and amplifying the often silenced and overlooked voices of water, Indigenous
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Grandmothers, womxn, and knowledge keepers in a way that embodies active and respectful
listening.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have discussed the importance of Indigenous Storywork which embodies
the values of “respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism, interrelatedness, and
synergy” (Archibald, 2008, p. ix). The literature and the stories held in community weave a
compelling picture of the connection between colonial capitalism, the destruction of land, water,
and the Indigenous people of the regions. As the people are connected to the lands and waters, so
too is the assault on their collective existence connected to colonial realities of power inequities
and agendas of genocide. The existing literature and oral histories demonstrate this when they
are interwoven into a cohesive narrative which contextualizes water as pedagogy. Only by the
act of connecting the two types of narratives does the prevalence of this assault come more
clearly into focus.
By listening in relation to place, I interwove previously published Indigenous
Grandmother, knowledge keeper, and Western scientist voices in a way that articulates the
importance of water and climate justice from diverse but united, polyvocal Indigenous and nonIndigenous perspectives. By foregrounding dynamic and complex and post-colonial contact
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Treaty 7 voices and stories, a unique, chronological sequence of
local water history was established. Indigenous womxnist and feminist theoretical discourse then
served to further unpack and examine the ways in which colonialism has infringed upon water,
and the direct impact that this continues to have while disproportionately affecting Indigenous
2SLGBTQ+, children, womxn, and men.
By foregrounding Indigenous knowledge keeper and Western scientific voices by heavy
use of block quotations, I concluded that to address over five hundred years of colonial
capitalism, broken Treaties, and ongoing colonialism – Indigenous womxn’s healing, along with
their inherent water jurisprudence need to lead a monumental, inter-cultural sociopolitical
paradigm shift to strive for water justice and overall sustainability. In this way, Western science
can assist toward a mutual respect in addressing interconnected injustices caused by catastrophic
climate change and colonial capitalism. By situating myself as a life-long learner in this process,
I acknowledge continually the land and waterways as more-than-human teachers. As a
proliferate ripple effect to the knowledge shared in this chapter, I utilized an Indigenous
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storywork approach supplemented by standard academic research. Much of the importance of
this storywork is to amplify and foreground the often silenced and overlooked voice and
knowledge of water, and of Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as water carriers
and keepers. The following chapter further discusses the methods used to embody - and engage
with - the land and water in a holistic learning and healing process.
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Methodology
Overview
“The walks were born out of love for the waters.” (McGregor, 2014, p.74)
As detailed in the opening of this study work, the research presented here interweaves
Indigenous womxnist and feminist theoretical ontologies that flow into an axiology of reciprocity
and accountability to the land and water as spiritual, sentient beings with agency. A personal
Indigenous storywork methodology was utilized to engage with Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers within a holistic Indigenous framework that embodies the seven principles of
“respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism, inter-relatedness, and synergy”
(Archibald, 2008, p. IX; see also Bell, 2013). Instead of positioning Indigenous Grandmothers
and knowledge keepers as interviewed research participants, I asked them to serve as
independent cultural and spiritual advisors which uplifted them as mediators between myself, the
waterways, and land. Some of these advisors blessed my time on the land and waterways with
prayers and offering cultural protocols, while others continually advised, validated, and added
depth to my ongoing learning, reflections, and analyses. By engaging with my advisors through
informal conversation, they kindly guided and supported my overall learning. Doing so asserted
their agency as authorities in my research. This conversation method allowed for the
Grandmothers and knowledge keepers to be respected and informed by sharing my ongoing
learning journey with them. This process also ensured that my research process and findings
were accountable and validated prior to the thesis being finalized (as suggested by Kovach, 2009,
pp. 51-53).
My positionality as a Disabled learner-researcher also called upon ethical principles
pertaining to Disability Justice. These principles were authored by Co-Founder, Patty Berne, and
the grassroots collective of BIPOC, 2SLGBTQ+, and gender-variant Disabled artists and
revolutionaries known as Sins Invalid. These principles include intersectionality, leadership of
the most impacted, anti-capitalist politics, cross-social and ecological justice movement
solidarity, recognition of wholeness, sustainability, commitment to cross-disability solidarity,
interdependence, collective access, and collective liberation (Sins Invalid, 2019, pp. 22-27). In
2020, the British Columbia Aboriginal Network on Disability Society (BCANDS) reported that
30 to 35% of Indigenous people living in Canada are Disabled (CBC Radio, 2020). In response
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to this statement, this thesis was an active embodiment of the Ten Principles of Disability Justice
which served to interconnect Disability Justice into Indigenous storywork.
Visiting with Grandmothers, knowledge keepers, sentient lands and waterways also
required traditional offerings and gifts (Chambers & Blood, 2009. p. 270), and the recognition
that “wisdom sits in places” (Basso, 1996; Chambers, 2006, p. 32). Walking method included
visiting sacred sites which produced substantial and relevant research in relation to place. In this
way, the site in question would be where the research was conducted, and the subject matter
would be guided by the water and land as teachers (Arsenault et al., 2018, p. 13; Evans & Jones,
2011, pp. 849-850; McGregor, 2013, p. 75). Like the outcomes of Mother Earth Water Walk
(MEWW) in the Great Lakes, the objective of a walking method served to build relationality in
coming-to-know and coming-to-be-known as kin by the land and waterways (McGregor, 2014,
p. 75). Although these methods did not embody the formal, ceremonial context of the MEWW,
the learning from spending time with the waterways was emergent and rooted in respectful and
reciprocal relationship.
In this chapter I will explain how water as pedagogy became actualized through an
interwoven use of visiting, walking, and sit, watch, and listen (SWL) methods and articulated
through a personal, Indigenous storywork methodology. By spending time with the land and
waterways as sentient teachers, I was able to analyze and validate my reflections and
observations by use of personal storywork. In this way, the methods I used created a ripple effect
that served as a foundation for my research reflections and observations which will be shared in
chapter four. The use of visiting, walking, and SWL methods provided an accessible means and
context in which I could utilize my mind and body as an interconnected learning vessel with the
more-than-human world around me. Respecting and uplifting Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers, along with Indigenous intellectual copyright and cultural protocols was a
priority in this study. By utilizing previously published Indigenous womxnist and feminist works
about water, I was able to engage with Indigenous grandmother knowledge as guiding principles
for my time with water as a healer and a teacher. This ongoing journey has neither been simple,
romanticized, nor easy. In the face of ongoing adversity, this journey became one about my
personal learning and healing with water.
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Indigenous Storywork Methodology
In this thesis my research question was, how is water a teacher for me? To answer this
question, I utilized a blend of active participatory and qualitative research methods to drink in,
absorb, and interpret the descriptive learning I experienced. These were teachings and insights
gained from spending time on the land and with the waterways alone. The primary things I
learned were further discussed and validated through ongoing discussion and cultural mediation
with Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as my cultural and spiritual advisors,
along with supplementation of secondary source research. The active participatory methods I
utilized embodied SWL in ways that were situated in relation to place and required respectful
listening and engagement with the land and waterways as more-than-human sentient beings and
teachers. The primary research methods I chose to utilize included visiting local sacred sites and
waterways (Chambers, 2006, p. 34; Chambers & Blood, 2009, p. 270) while engaging visiting,
walking, and SWL methods with the land and waterways.
I situated my overall inquiry through an ontology of personal storytelling. This learning
was rooted within an Indigenous philosophy and research methodology which Stó:lō scholar, JoAnn Archibald (2008) termed, “Indigenous Storywork”. Explaining the fluidity of this decolonial
methodological approach, Secwepemc scholar, Georgina Martin (2018) explained:
Indigenous storywork does not have a set storyline; rather the stories are interpreted
through the lenses of both the teller and the listener…The non-prescriptive approaches of
Indigenous storywork refer to the way stories can betold to share histories or teach an
important lesson. The sharing and learning happens in order for the listener to make
meaning of the story; there is no finite plot…when stories unfold the receiver may not
form an interpretation until years later, or they may never find meaning in the story.
(Martin, 2018, p. 189)
Martin explained the importance of engaging nuanced, non-linear Indigenous storywork in a way
that embodied her storytelling which was rooted in her life experiences (p. 191). She also
emphasized that Indigenous storywork as a methodology is “respectful and relational and
promotes an ethic of care in the way it is applied. The intent is to heal and transform rather than
injure” (p. 191).
The foundations of Indigenous storywork are also rooted within Kirkness and
Barnhardt’s (1991), “four Rs”. These principles actively engage:
the need for a higher educational system that respects [students and learners] for who
they are, that is relevant to their view of the world, that offers reciprocity in their
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relationships with others and that helps them exercise responsibility over their own lives.
(p. 1)
Archibald (2008) applied the four Rs to Indigenous storywork and education by expanding them
into the seven principles of “respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism,
interrelatedness, and synergy” (p. ix). Martin (2018) further explained that Indigenous storywork
holism embodies the intrinsic circles of “self, family, community, Elders, and Creator. The
holism, synergy, and interrelatedness amongst them are equally vital. They are all interconnected
and related within [an] Indigenous paradigm” (p. 194). In terms of my personal storywork, the
four R’s, seven Indigenous storywork principles, and assertions of holism rippled into my
intersectional positionality as a Métis femme and Disabled, life-long learner. In addition to the
four R’s and seven Indigenous storywork principles, I also actively embodied the Ten Principles
of Disability Justice (Sins Invalid, 2019). This was a means of ensuring my research was both
relevant and accessible to my Disabled and queer bodymind. This assertion of bodymind is
defined as, “The relationship between the human body and mind as a single integrated entity…
to affirm that our minds and bodies cannot be separated” (p. 146).
Visiting, Walking, and SWL Methods
“If we take time to listen to the human and more-than-human others in our lives, we can begin to
consciously upset a hidden curriculum which sees insidious concepts such as individualization or
utilitarianism as common sense (Harvey, 2005) within outdoor education. By focusing too much
on the self, there is a myriad potential to ignore the lessons that exist in the relations in between.”
(Piersol, 2014, p. 50)
Visiting
The interwoven use of visiting, walking, and SWL (sit, watch, and listen) methods was
the most suitable epistemological approach to answering my research question. With their
integrated use, the meaning of water as pedagogy emerged. For many Indigenous learners, these
methods are inherent and directly related to reclaiming their identities and connection to place.
Chambers and Blood (2009) explained a Niitsitapi visiting method as a repatriation of “learning
from these places and to learn from them we must return to them again and again, with all our
relations” (p. 272). In Amskapi Pikuni (Blackfeet Nation) director, George Burdeau’s (1997)
documentary, Backbone of the World: The Blackfeet, local knowledge keeper, Darren Kipp
further explained, “There is beginning to be a mind shift and when you’re talking about that in
terms of like losing medicines, losing prayers, you can gain those things back by going to [sacred
sites]” (Burdeau, 1997). While my intention was not to inappropriately claim, nor repatriate
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Treaty 7 land and waterways as my own Western legal right or entitlement; water as pedagogy
continually served to assist me in continually learning to heal, reclaim, and rematriate my
responsibilities toward the land and waterways. This rematriation work is in alignment with
Indigenous womxnisms and feminisms. It is defined as the work Indigenous womxn are doing to
return to Mother Earth, restore a holistic balance with the world, embody agency, and to tell their
own stories from their unique and diverse positionalities and perspectives (Rematriation
Magazine, 2021; Thompson Rivers University, 2021). During my time with the land and
waterways, this rematriation work was accompanied with a sense of bodily autonomy, holistic
connection, and overall well being through quiet observation and ongoing, critical reflexivity
through in-depth personal reflection.
Walking
During my time with the land and waterways, I also chose to embody Stinggay and
Truman’s (2018) four unique themes to walking method. These themes include “place, sensory
inquiry, embodiment, and rhythm” (p. 3). In accordance with these four themes, for the first
theme, 1) place, “Walking becomes a way of inhabiting place through lived experience of
movement. Walking is a way of becoming responsive to place; it activates modes of participation
that are situated and relational” (p. 3). In this way, 2) sensory inquiry makes space for Disabled
people in that it does not solely focus on sight and abled mobility, but focuses on overall
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual sensations including sounds, temperature, and smell (p.
3). The authors described this sensory inquiry as a means of 3) “[connecting] mind, body, and
environment and is considered a phenomenological approach” (p. 4). The fourth theme, 4)
Rhythm accounts for “moving and sensory expressions of feet, limbs, and breath. In other
instances, rhythm pertains to the pulse of the city…and other environmental phenomena that
press on a walker” (p. 4). With these four themes in mind, the authors also asserted that walking
methodologies actively apply and, “are accountable to critical race, feminist, Indigenous, trans,
queer, and critical disability theories” (p. 4). For these reasons, Stinggay and Truman’s walking
method fit within a relational and holistic paradigm of Indigenous storywork, and the Ten
Principles of Disability Justice (Sins Invalid, 2019).
SWL: Sit, watch, and listen
To embody my personal storywork, humility was of great importance when engaging
Indigenous Grandmothers, knowledge keepers, the land, and waterways. In his description of
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active participant research, Nakamura (2010) furthered these ethical assertions by advocating
that graduate level researchers should allow room for research question flexibility, and always
approach their work with humility while positioning themselves as lifelong learners in
Indigenous research (pp. 100-101). Additionally, Kainaiwa scholar and knowledge keeper, Mike
Bruised Head (2018) explained the importance of humility when engaging with Indigenous
knowledges in an oral presentation. He asserted:
Indigenous knowledge is language, and how we see things through, for me, the eyes of a
Blackfoot… [Today], Indigenous knowledge is kind of being thrown [around]
academically. Don’t…Indigenous knowledge is learning from place. When you are
going to write about it, talk about it, think about it… throw out the urban thought, throw
out the academic world and just be yourself. Because all of us without our titles, sitting
here, we are all human beings.
In addition to dismantling Western assertions of educational hierarchy while engaging with
Indigenous knowledges, SWL (Meijer Drees et al., 2012) is a widely used Indigenous
‘witnessing’ method which requires the researcher-learner to quietly listen to knowledge keepers,
the land, and waterways with humility. It also requires learners to actively listen and observe
what is being taught to them without recording or taking notes, and to remember what was
shared.
Foundational to actualizing SWL is the importance of respecting and understanding
divergent worldviews of listening. In an oral interview, Amskapi Pikuni knowledge keeper,
Anna Bull Shoe contextualized her concern for listening in relation to place and the ongoing
imposition of colonial knowledge systems. She stated:
Our [Indigenous] people have become…misinformed by a lot of things. We tend to
believe what is written down, and not what we hear, what we see. We have separated the
physical from the spiritual. We doubt ourselves, and when we doubt ourselves, we
become confused. (Burdeau, 1997)
In Marston and Meijer Drees’ (2020) video, Preparing to Listen, Penelakut Grandmother,
Florence James further explained the meaning and significance of varying forms of holistic
listening within an Indigenous context. As a five-year-old, she was taught how to listen by her
Late grandmother and father. She explained that listening requires a stern-but-fair discipline of
utilizing one’s full sensory listening skills, including respectful body language and eye contact
from abled and sighted people. This is to ensure that when teachings are shared, the listener can
experience an infusion of teachings into their whole being.
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Grandmother Florence articulated that this kind of listening is important because it builds
one’s self esteem in dispelling colonial distortion and confusion by knowing who they are in
relation to the world, and where they come from. She explained:
Teachings is gold… when you receive the teaching it goes in and it feeds your mind,
body, and spirit…and so you drink it with your eyes, so you connect with the person
speaking and then the infilling, you’re drinking it…it’s important to not just listen, but
obey it…when you have listening skills, you’re going to hear words that you won’t
[normally] hear… today, you need to listen. (Marston & Meijer Drees, 2020)
These holistic listening skills are integral to being able to absorb and digest the nuance and nonlinear fluidity of what Indigenous knowledge keepers and sentient beings are saying, and not
saying. Grandmother Florence also explained that as soon as eye contact is broken or the
listener’s body language indicates a lack of focus, the sharing of teachings is immediately
ceased. For Disabled people and those with sensory impairments, listening is possible when
teachings are respectfully made accessible according to their agency and unique, individual
needs. The quieting of one’s mind, ego, and all other forms of distraction is essential to the
listening and unfolding learning process shared from both human, and sentient more-than-human
beings. Grandmother Florence also emphasized the importance of Elders and knowledge keepers
in knowing how to respect and listen to young people (Marston & Meijer Drees, 2020). In this
way, SWL is an Indigenous learning discipline that requires a lifetime of practice. It is also an
inward process of listening-to-reflect, rather than listening to critique or react.
Reciprocity
In terms of demonstrating what one has learned, reciprocity and gifting are essential.
Overall, my thesis serves as a give-away in terms of sharing what I will be learning from the land
and waterways as teachers and sentient beings (Archibald, 2008, pp. 143-153; Kovach, 2009, p.
178). In respect to contextualizing the sharing of her storybasket with the world, Archibald
(2008) explained:
[My experiences] have taught me more about life and more about myself. I have learned
about making meaning through story from the experience of doing Indigenous story
research and storywork...Indigenous storywork brings the heart, mind, body, and spirit
together for quality education. I resisted doing an expositive book summary of the seven
storywork principles of respect, responsibility, reverence, reciprocity, holism,
interrelatedness, and synergy. Each principle has a separateness that is like a long flat
piece of cedar bark used for weaving a basket. As each piece is woven together, it may
lose its separateness and become the in-between space that creates the background for a
beautiful design. As the basket maker continues, she interweaves the pieces, transforming
them into distinctive designs...The baskets themselves [have] specific functions such as
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storing items, serving as water and berry containers, and sometimes being used as
cooking containers. I take Elder Ellen White’s lead by using the metaphor of a basket,
and I present a ‘storybasket’ in which to place my research and educational
storywork…My first storybasket, which started from my dream, is not perfect. There are
flaws. The next one may be better because I have learned some storywork principles and
methods that I didn’t know when I started this one. I need to keep coming back to the
Elders to learn more and to have them check my storywork weaving process in order to
see whether I am doing it in the ‘right’ way. In Stó:lō tradition a basket maker gives her
first basket away to someone who may find it useful. I give this storywork basket to you.
(p. 153)
Following Archibald’s footsteps, I have chosen to share my imperfect personal narrative in the
form of my own unique storybasket. In addition to sharing my vulnerability and the spiritual,
mental, physical, and emotional labour that went into my learning with water as pedagogy, my
research also aims to benefit each respective waterway involved in the research by foregrounding
the agency of land and waterways as sentient spirits, ancestors, and teachers. By actively
embodying water as pedagogy, it is my intention that this unfolding learning journey can also
serve as an example and invitation for those seeking to heal and decolonize their personal and
professional relationships with water in ways that are respectful, unique, and meaningful.
Previously Published Teachings
The existing written teachings I utilized to serve as guiding principles for my time with
the land and waterways were previously published works that foregrounded the knowledge and
agency of Indigenous Grandmothers and womxn as inherent water carriers and keepers
(Anderson et.al, 2013; Barker, 2019; McGregor, 2013; McGregor, 2014; Muñoz, 2018; Nelson
& Wagenberg, 2016; Privott, 2019; Wilson et al., 2019). In accordance with the principles of
SWL, I also embodied the protocols of:
● Know and say who you are
● Be of good mind [“good” meaning respectful]
● SWL
SIT together
WATCH carefully what you are shown
LISTEN and remember what is said. (Meijer Drees et al., 2012)
By following an ontology of reciprocity before listening, my land-and-water-based active
participatory research became embodied in a way that immersed me within the environment
itself. Before visiting, walking, or practicing SWL, I introduced myself to the land and
waterways in my traditional and Western names, clearly stated my intention, gifted them my
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heartfelt, sustainable, and biodegradable offerings, and asked permission to be present. While
walking, I also focused on dedicating the physical energy I spent as a gift to the water and land.
To listen, I had to prepare myself by quieting my bodymind while also dismantling any
notion of anthropomorphism and human centricity. I humbled myself before the land and
waterways and recognized them as ancient, sentient beings and teachers. Without any
expectation of outcome, I recognized that it was an honour and a privilege to be able to visit by
walking among them and practicing SWL. At times, I received the message ‘no’ from sacred
sites, as it was not a good time to be with the water and land. Sometimes these messages came in
the form of intuitive instinct, an adverse change of weather, or a change in circumstance that led
me away from the sacred site. I respected and accepted this form of embodied semiotic,
Indigenous knowledge, and consent without question. At times I would take photographs, and
this would be after visiting and practicing SWL. There were occasions when I also intuitively
knew that taking photographs was not appropriate. By quietly listening and observing, I also
intuitively knew when each SWL interaction had concluded, as the sentient elementals would
indicate as such. These elementals usually presented themselves in the form of noticeable
environmental shifts, such as a change of weather or an obvious and direct message from the
land and waterways.
Explanation of Methodological Choices
While the methodological choices in this thesis might seem simple, a great depth of
knowledge was gained through actualizing them in a practical sense. In this way, water as
pedagogy became a lifetime learning journey rooted in readiness, holism, and relationality. In
terms of an Indigenous research preparation process, Kovach (2009) explained:
Attention to inward knowing is not optional… Seeking out Elders, attending to holistic
epistemologies, and participating in cultural catalyst activities (dream, ceremony, prayer)
are all means for accessing inward knowledge… teachings come from many places. We
need to open ourselves to those teachings and then give ourselves time to integrate them
so that we can be of use to our community. This requires preparation by the researcher,
something that is unique to each individual. It is a process that can never lend itself to a
check-box, universal approach, rather it is personal work that must be done by the
researcher in conjunction with [their] world (both inner and outer). (Kovach, 2009, pp.
49-50).
Within this Indigenous framework, a researcher-learner’s unique personal identity shapes their
method choices (pp. 122-123). My choice in visiting, walking, and SWL methods was influenced
by my unique, intersectional identity and was directly influenced by the diverse Indigenous
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Grandmothers and womxn from across Turtle Island who have rematriated their responsibilities
to the waterways by practicing reciprocity and walking with them. My choices were also
informed by local Niitsitapi protocols of listening in relation to place by visiting the land and
waterways as alive and sentient teachers (Chambers, 2006; Chambers & Blood, 2009; Piersol,
2014). Overall, these blended and holistic land-based methods were something I had practiced
previously and routinely. I was accustomed and comfortable with them based on diverse
Indigenous teachings I received through my recurring life and community experience, along with
my learning experiences as a former undergraduate student.
Methods of Meaning Making and Analysis
According to Evans and Jones (2011), a unique benefit of combining visiting and walking
interview methods is that space and place are the focus of discussion, whereas in sedentary
interviews, humancentric ethnographies and people are the focus (p. 856). Through the ongoing,
ripple effect of storywork interwoven throughout my research, I gained, and continue to gain my
own embodied and situated understanding of water as pedagogy. Practicing a blended visiting,
walking, and SWL method rooted in an interwoven Indigenous storywork methodology and
Disability Justice framework deepened my rematriated understandings of the lands and
waterways that I continue to routinely learn from. By engaging with the lands and waterways
through this critical and holistic lens, I utilized personal, Indigenous storywork as a means of
speaking to my observations of the Bow River watershed within the proximity of its glacial
headwaters to the city of Calgary. This also served as an analytic discourse in which my
reflections and observations could speak to some of the larger socio-political issues that continue
to impact water.
Means of Learning
Active participant witnessing
My active participatory observations with the land and waterways took place on public
lands such as municipal walkways and parks within Calgary, provincial parks surrounding the
city, the town of Canmore, industrial sites along the Bow River, and the Banff and Kootenay
National Parks. These interactions took place between September 2019 to January 2021. During
this time, I visited various sites along the South Saskatchewan watershed with a primary focus on
the area between the headwaters of the Bow River and the city of Calgary. My criteria for
choosing these sites were based on their proximity to where currently I live and was also based
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on my previous relationships and experiences with them. These choices were also based on my
accessibility needs. For the most part, these areas contained flat terrain and paved, dirt, or gravel
walking trails.
My time with the waterways was unstructured in a Western sense but structured in
accordance with Indigenous protocols. While visiting, walking, and practicing SWL, I became
more in tune with the elementals and foregrounded my intuition in listening to knowing when,
and how long I should visit each place. I made a point of visiting the water almost every single
day, except when extreme weather conditions did not permit, or when I was not physically able
to walk. My walking method consisted of a blend of visiting and sitting as a means of practicing
SWL. My movement was slow, as this is how my body normally moves. I also made an
intentional point of walking gently and mindfully upon the land. My visits with the land and
waterways usually spanned between one to three hours. Along with my offerings, I also made a
point to actively give back by picking up garbage along the way, and by giving biodegradable
offerings where it was safe and permissible. Being conscious of my impact on water, I also chose
to utilize chemical-free ceremonial tobacco for certain offerings, rather than standard commercial
brands.
The means in which I recorded what I learned was embodied in that I did not take notes
while spending time with the land and waterways, as this would be a distraction to the fully
immersive experience of SWL. After my time with the water, I would quietly reflect and later
discuss my realizations with my cultural and spiritual advisors. My interactions with my advisors
were conducted usually via telephone and in accordance with local jurisdiction health restrictions
and the University of Saskatchewan’s COVID-19 safety protocols. I would informally converse
with some of them monthly, and others weekly, bi-weekly, or daily. This was based on need, as
well as each advisor’s convenience and availability. Through these ongoing conversations and
my reflections through the months, a ripple effect of various themes emerged. Some of these
themes included the connections between colonial capitalism, destruction of Indigenous bodies
and land, the parallel between industrialism and rape culture, and ongoing Indigenous resistance.
Other themes included the importance of holistic learning with water and more-than-human
beings as sacred and sentient. Some themes related to and were validated by each advisor’s
personal knowledge of water, and the water issues that continue to adversely impact their
communities. Other themes emerged around the importance of balancing critical and decolonial
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research with heart-centered knowledge. As a means of fully embodying SWL, my conversations
with the advisors were not recorded or written down. During my personal reflections afterward, I
would take notes. From there, I began to weave a narrative of my own reflexivity and
observations by means of personal storywork. Part of this research required me to read additional
materials and integrate them as inquiry questions arose through my emergent storywork. My use
of visiting, walking, and SWL also prompted questions which I could not predict beforehand,
and this required me to delve into materials not covered in the literature review. While visiting,
walking, and practicing SWL, I also took photographs of the land and waterways as part of my
research observations and reflections outlined in chapter four.
Ethical Considerations and Research Limitations
The ethical and philosophical considerations of this study included the contexts of me
occupying Treaty 7 lands and waterways as a Disabled, Métis femme. Because actualizing
Indigenous storywork was a personal and embodied experience, I chose to engage the decolonial,
grassroots driven Ten Principles of Disability Justice (Sins Invalid, 2019). Recognizing this
agency, I adjusted my use of visiting, walking, and SWL methods according to my own distinct
access needs. The lens in which I interpreted my time with the land and waterways was through
Indigenous womxnist and feminist theories, the seven Indigenous storywork principles, and the
Disability Justice framework (Sins Invalid, 2019).
The considerations I took toward the land and waterways were rooted in my own
previous cultural understandings of reciprocity and relational accountability, while also
respecting local Niitsitapi protocols of gifting and making offerings to sacred sites (Chambers &
Blood, 2009. p. 270; Bruised Head, 2018). In terms of engaging Indigenous research on behalf of
a post-secondary institution, Martin (2018) explained the need to conduct research that is for
Indigenous Peoples, and not about them (pp. 188-189). She also emphasized the importance of
Indigenous protocols in conducting research. She stated:
I felt that I needed the extra protection of Indigenous protocols to oversee and support my
interaction with the community and participants. I did not want to be perceived as a threat
given the history and experience many Indigenous communities have faced with the
extraction of research and data for the wrong purposes. (p. 194)
To respect the current complexity of ethical issues surrounding university relations toward
Indigenous communities, cultural protocols and intellectual copyright, I made the personal
choice to solely utilize previously published Indigenous womxnist works about water. These
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served as the guiding principles in which I conducted myself with the land and waterways
(Anderson et al., 2013; Barker, 2019; McGregor, 2013; McGregor, 2014; Muñoz, 2018; Nelson
& Wagenberg, 2016; Privott, 2019; Wilson et al., 2019). According to the Anderson et al. (2013)
study, “A number of the Grandmothers talked about how anyone can use the water for healing,
and that they can do this in their everyday lives” (p. 15). The interconnection of these
Grandmother’s similarly shared values, but linguistically and geographically distinct teachings
also offered a unique Indigenous intercultural learning experience. In this way, water as
pedagogy was not only for my own learning, healing, and unfolding storywork. By sharing what
I have learned in this thesis, I invite the reader into my own story as a means of encouraging
them to expand their own healing and learning with water. In this way, water as pedagogy is for
everyone - so long as it is actualized in a way that reciprocally foregrounds the leadership of
local Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as cultural and spiritual authorities, and
mediators.
The importance of ongoing, personal engagement with Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers as cultural mediators and research advisors ensured that my presence with
the land and waterways was guided and validated as respectful, relevant, and accountable. Their
roles were not as research participants, but as authorities in the research. According to Archibald
(2008):
Elders will direct the learning process for those who ask, often doing so in a traditional
way. They seem to know what the learner is capable of absorbing…The learner needs to
have faith and trust in the Elders who are directing the learning process and needs to
follow their lead. (p. 24)
To follow the Grandmothers’ and knowledge keepers’ guidance, I had to be ready and prepared
to receive teachings by means of visiting and practicing SWL. To fulfill this work, it was
important that I had pre-existing, mutually trustful, and reciprocal relationships with them. This
was to ensure that our conversations felt safe, were fluid, and comfortable. These values were
imperative to also ensure that these relationships were rooted in holistic relationality (Archibald,
2008, p. 42; Martin, 2018, p. 194).
The ethics application for this thesis was approved by the University of Saskatchewan’s
Behaviour Research Ethics Board within a low-risk category. Developing this thesis with the
guidance and authority of Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers was still a relatively
new concept in the Western academy. To quote the Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as
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non-participants in the research would have required a much more extensive ethical protocol in
keeping with the University of Saskatchewan’s commitments to uphold policies concerning
research with Indigenous Peoples, as developed with input from Indigenous researchers and
communities. As result, none of my conversations with the Grandmothers and knowledge
keepers were recorded in any way. These discussions served to validate and guide my unfolding,
land-based personal storywork process. Before engaging with these cultural and research
advisors, I made sure to gift them with tobacco and other meaningful offerings in respect to their
own distinct protocols (Kovach, 2009, p. 37). With their permission, the advisors were
respectfully acknowledged for their contributions in the opening acknowledgement section of the
thesis.
Another aspect of my ethical considerations pertained to previously published materials.
To respect the Indigenous and non-Indigenous knowledge keepers’ voices that were interwoven
throughout the thesis, I decided to utilize extensive block quotation as a means of keeping the
integrity of the transcribed format of their teachings as intact as possible. In terms of respecting
these Indigenous ethics and protocols, Kovach (2009) advocated, “[Indigenous] stories are our
truth and knowledge. It is about standing behind one’s words and recognizing collective
protocol, that one is accountable for one’s words” (Kovach, 2009, p. 148). The importance of
honouring Indigenous orality and storytellers is not only a matter of ethics, but also a matter of
upholding inherent Indigenous laws and legal systems. In 1997, the Supreme Court of Canada
recognized and affirmed Indigenous orality as a form of legal testimony and evidence in colonial
courts through the decision of the Delgamuukw v British Columbia case (Supreme Court of
Canada, 1997). The collaboration with Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as
research advisors interwoven with a foregrounding of previously published Indigenous and nonIndigenous knowledge keeper voices served to uphold and respect Indigenous orality as
Indigenous law. My separate academic supervisory committee served to validate my selection of
research definition and criteria. They also provided ongoing guidance and feedback regarding the
written thesis and university ethics and evaluated my overall progress.
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Reflections and Analysis
Context and Process
In this chapter, I will share the main reflections and analyses from my learning as an
interconnected set of experiences gifted to me by the land and waterways. The purpose of this
thesis was to learn how water is a teacher for me. Actualizing water as pedagogy required me to
spend time visiting, walking, and practicing SWL with sentient lands and waterways. I learned
from, with, and about these sacred sites by spending time in quiet embodiment and observation. I
followed up on these experiences with deep, intrinsic, and critically reflexive self reflection.
Learning how and why the waters changed, for better or worse, was a large part of my
witnessing. Taking photographs when appropriate, reflecting, and examining supplementary
documents added to the breadth of local water knowledge. It also further contextualized my
understanding of water, colonization, and being in good relation to the land and waterways.
Visiting, walking, practicing SWL, and iterating my overall learning experience are all
interwoven aspects of my unique, spirit-driven storywork. By pouring out some of the insights I
received, I am sharing knowledge in a way that demonstrates and invites others into an embodied
experience of learning and healing with sentient lands and waterways.
Recalling that Indigenous storywork is non-linear, this chapter elicits a free-flowing
inquiry and format which segues into a myriad of wide-ranging topics affecting water. To align
with an Indigenous paradigm and episteme of relational accountability, it is important to
acknowledge and respect the agency and ongoing presence of Indigenous Peoples and ancient
knowledges held by sentient lands and waterways. To express one’s reflections and analyses,
Simpson (2014) noted that learners should only speak for themselves, and not on behalf of
anyone else (p. 11). My ongoing learning and healing experiences gifted from the land and
waterways were based on my time with the land and waterways among other sources of
knowledge such as Indigenous grandmother water teachings, supplementary texts, and personal
intuition. My inquiries prompted me to delve into a range of literature for further context and
illumination of issues. These inquiries arose from my prior knowledge and inquiries with the
land and waterways, as well as reflections that arose from visiting, walking, and practicing SWL.
By sharing some of the gifts and insights I received, this storywork serves as a form of giving
back, or give away for those interested in expanding their knowledge and relationships with
water (Archibald, 2008, pp. 143-153).
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To respectfully learn from the land and waterways as sentient beings and teachers, there
were a distinct set of protocols I actively embodied. My experiences with the land and waterways
were largely shaped by a theoretical grounding in Indigenous womxnisms and feminisms. My
experiences were also governed by previously published water laws and knowledge shared by
diverse Indigenous Grandmothers as inherent water carriers and keepers (Anderson et al., 2013;
Barker, 2019; McGregor, 2013; McGregor, 2014; Muñoz, 2018; Nelson & Wagenberg, 2016;
Privott, 2019; Wilson et al., 2019). Because I am a Disabled femme, my embodied experience
was also grounded in the values of the Ten Principles of Disability Justice which are:
intersectionality, leadership of those most impacted, anti-capitalist politic, cross social and
ecological justice movement solidarity, recognizing wholeness, sustainability, commitment to
cross-disability solidarity, interdependence, collective access, and collective liberation (Sins
Invalid, 2019, pp. 22-27). The Disability Justice principles also emphasized the importance of
anti-capitalist, decolonial leadership by those who are most disproportionately impacted by
racialized water issues; these being Indigenous Grandmothers, womxn, knowledge keepers,
youth, children, along with sentient lands and waterways (Anderson et al., 2013, p. 12). During
my research, this leadership also extended to the more-than-human inhabitants of the land and
waterways.
My time spent with the land and waterways, reflections, and analyses were stewarded
and mediated by chosen and trusted Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers who
served as authorities and guides during my research process. The narrative that will follow in this
chapter is told from my own voice and embodied experience. My use of critically reflective and
spirit-based, personal storywork will inform my reflections and analysis. These observations and
reflections will be expanded upon by means of supplementary academic research.
Indigenous Grandmother Water Laws and Knowledge
The Indigenous Grandmother water laws and knowledge I embodied served an overall
assertion that, “Water is life…Water is sentient…[and] Water can heal” (Anderson et al., 2013,
p. 14). In the words of Inuk Grandmother, Rhoda Inuksuk, “We are water, and we need water to
stay alive” (p. 13). The Grandmothers also explained that the waterways are the veins of Mother
Earth (p.14). Additionally, according to this Anderson et al. (2013) study:
A number of the Grandmothers talked about how anyone can use the water for healing
and that they can do this in their every day lives… but in order for this to work, one must
have respect for how the energies operate, as well as reciprocity in the care. The message
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of the Grandmothers was that if we take care of water, water will take care of us…the
first duty we have to water is simple gratitude, to offer thanks. (p. 15)
The understanding of relational accountability and reciprocity was further contextualized by
Métis Grandmother, Maria Campbell, who explained as a child she learned to offer her gratitude
to water in the form of prayers and ceremonial tobacco. The Grandmothers also explained,
“Songs are another way to offer thanks to the water” (p. 15). Nêhiyaw Grandmother, Pauline
Shirt contextualized the purpose of these specific Indigenous songs in stating, “By welcoming
the spirit of the water, you are taking care of the life force here on earth” (p. 15). The
Grandmothers expressed that each body of water has a unique and special purpose (p. 14). They
also aired caution that water can also take life, and throughout their diverse upbringings they
each learned that some waterways are places which human beings are not meant to visit (p. 14).
In terms of the Saskatchewan River watershed, Grandmother Maria Campbell further
explained, “We live by the river, but what do we know about it? Sometimes people put tobacco
in there, but we’ve never walked along it to see how damaged it is or what grows there or what
lives there” (p. 16). She discussed a water pedagogy that she previously used with learners and
explained how she led them to the river and encouraged them to spend time with the water and
observe it. Spending time with the water served to, “find out what is happening to our water, to
our river. And let it teach us” (p. 16). She also explained the harmful dichotomy perpetuated by
Western perceptions of water as a commodity, and the importance of foregrounding Indigenous
worldviews of water which recognize and respect it as a sentient being and spirit (p. 16).
Late Anishinaabe Grandmother, Josephine Mandamin (Anderson et al., 2013) also
validated and furthered the understanding of reciprocal, water-based learning. She explained:
Water can come alive if you pay attention to it. Give it respect and it can come alive.
Like anything. Like a person who is sick… if you give them love and take care of them,
they’ll come alive. They’ll feel better. It’s the same with our Mother, the earth, and the
water. Give it love. (p. 16)
According to Anishinaabe scholar, Deborah McGregor (2013), the natural law of Zaagidowin, or
love, is also essential to achieving water justice (p. 72). Zaagidowin is imperative to water justice
because it considers the intergenerational traumas experienced by more-than-human beings. It
also recognizes that healing is a reciprocal process between human beings, water, and all life (p.
72). Crediting much of this learning and healing work to Anishinaabe Grandmothers and Mother
Earth Water Walk with the Great Lakes, McGregor explained walking with water as, “[A]
journey one of mutual recognition: just as the waters become known to the walkers, the waters
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come to know the walkers – a connection is forged… we can choose a path of ‘taking’, or one of
‘giving’” (pp. 75-79). In this way, I was not only witnessing the land and waterways, but the land
and waterways were also witnessing me. For my use of visiting, walking, and SWL methods
with the land and waterways, I chose a blended pedagogy of Campbell’s critical observation with
Mandamin’s giving of love and respect to heal with the water (Anderson et al. 2013, p. 16).
What ensued from these interwoven teachings was a confluence of critical, decolonial thinking
and observation with heart and spirit-based knowledge and action of reciprocity toward sentient
lands and waterways as teachers.
Actualizing Water as Pedagogy: Coming to Know and Be Known by Sentient Lands and
Waterways
In terms of answering my research question, how is water a teacher for me? I looked
toward a teaching commonly shared by diverse Indigenous Grandmothers. The Grandmothers’
teaching asserts, “The notion that water is alive, sentient and can form relationships demands a
different response than if we understand water as a commodity to be bought, sold, and traded”
(Anderson et al., 2013, p. 16). To learn from the water, I needed to engage my Disabled
bodymind by listening with my heart and utilizing all my physical, mental, spiritual, and
emotional senses. I drank in teachings through these senses and invited them to permeate every
aspect of my being. In this way, my bodymind became my storybasket. After spending time with
the land and waterways, I needed to take time to rest. During my rest I spent a tremendous
amount of energy in taking time to reflect on my experiences through an intersectional
Indigenous womxnist and feminist, Indigenous storywork, and Disability Justice lens. Through
sharing my personal reflections and analyses, I can pour out some of the teachings gifted to me
from the land and waterways.
The more time I spent with the water, the more I became learned in recognizing some of
the ways that water connects all life through respectful and reciprocal inter-species relationships.
Métis Grandmother, Maria Campbell validated this in stating:
Everybody’s story of where they came from or ‘their senses of place’, Indigenous and
non-Indigenous, links them. These stories are important… and they need to be honoured.
But it also needs to be understood that every story comes with a dark side and a beautiful
side. (Campbell cited in Narine, para 17, 2021)
To learn from place, truly love, and heal with water, I needed to witness and tell the truth about
what is happening to it. Some of these learning experiences were very calm and peaceful,
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whereas others served as a painful and critical wake-up call to the ongoing traumas and injustices
to the land and waterways. I began this unfolding healing and learning journey visiting, walking,
and practicing SWL along the Bow River within the city of Calgary. The city itself is an
opportune place to walk along the Bow River because it has many paved walking paths. During
my time walking the paths, I noticed a myriad of signs for natural gas pipelines imbedded
throughout various aspects of the banks of the Bow River which put the river at exponential risk
in the event of a pipeline break. I also noticed a substantial number of human-made storm water
drains located approximately one kilometer apart from each other. The polluted waters from city
storm drains embedded into the river’s pathway flow directly into the river water. While walking
past some of these stormwater drains, I could also smell raw sewage. Despite these ongoing
assaults on the Bow River, visiting, walking, and practicing SWL in the city allowed me to also
witness the vast and interconnected, biodiverse web of human and more-than-human life that the
river continually provides, and this was very beautiful.
Figure 4.1
Bow River, looking toward downtown Calgary, Alberta, Treaty 7

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.2
ATCO Natural Gas Pipeline along the Bow River, Calgary

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Figure 4.3
City of Calgary Stormwater Outfall Signage – B 91B

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.4
City of Calgary cityscape during twilight with Bow River flowing through it (left)

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
During the earlier stages of my research, I was alarmed by an unusual fatality that
happened in the Bow River watershed. Hundreds of deceased Mountain Whitefish washed up
near the downtown core of the city of Calgary during April 2020. According to biologists for
Alberta Environment and Parks, this winterkill was of no public concern, and that the fish had
simply chosen a wrong spot in the river to “hang out” for the winter, and consequently ended up
freezing to death (Grant, 2020). The biologists also said that water samples would not be taken as
a part of their investigation (Ramsay, 2020). In all my experience living along and near the Bow
River, I had never witnessed a winter kill like this before. Based on learning during my
upbringing, I understood that naturally occurring winter kills usually only happened in still
bodies of water, such as shallow lakes and ponds. The cause of winter kills in these bodies of
water is that oxygen levels drop during cold winter months. I also understood that these kills
impacted multiple species of fish living in one shared body of water, and not one targeted species
alone. As a result of this winter kill, I had a burning drive and desire to find out what was
happening to the Bow River and waterways upstream. I quickly realized that in addition to
spending time with the river in the city, I also needed to spend time with the glacial headwaters
of the Bow River as part of the greater South Saskatchewan river basin, along with the areas in
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between the city and the Rocky Mountains to begin to grasp the complexities of what is currently
occurring near, upon, and within the origins of this expansive watershed.
What ensued from that moment were many hours and days spent walking along, visiting
with, listening to, and reciprocating toward the Bow River as part of the greater South
Saskatchewan watershed. The Bow River flows south from Bow Lake and through Lake Louise,
then eastward through the town of Banff, the town of Canmore, the hamlet of Exshaw, the
hamlet of Seebe, Morley (Stoney Nakoda Nation), the town of Cochrane, and into the city of
Calgary, and eventually converges with the Old Man river as part of the greater South
Saskatchewan watershed, and flows eastward into Treaty 4. I focused on an area expanding twohundred and twenty-two kilometres from the eastern Rocky Mountains to the point where the
Elbow and Bow Rivers meet within the central part of Calgary. This sacred converging point is
better known as Mohkinstis in Niitsi'tapiipohsinni (Niitsitapi language), Guts’ists’i in Tsuut’ina,
and Wîchîspa in Stoney Nakoda (Fort Calgary, n.d.).
Figure 4.5
European explorer, David Thompson’s map of the head waters of the Bow and Red Deer
Rivers

Thompson, D. (map maker). (n.d.). A section of Thompson’s map showing the head waters of the
Red Deer and Bow Rivers, where Thompson met the Peigan elder Saukamappee. Ontario
Archives and The Canadian Encyclopedia. Image.
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/david-thompson-the-greatest-geographer-theworld-has-known-feature
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Figure 4.6
Mohkinstis/Guts’ists’i/ Wîchîspa/ ‘Elbow’: The converging point of the Elbow (left) and
Bow (right) Rivers near Fort Calgary

Brown, S. (2021) [Photograph]
Additional Sacred Sites Visited
In addition to my time walking along the Bow River in the city of Calgary, in midNovember 2020 I spent three focused, consecutive days alone with the glacial and mountain
head waters of the Bow River, along with various other waterways that I intuitively felt drawn to
visit at that time. The glacial head waters of the waterways I was drawn to are rooted in the
Banff, Kootenay, and Yoho National Parks. These parks are separated by the continental divide
which forms the colonial Alberta-British Columbia provincial borders. What is unique about this
site, is that it is the diverging point between the Columbia watershed that flows toward the
Pacific Ocean, and the North and South Saskatchewan watershed that flows toward the Atlantic
Ocean (more specifically, Lake Winnipeg and then the Hudson’s Bay). The line running along
the height of the mountains is a sacred geographic divide, so sacred that even colonizers have
named it: The Great Divide. The Alberta – British Columbia border, a colonially drawn division,
follows this Continental Divide from the Canada-United States border all the way to just north of
Jasper National Park. In a colonial context, borders were usually drawn on maps. The headwaters
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of these rivers and waterways are also located at the eastern borders of unceded Ktunaxa and
Secwepemc traditional territories which meet the western borders of Treaties 6 and 7 in the
eastern Rocky Mountains. Once they flow east of the mountains, the North and South
Saskatchewan’s drainage basins flow eastward through the foothills and prairie, including
Treaties 4, 5, 10, and beyond. The Columbia river watershed flows south through the
Secwepemc, Ktunaxa, and Syilx Okanagan territories of the Rocky Mountains in present-day
British Columbia and into the United States, then west through what is now known the occupied
diverse Indigenous territories of Washington and Oregon State, and into the Pacific Ocean.
Figure 4.7
Continental Divide Signage, Banff, and Kootenay National Parks

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
My Time with the Head Waters
Bow Lake
My first day in the mountains, I travelled and spent time visiting, walking, and
embodying SWL with Bow Lake and Crowfoot Glacier, both conjoined head waters of the Bow
River. At this point, winter had set in the mountains and the lake had begun to freeze over. When
I had arrived at my accommodations the night before, I took a deep breath and looked up into the
clear, starry night sky and felt an immense wave of emotion run over me. Based on my previous
learning from various Indigenous Elders, I knew the mountains are the Earth’s oldest Elders and
knowledge keepers. Although much of my upbringing and informal land-based learning had
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occurred in the Rockies, I recognized that the time I was about to spend would be unique and
intensely focused on a specific purpose. My purpose was to visit the land and waterways, walk
with them, and sit, watch, and listen to them.
To do so, I needed to be emotionally, spiritually, mentally, and physically rested and
prepared. I felt very humbled and elated by being present among the mountains once again. As
soon as I stepped out and into the dry and frigid, glacial air at Bow Lake, I could feel how
powerful and immense these mountains, receding glaciers, and lakes are. I revered and respected
them as ancient grandparents who nourish and sustain the mountains, foothills, and entire prairie,
and I walked very carefully among them. My journal entry, written the evening of that day,
notes:
Today I went to Bow Lake. It was very cold and sunny out. A deep chill blew off the top
of the mountains and onto the lake. When this happened, I could hear the snow on the ice
sing. I went to give offerings to Bow Lake because it is the head water of the Bow River,
which has given me and many others so much life. There are many glaciers around the
lake including Crowfoot Glacier and Bow Peak. The land felt very lonely. The mountains
are so powerful but so much is changing for them. I can really feel how the water is
drying up. This feeling is a duality of love and respect while feeling lost, mournful, and
scared for all the loss happening due to climate change… It’s so hard to find any privacy
to do this work… I am witnessing the mountains very differently by focusing so intently
on the water. They support the waterways in every means imaginable… Glaciers are the
oldest waterways here. I revere them because I love and respect them so much. (Brown,
2020)
While I was with Bow Lake, I thought about the clan of Mountain Whitefish, and what may
have caused that unusual kill. I also thought about all the interconnected human and more-thanhuman life forms downstream. I focused my energy on being physically and mentally quiet and
respectful while listening to the water. I also focused on giving deep and sincere love and
gratitude to these headwaters for all the life they give.
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Figure 4.8
Bow Lake and Crowfoot Glacier

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Figure 4.9
Bow River at Lake Louise

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Paint Pots in Kootenay National Park
During my second day in the mountains, I travelled a few kilometres past the continental
divide, further into Ktunaxa traditional territory and the beginning of the Kootenay National
Park, British Columbia. The purpose of my trip was to visit three red ochre paint pots along the
Kootenay River, which is part of the Columbia River watershed. Based on my previous
understanding, I knew that this was a place where various Indigenous Peoples have been
harvesting red ochre medicine for millennia. At the head of the trail, a sign posted by Parks
Canada stated:
Indigenous peoples attach great importance to the ‘red earth’ or ochre found on the
ground in this area. Different groups have been travelling to this sacred place for
thousands of years to collect the ochre. It has been used for painting bodies, tipis,
clothing, and horses, as well as for rock paintings [pictographs to document oral
histories].
In the early 1900s the ochre was commercially mined for use as pigment in paint. Some
of the pieces of equipment remain along the trail. After Kootenay National Park was
established in 1920, mining was gradually phased out to protect the landscape.
The three pots or pools are formed by the accumulation of iron oxide around the outlet of
three cold mineral springs. In some areas, ‘choked cones’ or wide mounds of ochre,
formed when the water in the pools dried up. (Parks Canada, n.d.)
Although no specific Indigenous Peoples were appropriately recognized in this brief historical
description, the town of Banff, just thirty-seven kilometres east, acknowledged the neighbouring
Bow Valley as having significant, long-standing historical connections with the Niitsitapi,
TsuuT’ina, and Stoney Nakoda Nations of Treaty 7, along with the Ktunaxa, Secwepemc,
Mountain Cree of Peechee (Bobtail’s Cree/ Nêhiyaw), and the Northern and Southern Dene - all
going back millennia. The town’s recognition also included the Métis who have a shared
connection to the area that has lasted at least two-hundred years. According to the Town of
Banff’s website, “Before the drawing of the provincial boundaries (Alberta was portioned [off]
from the Northwest Territories in 1882), there was an understanding by the Salmon People of the
Columbia and the Buffalo Peoples of the Plains that this valley is a shared space” (Town of
Banff, n.d.).
On the day that I trekked into the forest to visit the paint pots, it was snowing. The
snowfall made for a very calm and quiet experience of being surrounded and immersed in
various forms of water. To access the pots, I drove to a parking lot located approximately three
kilometres away from them. By foot, I crossed the Kootenay River and gave it an offering of
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tobacco. The offering was a means of acknowledging its sentient spirit, and to ask for permission
to cross it. The words and prayers I offered are too personal to share. The feeling I had was one
of total reverence and respect for this life-giving river. I noticed how clear and healthy the water
looked and wished for the same downstream, knowing the adverse realities that the Kootenay
River and many others like it face. Once I arrived at the three paint pots, I could see that one of
the cold springs was not completely frozen. A small creek was running from the snow-covered
spring down the mountain, and into a floodplain that I also had to cross to access the paint pots.
The colour of the water was an incredible, burnt orange tone that vibrantly contrasted with the
snow.
Indeed, these paint pots were, and continue to be a very sacred, shared waterway and
medicine among many Indigenous Peoples. According to Anishinaabemowin language speaker,
Anishinaabe knowledge keeper, storyteller, and land and water protector, Isaac Murdoch:
For thousands of years the Anishinabek have been using a Red Ochre paint called
Onaman. It is made from red ochre, animal or fish fat, and other ingredients such as
urine and duck or seagull eggs. These are cooked together on a low heat. The longer you
cook the paint the redder it becomes. In the language the word ‘Onaman’ refers to the
action of thickening something. There are many types of Onaman, most of them use
types of Fungi, and each of them thickening agents, particularly in the clotting of blood in
wounds. (Onaman Collective, n.d., par 1)
Before I came to these paint pots, I had previous experience with red ochre and was fortunate to
witness a few diverse Indigenous Peoples’ varying uses for this medicine. Visiting the paint pots
made me reflect on the use of red ochre as one of the oldest forms of Indigenous storywork, in
that many diverse Indigenous Peoples record their oral stories by painting their pictographs onto
the land. Giving offerings, walking with the paint pots, and practicing SWL with them was a
healing and illuminating experience that amplified my embodied understanding of my own blood
and life force, and red ochre’s intercultural connections and uses to a whole other level. While
some of these realizations are very personal and are not meant to be shared, I was excited to be
able to share the ways in which I could both physically and emotionally experience some of the
paint pots’ hydrologic cycle.
By spending time to take in and witness the forest, I could observe the expansive reach of
the ochre water flowing from the paint pots as it was absorbed through many of the trees in the
area. During this experience, I witnessed how the trees were lung-like conduits and protectors of
this water through osmosis and evaporation, as their bark was dyed with the orange ochre
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pigment. I could also see the points on the trees where the ochre stopped absorbing, as the
pigment did not dye the top of the trees. The interconnectedness of the paint pots taught me
about the importance of interspecies relationships and the cause-and effect of waterways
constantly giving to all life. The shared, intercultural importance of this sacred site to many
diverse Indigenous peoples also reminded me of the ways in which water connects all human
beings to one another. Wilson et al. (2019) defined this form of shared, Indigenous water security
a “hydrosocial approach” (p. 2) which includes the spiritual relations with water that promote the
well-being of all life.
The nourishment and life these small, ancient springs continue to give humbled me. Like
Bow Lake and Crowfoot Glacier, I revered these paint pots, and came to know them as ancient
Grandmothers. Knowing that this sacred site had been utilized by many Indigenous Peoples for
millennia, I was comfortingly overwhelmed by the ancestral presence I felt with them.
Adversely, I was also disturbed to learn that this sacred site had already been exploitatively
mined by non-Indigenous people for commercial paint use, but was glad that at this point, the
paint pots were left to heal. I thought about all the diverse Indigenous Grandmothers who must
have collectively taken care of this place for thousands of years, and how their communityrooted jurisdiction should be reinstated here. Because Indigenous Peoples are the land (Gunn
Allen, 1998), it is not enough that the paint pots and other sacred sites alike be left to exist
without an active presence of Indigenous human beings. Through my ongoing reflection of my
time with the paint pots, my understanding of the importance of physically visiting and learning
from sacred, sentient places was also affirmed and validated.
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Figure 4.10
Snow covered paint pot in the distance with stream flowing toward the camera

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.11
Bark-stripped tree with ochre stain

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Note. A small section of exterior bark from this tree has previously been stripped, leaving a scar
of exposed inner bark.
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Figure 4.12
Flood plain below the paint pots

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.13
Kootenay River

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Challenges and Barriers Accessing Sacred Sites in the National Parks
Although my time walking and practicing SWL with the land and waterways in the
national parks was very insightful, one of the challenges I experienced was trying to access
waterways that were not heavily populated by transient tourists. Inaccessibility was especially
heightened during the COVID-19 global pandemic. For example, when I tried to access the lake
at Lake Louise, there were so many unmasked tourists it was not safe for me as an
immunocompromised, Disabled person to be there. Despite my efforts, I did not make it out of
the parking lot to visit some of these popular sentient sites. Many of these places also lacked the
privacy to be able to make offerings quietly and respectfully, which also served as a significant
barrier to the general purpose of water as pedagogy. These cultural and physical barriers were
disparaging toward myself and the work I was trying to do. They made me feel distressed as I
began to further realize how fabricated tourism experiences in the national parks are, and how
they are fully oriented toward marketing the colonial fallacy of Canada. Although the Town of
Banff has done some work in terms of addressing Indigenous erasure, at the actual sacred
waterways and sites there was very little acknowledgement of local Indigenous histories, nor
their active, ongoing representation. The consequence of Indigenous erasure and displacement
was especially adverse considering these sacred sites have become highly lucrative tourism sites
for the provinces, territories, and Government of Canada.
Indigenous Erasure in Banff National Park
Visiting the town of Banff led me to examine some of the historical contexts that led to
the commodification of land by means of international tourism in the area. The almost complete
dispossession of Indigenous Peoples and their inherent stories rooted within the Banff and
neighbouring national parks was of particular concern and interest to me. Binemma and Niemi
(2006) explained:
The example of Banff National Park suggests that in Canada at least, and probably in the
United States, Aboriginal people were excluded from the national parks in the interests of
game (not wildlife) conservation, sport hunting, tourism, and Aboriginal civilization, not
to ensure that national parks became uninhabited wilderness. (p. 725)
The argument that Binemma and Niemi (2006) presented suggests that Indigenous Peoples were
systematically removed from the lands occupied by Parks Canada as a means of removing them
from their traditional hunting grounds. Prior to and during this point in my field work, the name
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of historical entrepreneur, Norman K. Luxton repeatedly presented itself in respect to the
founding history of Banff National Park and its complex relations with local Indigenous Peoples.
To contextualize the lucrative financial interests in dispossessing Indigenous Peoples
from the area for tourism, Meijer Drees (1991) explained Luxton’s participation in the Banff
National Park’s commodified water origins. The area was established in 1885 as Canada’s first
National Park, in which a replicated “Europeanness” (p. 2) and Indigenous cultural appropriation
was designed for urban tourist consumption, and Luxton had a heavy hand in this. Further:
In the early years of the [twentieth] century Luxton established two extremely successful
institutions for tourist consumption and contemplation in Banff: The Sign of the Goat
curio shop, and the Banff Indian Days. The Sign of the Goat was both a souvenir shop as
well as a museum and the Indian Days were a week-long festival held annually in
Banff… The selling of Indian arts and crafts, and the marketing of Indian culture had not
only gained popularity in the American Southwest at least 20 years previously; but had
also come to world attention through the Wild West shows of international stars like
Buffalo Bill Cody. (Meijer Drees, 1991. pp. 3-7)
In addition to the formation of the Banff National Park, in 1885 the Pass System was also
enacted by the Government of Canada (p. 75). This Pass System prevented legally designated
status Indians from leaving their assigned Indian Act Reserves without the permission of a
federal Indian Agent. Despite this illegal regulation, the system generally failed due to lack of
enforcement and failed to prevent the predominant, Stoney Nakoda community’s presence and
participation in the Banff Indian Days (p. 75). During this time, the Stoney Nakoda resisted
dominance by utilizing the Banff Indian Days to assert their unique social identity as Indigenous
peoples. This was openly witnessed by settlers and international tourists alike (pp. 79-80).
Overall, the Days occurred annually until 1978, and “failed to acknowledge that the same people
who organized it were also the same ones against aboriginal hunting in the national park” (Rocky
Mountain Outlook, 2014).
Since its inception, the Banff National Park has generated billions of dollars in revenue
for the Government of Canada. According to Parks Canada’s 2019 to 2020 fiscal year report,
“Parks Canada delivers thousands of different recreation and tourism experiences and services to
over 25 million visitors every year across 222 [Indigenous] heritage places” (Parks Canada,
2020). In total, Parks Canada generates a $4 billion gross domestic product (Parks Canada,
2019). Indeed, all the sacred and healing sentient lands and waterways within Parks Canada’s
parameters remain heavily commodified and under constant imperial siege by the Canadian state.
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Within the town of Banff itself, access to the park’s founding hot spring remains commodified as
the Cave and Basin National Historic Site. Parks Canada also manages the National Historic Site
of the Banff Upper Hot Springs which has been built into a commodified swimming pool type
structure, and the Fairmont Banff Springs Willow Stream Spa also provides private access to hot
springs for a heightened fee.
The ongoing commodification of these sacred waterways is largely rooted within a
history of racism and segregation. Stanley and Loo (2020) examined the targeted exclusions of
diverse, racialized patrons at the Banff Cave and Basin and Upper Hot Springs up until the 1940s
and stated:
The silence around Indigenous peoples’ use of the pools is especially striking. Apart from
requests from the Indian Agent to give members of the Stoney Nakoda Nation free access
to the baths at the Upper Hot Springs from the 1930s to the late 1960s, usually for
therapeutic reasons, they are absent from the written record (para. 18)
The commodification of various waterways around the townsite is also ongoing. Just outside the
Town of Banff but still in the Park, various water recreation activities are provided by Parks
Canada, including a paid boat tour of the dammed, glacial-fed Lake Minnewanka.
During my fieldwork in Banff, I recalled a memory from 2018 when I took one of these
boat tours with a relative who was visiting from out of town. Up until that point in my life, I had
never participated with the park as a paying tourist. What we experienced on the boat tour was
both shocking and unforgettable. Our transient worker park guides, one Australian, and one
Québécois, warmly spoke on behalf of Canada in welcoming the tour guests as the nation’s and
Queen of England’s distinguished imperial guests. They proceeded to candidly recite a script of
the lake’s Indigenous history, and possessively referred to the autonomous, Stoney Nakoda
people as “Canada’s First Nations”. They explained to us that the lake, which was considered
sacred by Indigenous Peoples, was renamed “Devil’s Lake” by early missionaries to eliminate
the Indigenous Peoples’ relationship to that site. They also explained that it was not until local
entrepreneurs realized that visiting the lake was a lucrative venture, that it was renamed Lake
Minnewanka; which roughly translates to ‘Spirit Lake’ in the Stoney Nakoda language. Our
cheerful guides spoke of an ancient, Indigenous village and an old, settler-built townsite which
were flooded to build a hydroelectric dam for the town of Banff in the 1940s. The guides also
recited all kinds of questionable folklore, including supposed Stoney Nakoda stories of a water
monster that would come and kill their children if they swam in the freezing cold lake.
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Chuckling at this, they indicated that the Stoney Nakoda would merely lie to their children to
keep them safe, and that this monster was just a metaphor for the hypothermia that people
experienced from falling into the freezing cold water. During this tour, I had a difficult time
processing the fact that in 2018, these paid representatives of Canada were not only joyfully
selling these stories of environmental degradation, Indigenous erasure, and rebranding, but were
also openly laughing about these stories despite having made a brief mention of reconciliation. In
addition to experiencing this flood of racist and nationalist rhetoric from those not from this
place, the park guides shared how Norman K. Luxton crafted a lucrative venture out of
appropriating the lake monster’s legend. Receipts found in Luxton’s estate proved he did so by
purchasing a kit comprised of various animal body parts. This kit produced a miniature, fake
mermaid that he later marketed as real and charged tourists money to see. Looking back on this
experience, I remembered the guides had mentioned that this mermaid was still on display in
Luxton’s formerly owned Banff Indian Trading Post. As a part of my fieldwork, I decided to pay
this famous mermaid a visit.
In the middle of the store and protected in a glass case was Luxton’s creation. Postcards
with a photograph of the mermaid in front of Vermillion Lakes read, “This curious creature of
unknown origin on display in the Indian Trading Post, Banff, Alberta, Canada” (Banff Indian
Trading Post & Rowan Harper, n.d.) What appeared to be an obscure, miniature creature with
webbed hands was in fact, a fabricated version of real Indigenous water stories and sacred,
sentient beings. I noticed some other young people marvelling at Luxton’s mermaid, who
believed that this artifact was real. I could not help but tell them the truth about Luxton’s
production. The trading post staff were not very impressed with me, but they did not deny what I
had to say either.
As I stared at Luxton’s famous mermaid, I felt saddened that this creature could have so
much impact in advancing settler colonialism and the commodification of sentient Indigenous
homelands and waterways. I could see Parks Canada as a network of man camps, with an
objective of extracting Indigenous bodies and stories from the land as a means of selling colonial
fallacies of Canada on the international market. Based on these ongoing misrepresentations, I felt
that Parks Canada had little vested interest in protecting the land and waterways through
foregrounding local Indigenous perspectives. I also marvelled how billions of tourists have paid
Parks Canada and its entrepreneurial affiliates to be fed centuries’ worth of misinformation about
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the inherent Indigenous Peoples whose lands and waterways they visit, and/or reside on. I
wondered what the Banff Indian Trading Post, Lake Minnewanka boat tours, and so many other
tourism business ventures would look like if they were run and operated by local Indigenous
Peoples. What would those stories sound like? How would legacies such as Luxton’s be retold?
According to Parks Canada (2019), feedback was acquired from various Indigenous
Peoples regarding future management plans of the Mountain National Parks. The main issues
raised by Indigenous Peoples were, “Involvement and Management”, “Authentic Presentation”,
“Caring for the Land”, “Access”, and “Employment Opportunities” (pp. 3-4). Public and
stakeholder feedback also asserted that “Indigenous Presence”, “Climate Change” and
“Ecological Integrity” were priority issues (pp. 5-7). If these issues truly are a priority for Parks
Canada, my fieldwork indicated that they have yet to be implemented. As I left the Banff Indian
Trading Post, I purchased some of the lake monster postcards as evidence of my visit to share
with others. As I turned out of the parking lot, I drove past the former Sign of the Goat curio
shop, now known as the Luxton Buffalo Nations Museum; a personal collection of Luxton’s
Indigenous artifacts housed by a replica Fur Trade fort along the banks of the Bow River. It turns
out, for the Banff National Park, entrepreneurial, settler renditions of Indigenous water stories
are certainly more lucrative than the real stories held and cared for by Indigenous Peoples. At
this point, I knew I needed to return to the stories held by the sentient lands and waterways.
Figure 4.14
Norman K. Luxton’s Mermaid in the Banff Indian Trading Post

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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A Plausible Cause for South Saskatchewan River Salmonid Fatalities: Water-born
Pathogens and Industrial Degradation
The same day I visited the Banff Indian Trading Post I also planned to visit Lake
Minnewanka. Due to a road closure, I ended up at nearby Johnson Lake instead. Little did I
know that this lake would become a lead in my Mountain Whitefish winterkill investigation. As I
walked toward the lake from the parking lot, I noticed some large Parks Canada signs which
raised awareness about the spread of Whirling Disease. During my previous months with the
land and waterways, I had also noticed a number of these signs posted by Alberta Government at
various provincial park locations in and around Kananaskis Country, bordering east of Banff
National Park. The Alberta Government (2020) reported: “Whirling disease is caused by
Myxobolus cerebralis, a microscopic parasite that affects salmonid fish such as trout, salmon and
whitefish. The parasite has a complex lifecycle that requires a salmonid fish and an aquaticworm, Tubifex, as hosts” (para. 1). According to Alberta Environment’s public campaign (2019),
the life cycle of Whirling Disease begins as a spore which is eaten by a tubifex worm, and then
becomes a TAM (triactinomyxon) that parasitically attaches itself to a fish. The effects of
Whirling Disease can cause physical ailments in fish, such as blackened tails and spinal
deformities which affect their ability to swim, survive the elements, and escape predators.
Despite notable mutations, not all fish infected with Whirling Disease show any physical
symptoms at all. Once a fish dies, the TAMS detach from their bodies and seek another live host.
The species most at-risk for contracting Whirling Disease are Rainbow Trout, Cutthroat Trout,
Brook Trout, and Mountain Whitefish. Whirling Disease also causes up to a 90% mortality rate
in juvenile fish.
According to this same source from Alberta Environment (2019), Whirling Disease was
introduced to the Eastern United States from Europe in the 1950s and has since made its way
west. In August 2016, the first detected case in Alberta was at Johnson Lake itself. Whirling
Disease has since been found in major arteries of the overall Saskatchewan watershed, including
the North Saskatchewan River, the Red Deer River, the Old Man River, and the Bow River. The
disease is spread through various waterways by means of human-induced cross-contamination
such as relocating live, infected fish, bait, or fish parts, along with utilizing porous and
contaminated recreation and fishing equipment.
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Any active response to Whirling Disease has seemingly been to protect the province of
Alberta’s economic interests. Since 2016, the Alberta Government devised an “Aquatic Invasive
Species Early Detection and Rapid Response Plan” (Alberta Government, 2020) to protect its
lucrative recreation and sport fishing industry. Alberta Environment (2019) explained that this
response plan includes a lab which takes samples from privately stocked fishponds and
aquaculture facilities (such as fish farms and hatcheries) and tests them for Whirling Disease.
This is as a means of preventing future spread from these commercial sites. The lab also harvests
worm and sediment samples from various waterways to trace ongoing contamination. The
government also legislated a decontamination program in which all government, research, and
government-license holders must undergo a regulated process of cleaning all their watercraft
equipment. A “clean, drain, dry” (Alberta Environment, 2019) public campaign includes signage
that instructs water recreation users how to clean their watercraft and fishing equipment away
from bodies of water and storm water drains. Despite these cautions, Alberta Environment
(2019) claimed that fish contaminated with Whirling Disease are safe to eat, but also advised
people to throw unused fish parts in the garbage to prevent any contact with stormwater drains or
waterways. Contradicting this message, this same report also advised the public not to kill live
infected fish, but to report them to an invasive species hotline and follow standard, legislated
fishing guidelines.
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Figure 4.15
Johnson Lake

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.16
Parks Canada notice of Whirling Disease at Johnson Lake

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.17
Elbow River in Kananaskis Country

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.18
Alberta Government notice of Whirling Disease at the Elbow River, Kananaskis
Country

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Additional Ongoing River Traumas
During my time visiting, walking, and practicing SWL with the land and waterways, I
also noted many other environmental contamination factors along the South Saskatchewan
watershed between the glacial headwaters and the City of Calgary itself. To say that Whirling
Disease alone killed the hundreds of Mountain Whitefish who washed up dead in Calgary, April
2020 would be an irresponsible statement on my behalf. There are a myriad of other parasites,
diseases, and environmental factors that adversely affect wild fish. I do believe that Whirling
Disease, among many other possibilities should have been adequately investigated.
Throughout the previous months, during, and after my intensive three-day visit in the
mountains during November 2020, I spent considerable time walking along the Bow River and
neighbouring waterways further east in the Bow Valley. The area I spent my time repeatedly
visiting, walking, and practicing SWL was focused in and around the town of Canmore, Alberta.
Most of the land the water traveled through was legislated as either municipal or provincial park
land.
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Figure 4.19
Bow River at Canmore, autumn 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.20
Bow River at Canmore, winter 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
During my time along the Bow River, I spent time observing the small TransAlta Rundle
Hydro Electric Plant, nestled along a quiet arm of the river in the town of Canmore. In front of
the plant was a sign that prohibited fishing near the dam. Another, nearby sign described the
history of plant:
The Rundle Power Plant on this site is one of three hydro electric plants in the Canmore
area. Built in 1951, it was named for Reverend Robert Rundle, the first Christian
Missionary to enter the western part of the Bow Valley.
The plant can generate 50,000 kilowatts of electricity, enough to power 10,000 homes. It
is fuelled by water from the 1,940-hectare (4,800-acre) Spray Lakes Reservoir, which
was created in the late 1940s by the construction of two dams in the Spray Valley. From
the Spray Lakes reservoir, the water flows through canals down the Goat Valley and
through Whiteman’s Gap. The water then drops through a long pressure tunnel to the
Spray Plant at the foot of Ha Ling Peak. From there the water travels by canal to the
Rundle Forebay before falling 98 metres (320 feet) to the Rundle Plant. (TransAlta,
Town of Canmore & EPCOR, n.d.)
According to this same sign, in the approximate 150 km distance from Lake Minnewanka to
Calgary there are also eleven TransAlta hydroelectric facilities located on various estuaries of the
Bow River watershed. Each of these plants is associated with its own body of water and dam.
These include: The Cascade Plant on the west edge of Lake Minnewanka; the Rundle Plant of
the Bow River in Canmore; the Spray Plant of the Spray Lakes Reservoir; the Interlakes Plant of
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lower Kananaskis Lake; the Pocaterra Plant of upper Kananaskis Lake; the Barrier Lake plant of
Kananaskis; the Kananaskis Plant of Seebe; the Horseshoe Plant of Morley; the Ghost Plant west
of Cochrane; and the Bearspaw Plant of Calgary. Although not evenly spaced apart, the average
span of these hydro facilities in this small area equates to one every 13.63 km.
To understand the overall environmental impact of hydroelectric dams, I took to the
expertise of independent scientists who have dedicated themselves to addressing catastrophic
climate crisis issues and making this information accessible to the public. According to the
Union of Concerned Scientists online statement (2013), both large-scale and run-of-the river
hydroelectric plants have devastating environmental impacts. The flooding of lands for dams
destroys the overall landscape and oftentimes results in the forced relocation of many
communities. The water in the rivers and lakes behind the dams becomes stagnant which causes
an excess of sediment and algae that drive other flora and fauna out of the ecosystem. In
addition, these reservoirs lose a lot of water to evaporation, are lower in dissolved oxygen levels,
and are colder in temperature compared to healthy river systems. Releasing reservoir water also
adversely impacts ecosystems downstream. These reservoirs and hydroelectric facilities also
produce a significant amount of global warming gas emissions.
Following the path of the Bow River flowing eastward and toward Calgary, I observed
more of these dams and began to take note of a considerable plethora of other privatized
industrial projects along the Bow River. As soon as I left the town of Canmore along the 1A
Highway, I noted a common theme of industrial sites along the Bow River, along with their outof-sight-ness from the Banff National Park and their very close proximity to the neighbouring
Stoney Nakoda Nation, otherwise known as the town site of Morley, Alberta.
Beginning at Grotto Mountain on the outskirts of the town of Canmore, one can notice
the eastern-facing side of the mountain which has a massive, expanding scar. The scar is from
the mountain being mined and blasted apart for several decades. Within the 18 kilometers
between this mining site and the west border of the Stoney Nakoda Nation, there are other
mining sites and six major industrial projects located along the banks of the Bow River. The first
industrial site is where Burnco, an aggregate-based construction materials extraction site is
located. Located two kilometres east is the Graymont lime and limestone mine quarry. Following
is the Baymag #2 ore mine, then the Lafarge cement plant located in the hamlet of Exshaw.
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Three kilometers east of Exshaw is where a Graymont lime and limestone processing plant is
also located followed by the Lafarge Sandstone Quarry.
In June 2020, Alberta’s United Conservative Party (UCP) repealed laws that protected
the Foothills and Eastern Rocky Mountains from coal mining (Riley, 2020). Due to public
backlash, the UCP is now working on a public consultation process to further the conversation
around potential coal mining (Weber, 2021). Retired U.S. government scientist and coal expert,
Dennis Lemly warned the Canadian public to the effects of coal mining and stated, “Expansion
of coal-mining up in the Alberta Rockies chain will absolutely produce an environmental disaster
for fish and wildlife health in what are now pristine, high quality watersheds” (Weber, 2021,
para. 2). Kainaiwa Nation member, Latasha Calf Robe supported this warning in stating:
This is the land we come from. Our creation stories are rooted in these areas, the stories
of how we came to be our language and cultural tradition…It’s more than just a
mountain, more than just water, it’s part of who we are. (Croteau, 2021, para. 36-37)
In response to this ongoing threat, in February 2021 the Kainaiwa Blood Tribe launched a legal
case against the Alberta Government’s plans to mine protected areas of the Rocky Mountains as
a means of protecting glacial headwaters in the Crowsnest Pass from further environmental
degradation (Kalinowski, 2021).
For the Bow River, such a high concentration of existing industrial mines along its early
stretches is beyond concerning. With the addition of future economic “development” worse is
clearly yet to come. According to the Western Mine Action Network website [WMAN] (2004),
environmental devastation from industrial mining:
Can pollute air and drinking water, harm wildlife and habitat, and permanently scar
natural landscapes. Modern mines as well as abandoned mines are responsible for
significant environmental damage throughout the west.
● More than 40 percent of stream reaches in western watersheds are contaminated
by acid mine drainage and heavy metals…
● Mining has caused massive fish kills in the Red River in New Mexico, and the
Sacramento River in California, and the Alamosa River in Colorado, among
others.
● Hundreds of migratory birds have been poisoned after landing at mine pit lakes in
California and Nevada. (para. 1)
The massive scale of environmental degradation caused by mining across the globe is cause for
serious concern. What this could have meant for the deceased Mountain Whitefish that washed
up in Calgary is unknown, but the contribution of mines to mass fish kills in other bodies of
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water is an ominous sign in my unfolding personal storywork. Unfortunately for the Bow River
and many other watersheds, these mining and other colonial capitalist assaults are ongoing.
Continuing my visiting, walking, and SWL audit. I noted that two kilometers east of
Graymont is where the hamlet of Seebe and Francis Cooke Class III industrial inert waste
landfill are also located along the Bow River watershed. East of the landfill is where a
Brewster’s Kananaskis Ranch Golf Course and large-scale Kananaskis Seebe hydroelectric dam
border the west end of the Stoney Nakoda Nation. Four kilometers into the Nation, Horseshoe
falls hydroelectric dam is also located on the Bow River. On the east border of the Stoney
Nakoda Nation is where the large-scale hydroelectric Ghost Dam is located. Six kilometres east
of Ghost Dam, is where a Wildcat Hills Gas Plant is also located along the banks of the Bow
River. Between the gas plant and the town of Cochrane are several privatized, privately owned
estates which span twenty-four kilometers. For approximately thirty-six kilometers east of
Cochrane the Glenbow and Bearspaw districts extend to where the northwest part of the City of
Calgary begins. It is here where the large-scale Bearspaw Hydroelectric dam is located. The
southwest part of Calgary is also home to the large-scale Glenmore Reservoir, which is located
along the Weaselhead flats of the Elbow River. The Elbow River flows from Kananaskis
Country and through the Tsuut’ina (Dene) Nation; a local Indigenous Nation which also is
located on the western border of the Glenmore Dam reservoir.
Witnessing and documenting the high concentration of some Industrial projects along
this small stretch of the beginning of the Bow River was overwhelming. I felt physically
exhausted visiting, walking, and practicing SWL at these places. My access to these sites was
limited because most of them were located on private property. Without trespassing, I did my
work on accessible sites nearby. I had to dig deep within myself to remain calm while bearing
witness to the overwhelming trauma happening to the river and land. Normally, my time with the
water was rejuvenating and an overall holistic experience. Witnessing the water at industrial site
after industrial site however, drained a lot of energy from me. The grief I experienced while
witnessing the degradation of the Bow River physically felt like a painful, hollowed out feeling
in my chest – an embodied kind of heartbreak. The flooding from large-scale dam reservoirs
reminded me of stagnant, massive-scale blood clots in an otherwise relatively thin and freeflowing river. Despite the pain and exhaustion I experienced, I knew that offering this work for
the heavily disrupted aspects of the river was of utmost importance. Giving offerings,
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unconditional love, and praying for the healing and well being of the water was also my priority
at these places, and still is.
Recalling the death of the hundreds of Mountain Whitefish, I realized there are many
possible contributing factors to their unfortunate fate. The rational part of my bodymind resisted
conceding that the fish simply chose the wrong place to “hang out” (Grant, 2020). I kept asking
myself, “How can a right or wrong place be a choice for fish or any other life form, when the
Bow River and most other sentient waterways alike are under constant colonial capitalist
assault?” The public response to the fish kill reminded me of the victim-blaming, dismissal, and
overall negligence directed toward missing and murdered Indigenous human beings in the
mainstream media, and the overall colonial justice system. The overall impact of these systemic
issues are not isolated events. When a culture of government-sanctioned and industry-driven
environmental degradation becomes the normalized core of a dominant, settler, economy-based
society, so too does industrialized violence and genocide against Indigenous human beings, their
homelands and waterways, and all life as a collective. When it comes to addressing these
interwoven catastrophic climate crises and social justice issues, water as pedagogy and teacher
has led me to realize that I have many more questions than I have answers. Addressing these
questions requires a sincere commitment to an unfolding, lifelong learning journey. By visiting,
walking, and practicing SWL with the land and waterways, I have only begun to humbly scratch
the surface on such a monumental paradigm shift that so many Indigenous Grandmothers and
other Indigenous and non-Indigenous land and water protectors have spent generations
advocating for, and working toward across the globe.
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Figure 4.21
Ghost Lake at Ghost Dam Reservoir

Brown, S. (2021) [Photograph]
Note. Ghost Dam reservoir is a flooded extension of the Bow River and borders the east side of
the Stoney Nakoda Nation.
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Respecting Place: The importance of Inherent Indigenous Languages and Place Names
Throughout the months I spent walking and practicing SWL, I learned that there are few
to no places in which the inherent Indigenous names are accessible and listed publicly. Like the
Indigenous erasure I experienced in the national parks, based on my life experience I already
knew that almost all these sacred sites were renamed by, for, and after European explorers, land
surveyors, British monarchy, and Canadian colonizers. This was especially evident in the eastern
Rocky Mountains where I visited places such as Mount Thompson, which was named after
European explorer, David Thompson. Mount Rundle was renamed after Catholic Reverend,
Robert Terrill Rundle. Neighbouring Mount Lady Macdonald was renamed after Susan Agnes
Macdonald, the wife of former Prime Minister and Indian Residential School founder, John A.
Macdonald. Some of these mountains were also renamed by colonizers after male Indigenous
political leaders of the time. These places included Crowfoot Glacier at Bow Lake, which was
renamed after Siksika Chief and Treaty 7 signatory, Crowfoot. Mount Peechee at Lake
Minnewanka was renamed after the Mountain Cree Chief. Mount Norquay in Banff was renamed
after Métis politician, John Norquay who served as Premier of Manitoba from 1878 to 1887
(Manitoba Historical Society, 2020). These were but a few examples of renaming and erasure of
original Indigenous place names. Among the contemporary place names, I noticed that no
mountains or sacred sites were renamed after Indigenous womxn. While spending time with the
land and waterways I asked myself, “where are their names in the land and waterways?” The
only sacred sites I came across which referenced any Indigenous womxn were two mountains.
One mountain in Banff National Park was renamed ‘Stoney Squaw Mountain’, and another one
slightly east in the Bow Valley, is commonly called “Squaw’s Tit” by locals but in official
documentation, is formally named Princess Stephanie Mountain.
To address this act of erasure, racism, misogyny, and overall hatred toward Indigenous
womxn, Métis lawyer, Jude Daniels collaborated with another lawyer, Natasha Egan, from 2014
onwards to have Squaw’s Tit once again, officially renamed (Derworiz, 2020). In September
2020, the mountain was returned its original Nakoda namesake with the leadership of local
Stoney Nakoda Grandmothers and Elders. The mountain was renamed Anû katha îpa, which
translates to Bald Eagle Peak (Croteau, 2020). In terms of Indigenous place names, Stoney
Nakoda knowledge keeper, Buddy Wesley emphasized, “We as First Nations do not name
mountains after a person; we are not worthy, they are majestic and sacred and they are gods to
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us” (Croteau, 2020). Stoney Nakoda Elder, Una Wesley explained, “This is 2020 and women
should be honored” (Croteau, 2020). As for Stoney Squaw Mountain, this name was also
removed from Parks Canada brochure and website documents in September 2020 but has yet to
once again be officially renamed (Tweten, 2020).
The importance of revitalizing Indigenous place names was also validated and
emphasized by Kainaiwa knowledge keeper, educator, scholar, and land and water protector,
Mike Bruised Head in his (2018) video presentation. In terms of learning from the sentient land
and waterways in and around the Blood Tribe in southern Treaty 7, he explained:
Waterton, in my language, Paahtómahksikimi - that’s a glacial time name. When
Waterton [Lakes National Park] and the townsite presently was covered in water and ice,
and it receded… the water; that big, melted snow that formed two lakes; upper and
lower… that [history] goes beyond [what archaeologists] coined 10,000 years ago. I’m
kind of getting perturbed by that, and I’m not the only one. There’s carbon testing fifty,
sixty thousand years. So, I know it’s the government, colonial-settler propaganda,
bureaucratic propaganda…
Indigenous wisdom also means story and song. It means the dream world… We
[Indigenous Peoples] are born conservationists. You don’t even have to have a degree…
We have that consciousness, that thing inside that we cannot upset the [ecological]
balance… It’s actual experience…We have a passion for geography, for the land.
[Mountain names were not] called you know, King George IV; Pierre Elliott Trudeau
Mountain; Queen Elizabeth… We gave them real names… All these map surveyors,
explorers, some from the Royal Geographical Society of England, I don’t even know
them all; but their names, even their little pets – they gave [each mountain] a name as
they were trying to find a pass for the railway of J.A. Macdonald’s time - with no
consultation [or consent], and removing the names that were ancient names…
[Waterton] was named after Sir Charles Waterton from England [who] never stepped foot
in Waterton, let alone Canada… Well, [I want] something changed. I want signage where
it says, ‘Welcome to Waterton Park’… [in] Blackfoot, and all those other Blackfoot
names. Never been done, nobody has changed fifty-four mountains. But everybody is
talking Indigenization, TRC recommendations, repatriation. Well, I want to put that to the
halt, to decolonize. And I want all of you [non-Indigenous people] to join me, because
your own colonial government treats you guys pretty bad too, not just us. Think about it;
the freedoms and the privileges of the land is supposed to be democratic, but geez, I
really wonder about that… Since [Waterton] was protected under the 1884 Dominion
Lands Act, we are now foreigners to our own hunting and medicine areas…that is
cultural, and now that is language genocide… So, I have found eighteen [traditional
mountain] names so far, and they all have a meaning. (Bruised Head, 2018).
Similar to Bruised Head, Kainaiwa and Amskapi Pikuni educator and founder of Indigenous
Vision, Souta Calling Last collaborated with local Elders to develop an interactive map which
highlights traditional place names and histories throughout the greater Niitsitapi territory
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(Underwood, 2021). According to Calling Last, some sacred sites and place names are not meant
to be shared, but the overall intention of the map is to contribute to cultural, educational, and
ecotourist opportunities (para. 7). This work also has tremendous cross-cultural value. In terms
of researching the few inherent Indigenous place names that I could locate for the land and
waterways that I visited, I not only felt that they helped me understand the meaning of place, but
I also came to better understand myself in relation to the world around me. By learning some of
these real, ancient names and their meanings, I came to learn how to respect and reciprocate
towards these places in more relevant ways.
According to the Canadian Museum of History, there are several Indigenous place names
for the municipalities of Banff and Calgary:
Banff
nato-oh-siskoom
“holy springs” in Blackfoot
minihapa
“waterfall place” in Stoney
nipika-pakitik
named after the falls on Cascade Mountain in Cree
tsa-nizdá
“in the mountains” in Tsuut’ina
Calgary
moh-kins-tsis
“elbow” in Blackfoot
moh-kins-tsis-aká-piyoysis
“elbow in many houses” in Blackfoot which was used in 1875
wincheesh-pah
“elbow” in Stoney
otos-kwunee
“elbow” in Cree
kootsisáw
“elbow” in Tsuut’ina
klincho-tinay-indihay
“horse town” in Slavey (Canadian Museum of History, n.d.)
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Over the past decade, there has been a resurgence of traditional place names in and around the
city of Calgary itself. A writer for CBC News (2017) reported that the neighbouring town of
Okotoks translates to “meeting creek” in the Niitsi'tapiipohsinni (Niitsitapi language) and that
Nihahi Creek in Kananaskis Country translates to “ravine” in the Stoney Nakoda language.
Roebuck (2016) also reported that the area in southwest Calgary commonly referred to as
‘Paskapoo’ or Canada Olympic Park, was scheduled to be returned to its traditional Niitsitapii
name, “Aiss ka pooma” which translates to Medicine Hill. Various city counsellors objected,
stating that non-Blackfoot people would not know how to pronounce the name properly,
therefore Niitsitapi Elders had to compromise. Ultimately, the City of Calgary council would
only approve the English translation of Aiss ka pooma; Medicine Hill.
In terms of further contextualizing the importance of Indigenous place names, after the
devastating 2013 flood in Treaty 7, a writer for the Calgary Herald (2013) also recognized the
water knowledge in ancient Niitsitapi place names. “Makhabn” translates to Bow River, and
more specifically, “river where the bow reeds grow”. “Ispitzee” which translates to ‘high’ and is
the traditional name for High River. Both these names foreshadowed an understanding that the
city of Calgary and the town of High River are historical flood plains. This same report
acknowledged the lack of consideration toward Indigenous place names and histories in stating,
“Building settlements, towns, and cities without considering the stories of the floods is risky
business. And we were warned, in many ways” (Calgary Herald, 2013). As a 2013 Treaty 7 flood
evacuee and survivor, I can assert and validate that when we acknowledge the knowledge and
agency of inherent Indigenous languages which come from sentient homelands and waterways,
we respect them as living systems of knowledge. The more Indigenous place names that I learn,
the more I come to understand the sacredness of these sentient places and can begin to
contemplate the ways that I can show love and respect to them. In this way, the land and
waterways can be upheld as ancestors, teachers, record keepers and historians, because they also
carry the instructions of how to live sustainably and avoid environmental catastrophe. They also
instruct us how to live our lives according to ancient Indigenous spiritual and natural laws
sanctified through pre- and post-colonial contact Treaties.
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Honoring Some of My Greatest Water Teachers: The Urban-dwelling Beavers
In September 2019, the Alberta Government announced its plan to engage public input
on constructing yet another, Bow River reservoir between the Stoney Nakoda Nation and the city
of Calgary. According to Pearson (2019),
The Alberta government is holding a series of public engagement sessions in hopes of
educating and hearing from residents about three possibilities it is exploring to boost
drought and flood impacts on the Bow River. The government said it is assessing three
reservoir options for the Bow, which would be built upstream from Calgary:
● A new reservoir located near Morley, between Horseshoe Dam and Ghost
Reservoir
● Expansion of Ghost Reservoir
● A new reservoir located between Ghost Reservoir and Bearspaw Dam (para. 1-2)
Alberta Environment Minister Jason Nixon explained this announcement in stating, “Flood
resilience remains a top priority for government and the residents of Calgary and many
communities in southern Alberta” (Pearson, 2019, para. 3). This is a means of mitigating and
preventing further flooding within the city of Calgary. Considering that two of these proposed
options are once again targeted toward the Stoney Nakoda Nation, the provincial government’s
environmental racism and sole concern for protecting the settler economy and private property
ownership is revealed once again. For a geography with already receding glacial headwaters and
consequential sinking water levels due to catastrophic climate change, introducing more drought
as a form of flood mitigation and control seems counter-productive and unsustainable for the
long term. To prevent further flooding in the city of Calgary, the province’s proposal suggests to
flood the Stoney Nakoda Nation even more than it already is. Given the high concentration of
existing dams, reservoirs, and industrial projects near the Nation, this seems like an inequitable
deal. Any opportunity for extra flooding puts the Nation at higher risk for further social and
environmental disaster and degradation.
Reflecting on this while walking and practicing SWL since 2019, I took to visiting an
urban-dwelling beaver family that had been removed from the west end of Bowness Park, just
north of Aiss ka pooma. At this time, the City of Calgary began construction of an extension of
the overpass for the Stoney Trail ring road, and this resulted in the complete desecration and
removal of a large chunk of an over four-hundred-year-old Douglas Fir forest located along the
west end of Bowness Park and the Bow River. The construction resulted in re-engineering parts
of Makhabn (Bow River watershed) to make way for the supporting structure of the overpass;
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large pillars which stand in the river itself. Initially, the urban-dwelling beavers began to build
their dam on a canal-like offshoot of the river and started felling trees for their food and shelter.
An extensive effort was made by Calgary Parks to control the beavers’ supposed menace. In
Bowness Park and others like it, I also noticed many cages were being erected around tree bases
as a means of preserving the trees and starving the beavers out of the area.
For the following two winters, what appeared to be the same urban-dwelling beavers
began to build a new home for themselves along a small creek between the main body of
Makhabn and a residential area. This new, small dam was built about two kilometers east of
where they had been removed. Through the following seasons I had the sincere gift of being able
to witness and learn from the beavers’ inherent perseverance, engineering genius, water
governance, and ecological leadership. During my repeated visiting, I acknowledged the urbandwelling beavers as wise, respected ones. Through multiple seasons of giving continual
offerings, I began to know and be known by them as my more-than-human kin.
Figure 4.22
Poplar tree felled by the urban-dwelling beavers

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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To further my learning with the urban-dwelling beavers, I began to research the positive
impacts of beaver reintroduction on other areas of western Turtle Island that have also
experienced serious issues with industry-induced drought and flooding. I found the published
research to be very hopeful and illuminating. According to the Oregon Forest Resources Institute
(2016):
Land managers generally understand the critical role beavers play in the ecosystem. They
can improve aquatic and floodplain functions, and their dams help create wetlands and
habitat for fisheries recovery (Needham & Morzillo 2011). However, beavers can create
conflict with humans and land managers because they alter habitats in ways that are not
always compatible with landowner objectives…
● Beavers are known to create off-channel habitat. Off-channel habitat is important
for over-wintering coastal coho salmon and other salmonid species. Beavers may
play a role in improving salmon habitat quality. Land managers may use this
information when making management decisions regarding beavers on their
property…
● The benefits of beavers for overall watershed health are many. Relocating beavers
into watersheds may be an effective restoration tool in some areas. (Oregon Forest
Resources Institute, 2016, p. 22).
Despite the many benefits of reintroducing beavers to watershed habitats, the biggest barriers for
beavers to fulfill their responsibilities to water continue to be colonial capitalist industrialism and
irresponsible private land ownership. What was once a vast wetland and floodplain around
Mohkinstis has become a severe flood-drought zone due to industrial agricultural farming and
irrigation, urbanization, the over-damming of rivers, and other hazardous industrial projects.
Reflecting on my own embodied experience, I recognized that the majority of the
Disabilities I live with very closely mirror the environmental degradation caused to the Makhabn
watershed. In this sense, I understand that what we do to water affects all life, including our own.
Kenyon (2019) validated this in citing Fiona Livingstone, a suicide prevention program
specialist, “‘If the land is sick, you are sick’” (para. 10). Kenyon (2019) further explained:
The personal, social, and ecological are closely interconnected: ‘health’ is the state in
which they are all in balance… Prolonged drought affects Aboriginal communities in
farming regions economically, because it leads to a lack of work. There’s also a grief at
the loss of nature from the deaths of wild animals and plants. These experiences of not
being able to take care of the land during long periods of drought increases stress, leading
to an increase in antisocial and risk-taking behaviour…People begin to ‘mistrust each
other, gossip maliciously, and turn against each other’… Droughts can have the effect of
‘exacerbating underlying grief and trauma’. (para. 10-11)
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This trauma also extends to more-than-human-beings. Thinking about drought reminded me that
Makhabn is the life force of Treaty 7 itself, as this agreement was sanctified by means of
ceremonial pipe along its shore in 1877. I thought about how Treaty 7 will last “as long as the
sun shines and the rivers flow” (Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal Council et al., 1996, p. 15). I
wondered, what will happen to the Treaty when the rivers stop flowing? Will that be the end of
all life itself?
The urban-dwelling beavers answered my questions in the most beautiful way possible.
Their resilience taught me that a problem can serve as a solution when seen from a different
perspective. The knowledge of inherent beaver damming practices might be able to help us
navigate our way out of the catastrophic mess caused by Treaty violations such as human dams
and overall environmental degradation – but only if we are willing to sit, watch, and listen. The
overall teachings that I learned from the beavers also speak to what Chippewa scholar, Gerald
Vizenor (2009) has coined survivance. He explained:
‘Native survivance stories are renunciations of dominance, tragedy, and victimry.
Survivance means the right of succession or reversion of an estate, and in that sense the
estate of Native survivancy’…Survivance is an active sense of presence, the continuance
of native stories. (p. 100)
Kenyon (2019) furthered this understanding of “cultural continuity” in terms of connection to
land, and the importance of respecting Indigenous Peoples as inherent climate and environmental
justice leaders. This can be done by supporting the revitalization of traditional and ceremonial
Indigenous governance systems. In this way, water is resilient and always finds its place. As land
and water protectors, the beaver’s survivance and inherent connection to local, traditional
Indigenous governance goes back millennia, and their importance to ensuring the continuance of
all life cannot be understated.
In terms of the personal knowledge that the urban-dwelling beavers gifted to me, I
learned from marvelling at their ingenuity and engineering skills quietly and gently. By making
sure to give my offerings and ask for permission to be present, I was able to observe various
emerging structures of the beaver dam be built over time. The beavers decided to build their dam
directly downstream from a city stormwater drain. Through their reintroduction and
reconstitution of water to the area, I noticed an increase of diversity in plant medicines growing
in the area. By giving their respect and love to the water, the beavers helped it come alive.
Witnessing this helped me gain more of a sense of well-being within myself. I also learned
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additional ways that I can love and respect water. For example, I was initially alarmed to see that
the beavers had been harvesting human garbage and plastic as building materials for their dam.
Despite having removed garbage in other areas of the watershed, I felt it was morally wrong to
pick any garbage out of the beaver dam. This was because I respected their agency in having
chosen to repurpose it. I realized that the beavers had reconstructed a human-induced problem
into a more-than-human ecological solution. Although this petroleum by-product and nonbiodegradable building material was far from ideal, the beavers were using our garbage as a
structural support to their dam. This ultimately served as a filtration structure for our stormwater
pollution and helped to heal the water before it returned to the Makhabn watershed. By
constructing various small, structures throughout the canal, the dam was able to filter large
particles from the water in ways that did not cause major flooding to the area, such as the case
with large-scale human hydroelectric dams further up the river. From this, the beavers taught me
that not only do we have a responsibility to repurpose our pollution and waste, but if used
correctly, it too can also be utilized as a healing and regenerative resource for the land itself. The
beaver nation survived ecocide during the Fur Trade along with forced relocations and ongoing
climate crisis, all the while continuing the ways of their ancestors to create a healthier watershed
to share with all life.
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Figure 4.23
Urban-dwelling beaver dam, downstream from a city stormwater drain, summer 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.24
Urban-dwelling beaver dam with human garbage built into it, summer 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.25
Urban-dwelling beaver dam, winter 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Figure 4.26
Urban-dwelling beaver lodge, winter 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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The urban-dwelling beaver’s presence continues to speak to intergenerational survivance
against all odds. Witnessing them fulfill their responsibilities to water gave me better direction
and hope for the future of water and all life, and I am thankful to be able to continue to learn
from them. In terms of my overall learning with water as pedagogy, Michi Saagig Nishnaabeg
scholar, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson (2020) beautifully orated and summarized my
understandings in likening the survivance of beaver dams and blockades to Indigenous cultural
revitalization, land, and water protection movements. She explained:
Amik [Beaver] is a world builder. Amik is the one that brings water. Amik is the one that
brings forth more life. Amik is the one that works continuously with water and land and
plant and animal nations and consent and diplomacy to create worlds. To create shared
worlds…Prior to contact with white people, it is estimated that (North America) was
home to between 60 and 400 million beavers. That’s three to five beavers for every
kilometre of stream, a beaver in nearly every headwater stream in North America…
There is currently a Beaver resurgence of sorts happening on Turtle Island. Beavers have
been seen round dancing in malls, blockading ports and intersections, holding teach-ins at
university, handing out fully gnawed beaver sticks to hikers. Urban beavers have started
to cut down trees in parks and along rivers and build dams over urban creeks, flood the
odd trail basement. They’ve starred in their own IMAX movie, enticed scientists to study,
and rejected the stereotype of felt hat. Blockades are both a refusal and an affirmation.
An affirmation of a different political economy, a world built upon a different set of
relationships and ethics, an affirmation of life…
We can have the same old arguments we’ve been having for centuries about
inconveniences in the extralegal nature of blockades. We can pit jobs in the economy
versus the environment. We can perform superficial dances of reconciliation and dialogue
and negotiate for the cheap gifts of economic and political inclusion. Or we can imagine
different worlds. We can remember the principled actions of the Dene Nation in the
1970s opposing the Mackenzie Valley pipeline; where the communities of Kahnawá:ke
and Kanesatà:ke had gone to war during the summer of 1990, and find ways to support
families, clans, communities and nations that are standing up and saying no, you do not
have our consent to build this golf course, pipeline, mine, hydro dam, clear cut because
we are very, very busy building a different world. (Simpson & CBC Radio, 2020)
By learning about my responsibilities toward water, water as pedagogy continues to be a teacher
about interrelatedness, collaboration, and consent. The visiting, walking and SWL methods I
utilized were actively anti-capitalist and anti-rape because they focused on a principle of being in
good relation with the land and waterways as ancient, sentient beings. By giving before taking
and expecting nothing in return, I received some of the most humbling and healing teachings
anyone could ask for.
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Holistic Insights Gifted from the Land and Waterways
The time I spent repeatedly visiting, walking, and practicing SWL with the land and
waterways allowed me to observe seasonal changes of the land and waterways especially along
the Makhabn watershed. I utilized these methods so frequently that they have consequently
become an integral part of my everyday life. Spring not only brought higher water levels, but the
water changed to a beautiful aquamarine colour from the high mineral content due to glacial and
mountain runoff. Summer brought incredible rain, thunder, and hailstorms which purified,
replenished, at times damaged, but mostly rejuvenated the land.
I especially enjoyed walking with the water in rainstorms. The smell, sound, and sight of
cleansing raindrops falling and rippling into the waterways reminded me of a beautiful marriage.
The confluence of distinct waters which shapeshifted and travelled so far to eventually converge
and become one with another, at long last united and would eventually transform to give new life
once again. At times I needed to laugh, and other times I also realized I needed to cry with the
land and waterways. Crying was also a means of cleansing and giving back. Autumn would
herald that winter was on its way when water levels would drop, and the water would become
clear again. This was a sign that snow was falling in the mountains once again and run off melt
had ceased.
The ancient mountains and river rock beds which serve as the skeletal and arterial
supports for these waterways taught me that just by sitting, watching, and listening, one can
make waves for positive change. Sometimes, the most productive and healing thing one can do
for the planet is to be quiet, observe, and rest. This listening is a form of healing and survivance,
not apathy or inaction. Witnessing the land and waterways in all their beautiful forms affirmed
my understanding that the land and water is always giving of itself. Whether water comes from a
tap, river, or natural spring, every day I grow to appreciate this precious, sacred healing spirit
even more for all the life it gives. During my writing of this thesis, I was very fortunate to
experience the time, space, and embodiment needed to learn and actualize some of the varying
ways this gifting continually unfolds.
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Figure 4.27
Large thunderstorm over downtown Calgary and Mohkinstis, summer 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Figure 4.28
Rain clouds over Calgary, summer 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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Figure 4.29
Makhabn (Bow River) watershed, summer 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
Figure 4.30
Makhabn watershed, autumn 2020

Brown, S. (2020) [Photograph]
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My ongoing learning journey with the water has not been simple, romanticized, nor easy .
Due to the considerable impacts of isolation from COVID-19, I oftentimes questioned if I was
the only person visiting the waterways who was observing and thinking critically about what was
happening to them, in addition to reciprocating love and respect. One summer day in 2020, I had
just finished visiting the urban-dwelling beavers and was standing near Makhabn and giving
offerings. Another person with a kayak came to the shore. At first, I was startled by this person
disrupting my otherwise very private process. I did not say anything, but quietly observed them
get into their kayak and paddle down the river. This person continually zig-zagged across the
river, and I quickly realized that they were collecting garbage and waste caught on various
aspects of the river by placing it in their kayak. It was during this silent moment that I knew I
was not alone in this work. As I was praying with the water, water prayers were being answered,
and I felt so fortunate to have witnessed a glimpse of that. I was humbled and thankful for this
moment, and for the unique myriad of ways that people connect and give their love and gratitude
to the water. The water taught me that although there is much work to be done, no heartfelt act of
kindness is obsolete or too small. Reflecting on the urban-dwelling beavers and what an ethical
“hydrosocial approach” (Wilson et al., 2019, p.2) means to me, I came to realize that as a water
thinker and dweller I rely on those upstream to love and respect their section of the river as a
means of taking care of me, and those downstream rely on the same from me. I consider this the
same in respect to the generations of people who loved and respected the lands and waterways
before me. I have the same unfolding responsibility to fulfill these responsibilities for the sake of
the future generations to come.
Throughout my time actualizing Indigenous Grandmother teachings about water, I was
able to connect with the world around me and feel a sense of agency, safety, grounding, and
connection with something much bigger than myself. For the first time, I was also able to
actualize my learning in a self-directed way that was for the most part, accessible for my
Disabled bodymind. This was an empowering experience for me as a lifelong learner. Through
osmosis and repeated practice of visiting, walking, and SWL, water as pedagogy has become a
routine part of my everyday life. By continually learning to love and care for the water, I am
learning to love and care for myself and the world around me. This is an ongoing commitment to
social and ecological justice, and I have been privileged to be able to share a glimpse of this
through my personal storywork. What I have ultimately learned is that when love and respect are
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abundant, water will be too. In this way, water as pedagogy is a humanizing, life-long learning
journey that I look forward to, hopefully for many years to come.
Conclusion
In this chapter I contextualized my reflections and analyses in a way that foregrounded
the inherent knowledge of Indigenous Grandmothers, knowledge keepers, and the land and
waterways. After practicing a blended visiting, walking, SWL method for over a year, I shared
my personal realizations by means of personal storywork. The answer to my research question,
“How is water a teacher for me?” is continually unfolding, multi-layered, and multi-dimensional.
By rooting my methodological inquiry in intersectional values shared by Indigenous
womxnisms, feminisms, Indigenous storywork, and the Ten Principles of Disability Justice (Sins
Invalid, 2019), I was able to actualize previously published Indigenous grandmother teachings
which shaped the foundation and protocols for water as pedagogy. Métis Grandmother Maria
Campbell emphasized a pedagogy of spending time with the Saskatchewan River watershed,
giving offerings, and observing how damaged the river is, along with the kinds of environmental
degradation happening to it (Anderson et al. 2013, p. 16). Late Anishinaabe Grandmother
Josephine Mandamin emphasized the importance of beginning to learn from water by giving it
respect, gratitude, and love (p.16). Water as pedagogy is an anti-capitalist pedagogy of giving,
rooted in Indigenous Grandmothers’ assertions that water is a healing spirit connected to
Indigenous womxn’s bodyminds. Water is not a commodity to be sold and destroyed (p. 16).
Use of spirit-driven, personal storywork served to validate my reflections and analysis by
means of supplementary academic research. While practicing blended methods of visiting,
walking, and SWL, I drank in teachings from the sentient land and waterways with my entire
bodymind and senses, and then articulated what I learned through a methodology of personal,
Indigenous storywork. I spent over a year walking along the Bow River in the city of Calgary,
and various waterways in the overall South Saskatchewan River watershed surrounding the city.
In April 2020, hundreds of dead Mountain Whitefish washed ashore along the bank of the Bow
River near downtown Calgary. Alberta Environment and Parks dismissed this as a simple
winterkill, with no need for public concern (Grant, 2020). What I witnessed along the Bow River
watershed foreshadowed various ongoing concerns regarding recurrent river traumas. During
November 2020, I spent three days with the glacial headwaters of the Bow River, along with
paint pots along the Kootenay River as part of the Columbia watershed. I followed the Bow
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River through the Rocky Mountains to the northwest part of the City of Calgary. Observing
receding glacial watersheds, ongoing Indigenous erasure from Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay
National Parks through settler entrepreneurship and colonial legislation, European introduction
of salmonid diseases such as Whirling Disease, environmental degradation from numerous
hydroelectric dams, mining, industrial waste sites, and overall municipal mismanagement of
water elicited an overwhelming amount of environmental degradation and a legislated flooddrought effect to the Bow River watershed. These fish kills are indicative of a multitude of
colonial capitalist river traumas.
The disproportionate concentration of harmful industrial projects and their proximity to
the Stoney Nakoda, Tsuut’ina, and Kainaiwa Nations highlighted water justice issues in respect
to environmental racism along the South Saskatchewan River watershed. My reflections and
analysis concluded that a paradigm shift is needed to divest our society from a colonial capitalist
rape-culture of taking from - and desecrating - Indigenous homelands, waterways, and
interconnected Indigenous human beings towards an anti-rape and anti-capitalist economy of
consent, gifting, love, and kinship asserted through the local Indigenous foundations of Treaty 7
itself.
My time with the land and waterways allowed me to envision a glimpse of what this
paradigm shift could look like. Normalizing the return and revitalization of Indigenous place
names and Indigenous presence to sacred homelands and waterways is a good place to start.
Urban-dwelling beavers taught me about their importance to local Indigenous ceremonies and
traditional governance systems. The beavers also shared personal teachings with me about
survivance and the ways they blockade environmental degradation and help to heal the water and
give it life with their dams. My time with the lands and waterways also affirmed that Indigenous
cultural continuity, resistance to domination, and connection to inherent homelands and
waterways is essential to the survival and continuance of water, Treaty 7, and all life. In this
way, water governs us, not the other way around. Through my personal reflections, analysis and
spirit-driven storywork, a vision for water as pedagogy has become clear. Respecting water-asteacher is a life-long learning experience and overall commitment to social and ecological
justice. This learning emphasizes Indigenous Grandmother and knowledge keeper selfdetermination and leadership on their own homelands and waterways. Water as pedagogy also
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encompasses all human and more-than-human life in respectful and reciprocal ways for the
benefit of our shared future generations to come.
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Conclusion
Overview of Water as Pedagogy
This study aimed to answer the question, “how is water a teacher for me?” The nuanced
Indigenous storywork featured throughout the thesis informed each chapter like a ripple effect.
Based on embodied land-based learning and reflective analysis, I expressed how water-asteacher is an ongoing, life-long learning journey and an unfolding commitment to environmental
and social justice. Analysis rooted in diverse, previously published Indigenous Grandmother
water teachings, along with Indigenous womxnist and feminist theories, asserted that a societal
paradigm shift is needed to divest from Western thinking of water-as-commodity to an
intercultural, Indigenous worldview of water-as-sentient and more specifically, water-as-spirit.
Practicing an interwoven visiting and walking method with an Indigenous Elder’s witnessing
method of SWL led me to observe a flow of inquiry was informed by and resulted in my
overarching methodology of personal, Indigenous storywork. The work of this thesis largely
focuses on the 222-kilometre section of river between the headwaters of the Bow River and the
northwest area of the city of Calgary, Alberta, in the territory of Treaty 7. It also includes various
points of the greater South Saskatchewan watershed surrounding the city of Calgary, along with
paint pots and the Kootenay River in the Rocky Mountains and Ktunaxa territory, as part of the
greater Columbia watershed.
An extensive literature review pertaining to Indigenous histories, oral stories, and
methodologies served as the foundational storybasket context for the notion of water as
pedagogy. The review was intended to reflect some of the histories of the diverse, interconnected
Indigenous Peoples in Treaty 7, and the overall South Saskatchewan River. Throughout the
literature review, the importance of Indigenous Storywork was iterated in a way that embodied
the values of “respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism, interrelatedness, and
synergy” (Archibald, 2008, p. ix). The existing scholarly literature and the oral stories held in
community presented in this chapter provided a compelling picture of the connection between
colonial capitalist rape culture, the destruction of land, water, and the Indigenous Peoples of the
regions.
By carefully listening to sentient land and waterways and experiencing a relation to place,
I interwove previously published Indigenous Grandmother, knowledge keeper, and Western
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scientific voices into an articulation of the importance of water and climate justice from diverse
but united, polyvocal Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives. By foregrounding dynamic
and complex Indigenous and non-Indigenous Treaty 7 stories, a unique chronology of local water
history was established. Throughout the literature review - and indeed this whole thesis – an
important function of Indigenous storywork was the use of extensive block quotation to amplify
oftentimes silenced and overlooked Indigenous and non-Indigenous water knowledge keeper’s
voices as holistically as possible. Critical Indigenous womxnist and feminist discourses were
featured to rematriate my connection with the land and waterways. Indigenous womxnisms and
feminisms were also utilized to further unpack and examine the ways in which colonialism has
affected water, and the direct impact that colonial thinking continues to have on the minds and
bodies of all Indigenous people, while disproportionately impacting Indigenous 2SLGBTQ+,
girls, and womxn. In this way, water as pedagogy serves as a form of analytic and survivance, by
challenging and resisting colonial domination.
By foregrounding Indigenous knowledge keeper and Western voices, the literature
review revealed dynamic scholarly materials raised in the research by means of Indigenous
storywork. These interwoven narratives provided a storybasket in the form of critical analysis to
five hundred years of colonial capitalism, broken Treaties, ongoing rape culture, Indigenous
womxn’s healing - along with their inherent water jurisprudence - and the need to lead a
monumental, inter-cultural and sociopolitical paradigm shift to strive for water justice and
overall sustainability. Western science can assist toward addressing interconnected injustices
caused by catastrophic climate change with the leadership of Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers. By situating Western science within an Indigenous paradigm of relational
accountability, a responsibility to the land rather than colonial capitalism is upheld and
respected. By situating myself as a learner in this process, I embodied Indigenous Grandmother
water teachings by spending time learning and reciprocating toward the land and waterways as
more-than-human teachers.
To have water serve as a teacher and teaching philosophy - or pedagogy - visiting,
walking, and SWL methods were critical. Visiting, walking, and SWL were informed by my
intentions and insights gained from the literature review. This led to a flow of inquiry which
spanned a vast area of topics in the research. Visiting, walking, and SWL also provided the
methods for me to drink in, embody, and carry the teachings I learned. By spending time with the
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land and waterways, I was able to validate and analyze my understanding of water and land as
teachers. Personal, Indigenous storywork methodology allowed me to articulate my insights. In
this way, the methods I used created a ripple effect that served as a foundation and stream of
inquiry for my overall research reflections and analysis. In addition, the use of visiting, walking,
and SWL methods provided an accessible means and context through which I could learn with
the more-than-human environment around me. Furthermore, the previously published Indigenous
womxnist works about water allowed me to engage with Indigenous Grandmother teachings as
guiding principles for my time with water as a healer and a teacher. To ensure my relational
accountability, an independent body of Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers served
to support, guide, and culturally mediate my process with the land and waterways through
ongoing conversation. These mentors validated my embodied experiences with the land and
waterways and helped me to make meaning in my reflection process. My academic supervisory
committee served to provide feedback on the proposal, drafts, and finalized written thesis. They
also ensured that my research adhered to university ethics and publishing standards.
In the face of ongoing adversity and catastrophic climate change, my journey along the
Bow River and greater South Saskatchewan watershed represented deep personal learning and
healing with water. Yet this journey was by no means easy or simple. There were multiple
systemic and physical barriers that regularly re-routed how I could conduct my research. First
and foremost, the COVID-19 virus interfered with my work. Because this global pandemic has
impacted the lives of every global citizen, face-to-face human interactions were restricted to
prevent the spread of the virus. Substantial time was spent considering and adapting the research
ethics and methods to coincide with changing public health advisories and restrictions. How
could I do my work safely and alone while still seeking to uplift Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers as authorities in the research? In terms of relational accountability, public
health requirements made my interaction process with the advising Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers more difficult. Because gifting and face-to-face visiting is routine to
reciprocal relationality and SWL, I had to conceptualize creative ways to engage with my
cultural advisors. The depth and the quality of these experiences could simply not be the same as
they might have been during pre-COVID times. Lastly, in terms of my own accessibility needs,
there were so many Albertans not following COVID-19 public health restrictions and public
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health advisories that it was often not safe for me to access various land and waterways to
conduct my fieldwork.
Because actualizing this storywork with the land and waterways was an entirely
embodied experience, as a financially poor, sick, and Disabled learner-researcher I chose to
engage the decolonial, grassroots driven Ten Principles of Disability Justice. These are:
intersectionality, leadership of those most impacted, anti-capitalist politic, cross social and
ecological justice movement solidarity, recognizing wholeness, sustainability, commitment to
cross-disability solidarity, interdependence, collective access, and collective liberation (Sins
Invalid, 2019, pp. 22-27). Recognizing wholeness, I engaged my bodymind as a holistic learning
vessel. I embraced the idea of “The relationship between the human body and mind as a single
integrated entity… to affirm that our minds and bodies cannot be separated” (p. 146). As result, I
adjusted my use of SWL and walking methods according to my own distinct access needs. Some
days, I was not able to walk or access the land and waterways at all. Other days, I could walk
minimally and focused more on visiting the land and waterways while practicing SWL. Other
days I could focus on visiting and walking while also watching and listening. The lens through
which I interpreted my time with the land and waterways was through this decolonial, Disability
Justice framework. My reflections and analysis highlighted this embodied knowledge by
foregrounding Indigenous Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as water carriers, keepers, and
climate justice leaders.
The means by which I recorded what I learned was embodied in accordance with my
access needs; I did not take notes while spending time with the land and waterways. Writing or
recording would have distracted me from the fully immersive and overall sensory learning
experience of SWL. Instead, after my time with the water, I took time to quietly reflect on, and
later discuss, my realizations with my cultural advisors orally and using memory. At times, I
would sketch and journal during my reflective process. My interactions with my cultural advisors
were conducted primarily via telephone. I would informally converse with some of them
monthly, and others weekly, bi-weekly, or daily. Interaction with my advisors was based on my
needs, as well as on my advisors’ availability. Through these ongoing reflections and
conversations over the months, themes emerged, bubbling to the surface. From this basis I wove
a flowing narrative of my own personal storywork and inquiry which involved research around
the questions that arose through the literature review and fieldwork.
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In the final analysis, this thesis countered and challenged the existing colonial fallacy of
undiscovered knowledge. The Indigenous knowledges held in the sentient lands, waterways, and
the more-than-human world have existed prior to colonization and continue to exist. Asserting
my learning as some type of “new findings” would assume that this knowledge is new and mine
for the claiming. It is not new. It is not mine. Instead, I merely uncovered and foregrounded the
inherent knowledge of Indigenous Grandmothers, knowledge keepers, sentient lands, and
waterways. My position in the research was to be with the land and waterways and embody these
teachings, and to share the learning by means of personal, Indigenous storywork. What is distinct
about my work is the means in which I wove together existing knowledge in the form of a unique
storybasket, along with how I carried, embodied, and drank in this knowledge with the land and
waterways, then poured it out as a form of give away and sharing through personal storywork.
This water as pedagogy work is never finished or complete. In fact, the answer to my research
question, “how is water a teacher for me?” is a continually unfolding, multi-layered, and multidimensional lifelong learning journey. Like water, this movement is in constant flux of giving
and receiving; it always finds its place.
Grandmothers in various Indigenous communities have called for people to engage water
as pedagogy for some time. Métis Grandmother, Maria Campbell emphasized a pedagogy of
spending time with the Saskatchewan River watershed and observing how damaged it is, along
with the kinds of environmental degradation currently happening to it (Anderson et al. 2013, p.
16). Late Anishinaabe Grandmother, Josephine Mandamin emphasized the importance of
beginning to learn from water by giving it gratitude and love (p. 16). In the spirit of these
Grandmothers’ calls to action, my thesis, water as pedagogy serves as an anti-rape, anticapitalist, pro-consent pedagogy of giving before receiving. It is rooted in Indigenous
Grandmothers’ assertions that water is a healing spirit inherently connected to Indigenous
womxn’s bodyminds. My thesis work, water as pedagogy, is premised on the understanding that
water is sentient, and is not a commodity to be sold and destroyed (p. 16). By giving offerings
and practicing consent with the land and waterways, I actualized the blended methods of
walking, visiting, and SWL.
My journey has been long and was guided by my cohesive bodymind, physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual senses. Through ongoing months, I spent many days and hours walking
along Makhabn (Niitsitapi name for the Bow River watershed) within the city of Calgary and
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visiting various waterways in the greater South Saskatchewan River. In November 2020, I also
spent three consecutive days with the glacial headwaters of Makhabn along with neighbouring
Paint Pots along the Kootenay River as part of the greater Columbia watershed. I then followed
Makhabn through the Rocky Mountains to the northwest and central part of the city of Calgary.
During this time, I observed receding glacial watersheds, ongoing Indigenous erasure from the
Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay National Parks through settler entrepreneurship and colonial
legislation. Transient introduction of European salmonid diseases such as Whirling Disease,
environmental degradation from numerous hydroelectric dams, mining, industrial waste sites, oil
and gas industrialization, commercial farming and agriculture, and overall municipal
mismanagement of water elicited an overwhelming amount of environmental degradation and a
legislated flood-drought effect to the Makhabn watershed. All of this would cause mass-fish
kills, among other, interconnected life forms including humans and more-than-human beings.
The disproportionate concentration of harmful industrial projects and their proximity to the
Stoney Nakoda, Tsuut’ina, and Kainaiwa Nations highlighted water justice issues in respect to
environmental racism directed toward interconnected Indigenous Peoples along the overall South
Saskatchewan River watershed, among other waterways. My reflections and analyses were
validated by diverse Indigenous Grandmothers’ assertions that a paradigm shift is desperately
needed to divest our shared and diverse society from its colonially rooted capitalist rape-culture.
This is because colonial capitalism endorses non-consent, limitless taking, and the desecration of
Indigenous homelands and waterways.
My time with the land and waterways also allowed me to envision a glimpse of what this
paradigm shift could look like. Normalizing the return and revitalization of Indigenous place
names and traditional Indigenous jurisdiction to sacred homelands and waterways is a good place
to start. Urban-dwelling beavers taught me about their ancient and inherent roles as water
keepers and protectors. The beavers also embodied survivance by blockading environmental
degradation and healing water with their dam. My time with the lands and waterways also
affirmed that Indigenous cultural continuity, resistance to domination, and connection to inherent
homeland spaces and places is essential to the survival and continuance of water and all life. In
this way, water governs us, not the other way around. To heal water, we need to heal with the
water through enacting respectful and reciprocal relationships with all life and water-as-spirit.
Through my ongoing personal reflections and analysis rooted in Indigenous storywork, a vision
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for water as pedagogy has become clear: Respecting water-as-teacher is a life-long learning
journey which emphasizes Indigenous Grandmother and knowledge keeper self-determination
and leadership of their own homelands, on, and within the inherent waterways they belong to.
Possibilities Moving Forward
The sharing of my embodied learning practice of water as pedagogy served to invite
others to heal and decolonize their relationships with water. The ripple effect of this learning
speaks to larger educational, ecological, and socio-political contexts. To better understand the
implications of using a visiting, walking, and SWL method with water, further studies could
inquire how this would look within a collective sharing and learning context. The personal and
critically reflexive aspect of Indigenous storywork in this thesis could make way for more
learning outcomes situated within Indigenous laws, values, ontological, and epistemological
contexts. This scholarship would benefit from the guidance of local Indigenous Grandmothers
and their communities. This visiting could be enhanced by face-to-face visiting, or in global
pandemic times, as close to this format as possible while also ensuring Elder and public safety.
Further research would serve to determine the relationship between actualizing water as
pedagogy in both urban and rural communities. Opportunity for applied cross-cultural learning
and analysis is also a hopeful avenue for future research. This thesis can also inform Indigenous
led and cross-cultural water and land protection coalitions and community efforts. For educators,
this research can encourage land-based learning practices which operate within Indigenous
epistemological systems and worldviews. As was demonstrated through my personal storywork,
visiting, walking, and SWL are effective methods for practicing mindfulness and respectful
listening while learning from Indigenous Grandmothers, knowledge keepers, and sentient lands
and waterways. For educators, this thesis demonstrates ways of effectively engaging learners
with landscapes and Indigenous pedagogies. Further community-based, active participatory
research on this learning is best guided and overseen by Indigenous Grandmothers and
knowledge keepers. Researchers and educators could also consider inquiring into the myriad of
ways colonial capitalist rape culture and consent extend to more-than-human, sentient beings.
For educators and education administrators, this thesis might serve as an embodied
example of the value of Indigenous-led land-and-water-based learning in relation to place. Future
community-based, active participatory research could address and analyze systemic barriers for
land-based learning within Western institutions. It can also consider the supports needed to
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respectfully sustain these community relationships and learning outcomes for the long term. For
water researchers, this thesis points to the need for local Indigenous community collaboration
and Indigenous Grandmother leadership in any kind of study on Indigenous homelands and
waterways. This thesis can also serve as an embodied example for learners of all ages and
demographics to learn to heal their personal and professional relationships with the local land
and waterways where they reside.
As an ancillary recommendation in relation to the actualized practice of water as
pedagogy, I advise that Western educational institutions listen to Indigenous Grandmothers and
their communities in terms of discourse and curriculum development. This listening extends not
only to employee or campus Elders, but those outside educational institutions and those who are
rooted within urban and rural-dwelling Indigenous communities. This is significant because
water as pedagogy is culturally responsive and ecologically engaged within an Indigenous
paradigm, on Indigenous homelands and waterways. There is opportunity for all educational
institutions at all levels to support courses that effectively collaborate with Indigenous
communities. Although this thesis does not explicitly deal with teachers and learners in
educational institutions and only represents my own personal learning experiences, it does
suggest that water as pedagogy can extrapolate to an institutional level.
Institutions can benefit from opportunities that allow students to engage Indigenous
storywork through visiting, walking, and SWL methods. If my personal experience as
represented in this thesis can serve as testimony, it is important to create mechanisms in which
teachers can respectfully work with local Indigenous Peoples to develop courses centered around
water and land. Like the reflections and analyses shared in this thesis, students and teachers can
monitor and record what they have learned from the knowledge keepers, land, waterways, and
overall course collaboration as a means of developing their own unique storywork. It would
benefit teachers to be accountable to, and continually follow up on student and Indigenous
community reflections and feedback. As was illustrated through my own experience with
Indigenous community advisors and mentors, it would benefit teachers and administrators to
make time and find meaningful ways to honor and reciprocate toward Indigenous territories and
Indigenous community partners outside of Western institutions.
As was observed throughout my embodied fieldwork, several larger, systemic colonial
factors also continue to serve as an ongoing barrier for Indigenous Peoples to access and protect
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their respective homelands and waterways. As was discussed in chapter four, the lack of access
to sacred sites adversely impacts Indigenous Peoples’ ability to fulfill their responsibilities as
global climate protection leaders. As a larger ripple effect of water as pedagogy, within the
context of the Canadian state further research is recommended to determine the ways in which
the care and management of unceded Indigenous homelands and waterways can be returned to
the inherent jurisdictions of Indigenous Peoples. This is especially evident in the National Parks
and along the Bow River. The lack of explicit Indigenous involvement in climate protection
speaks to a larger Indigenous absence within a Canadian context. For the greater Saskatchewan
River watershed, it would be beneficial for local Indigenous Peoples to freely access receding
glacial headwaters to collectively care for and protect them, along with all landscapes and
waterways downstream. As was observed in the literature review, existing water protection laws
need to be adequately enforced rather than overlooked. Water laws and policy need to be based
on scientific knowledge led by local Indigenous knowledge systems (Arsenault et al., 2018; Wall
Kimmerer, 2013). Those people creating water laws would best not be lobbied by colonial
capitalist or corporate interests. Indigenous land and water protection efforts can be valued
collaborators in re-establishing respectful and sustainable economies which predated
colonization. Based on my personal reflections and analysis, for the Bow River watershed and
others alike, there is also a substantial need for frequent water testing to monitor water quality
including changes in temperature, pollutants, and pathogens. Further local Indigenous
community led research would benefit the revitalization of Indigenous languages and return
Indigenous place names to their respective homelands and waterways, among many other
regenerative and healing efforts.
Contributions of the Research
Throughout this study, I challenged and countered colonial capitalist domination in a
myriad of ways. I embodied Indigenous womxnisms and feminisms in a way that asserts the
inherent role of Indigenous womxn as water keepers by actualizing Indigenous Grandmother
water laws and knowledge. As a femme, I utilized Indigenous feminisms to challenge Indigenous
womxnisms in a way that refutes colonial heteronormativity and domination over 2SLGBTQ+
bodies and identities. By also rooting my inquiry within the Ten Principles of Disability Justice
(Sins Invalid, 2019), I challenged and subverted ableist norms by self-directing my bodymind as
a poor, sick, and Disabled learner in collaboration with the lands and waterways as part of my
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storywork. By foregrounding the land and waterways as sentient and alive teachers, I challenged
Western assertions of anthropomorphism and human centricity in higher level academic learning.
As result, this work also expands the possibility of who, or what could be considered a teacher in
the academic setting. In addition to my academic supervisory committee, I sought Indigenous
Grandmothers and knowledge keepers as cultural mediators and authorities in my research. I
also refused to claim the reflections and analysis chapter as my sole, personal findings. Instead,
my storywork was shaped and influenced by my life experiences and subjectivity which was my
own; and this is a principle in Indigenous learning. This was a means of affirming my relational
accountability and asserting that Indigenous knowledges are held in rematriated, land-and-waterbased collectives of human and more-than-human beings. This overall use of intersectionality
was actualized through embodied practice within local contexts.
My learning journey with the land and waterways was an unfolding, reciprocal healing
journey. This made my research a very vulnerable and personal sharing experience. Within an
Indigenous worldview, it is important to share what one has learned through use of personal
storywork. This sharing is a form of giving back, or give away (Archibald, 2008, pp. 143-153).
In my sharing, I advocated for an anti-capitalist and anti-rape paradigm shift by focusing on
practicing consent and reciprocating love, gratitude, and respect toward the land and waterways.
As result, a proliferate ripple effect of gifting became emergent throughout my discourse. The
land and waterways gifted me the opportunity to witness and reflect on the complexity of what is
happening to and with them. In return, I was able to express my imperfect learning process of
personal healing and meaning making in a way that shares both critically reflexive and intuitive
insights with others.
In my own very small way, my vision for water as pedagogy is an active means of
transmitting this water knowledge to current and future generations. Water as pedagogy is also
an embodied example of shifting from a Western economic mandate of unrestricted taking, to a
life-long learning journey of relational accountability, an equitable redistribution of power, and
balance. Overall, water as pedagogy is one raindrop in the growing pond of Indigenous and nonIndigenous works dedicated to global sustainability, social, and environmental justice for the
sake of all our shared human and more-than-human generations to come. This work is a gift and
is a meaningful, unfolding commitment and responsibility toward lifelong learning.
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